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ABSTRACT
This dissertation reshapes our understanding of the mechanics of nation-building
and the construction of national identities in the Middle Ages, placing medieval England
in a wider European and Mediterranean context. I argue that a coherent English national
identity, transcending the social and linguistic differences of the post-Norman Conquest
period, took shape at the end of the twelfth century. A vital component of this process
was the development of an ideology that intimately connected the geography, peoples,
and mythical histories of England and the Holy Land. Proponents of this ideology
envisioned England as an allegorical new Jerusalem inhabited by a chosen people, and
believed that England’s twelfth-century kings were also destined to rule the terrestrial
kingdom of Jerusalem in the Holy Land. Drawing upon biblical history, local legends,
crusading ideology, and eschatological beliefs, twelfth-century English writers strove to
associate England with the Holy Land not only through the crusade movement, but also
in the greater scope of Christian and mythic history. The prime movers behind these
developments were attached to the courts of the so-called Angevin kings of England—
Henry II (r. 1154–89) and his sons Richard I (r. 1189–99) and John (r. 1199–1216)—who
were also counts of Anjou in France (hence, Angevin). While historians have long
recognized these rulers’ contributions to the development of government institutions such
as the exchequer and common law, I call attention to a crucial ideological movement that
underlay these bureaucratic innovations in England. Ultimately, I argue that the
Angevins’ active participation in the wider political and intellectual movements of
twelfth-century Europe, the Mediterranean, and the Near East was essential to the
creation of a unified English identity.
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INTRODUCTION

On July 27, 2012, the 80,000 spectators sitting in London’s Olympic Stadium, and
a television audience of several hundred million viewers around the globe, watched as the
thirtieth Olympiad was opened by a children’s choir singing the words of William Blake,
“And did those feet in ancient time / Walk upon England's mountains green: / And was
the holy Lamb of God, / On England's pleasant pastures seen!” In the center of the
stadium, a pastoral scene spread out before the audience, overlooked by a terraced green
hill topped by a large oak.1 As the Shakespearean actor Kenneth Branagh ascended the
base of the hill, the children concluded their song, “I will not cease from Mental Fight, /
Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand: / Till we have built Jerusalem, / In England's
green & pleasant Land.” Later in the performance, members of the Royal Navy, Army,
and Air Force carried the flag of the United Kingdom up the miniature hill, where they
hoisted it aloft as another children’s choir sang the national anthem. The spectacle of any
Olympic opening ceremony is intended to present a slice of the host country’s cultural
identity to the world at large; in London in 2012, the first image of itself that the United
Kingdom showcased to audiences around the globe was this idyllic tableau of the “green
and pleasant land” of England, a new Jerusalem.2

1

The grassy hill that presided over this scene was modeled upon Glastonbury Tor in Somerset. The
symbolism of Glastonbury as a national icon, and its unique connections to Jerusalem, is intimately
connected to the history of Glastonbury Abbey during the reigns of the Angevin kings, and to the
2
“London 2012 - Relive the impressive Opening Ceremony!”, Olympic.org: Official Website of the
Olympic Movement (2013). Online at http://www.olympic.org/news/london-2012-the-openingceremony/204829 (Accessed 22 January 2014).
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This dissertation examines the influence of Jerusalem on the development of
English identity some eight and a half centuries before the London Olympics, during the
period from c. 1154 to 1216. It was during this time, I argue, that a coherent English
national identity, transcending the social and linguistic differences of the post-Norman
Conquest period, first took shape. A vital component of this process was the development
of an ideology that intimately connected the geography, peoples, and mythical histories
of England and the Holy Land. Proponents of this new ideology envisioned England as
an allegorical new Jerusalem inhabited by a chosen people (themselves), and believed
that England’s twelfth-century Angevin kings were also destined to rule the terrestrial
kingdom of Jerusalem in the Holy Land.
In the introduction to his collection of essays on The English in the Twelfth
Century, John Gillingham notes that twelfth-century England does not fit a “modernist”
understanding of nation, in which “the masses shared a sense of collective identity with
the elite.”3 Such a modernist view derives from theorists like Benedict Anderson, who
posits that collective national identities only formed after the establishment of a broad
print culture and a general reading public that cut across class boundaries, beginning at
the end of the eighteenth century.4 Modern nationalism, however, did not appear
overnight out of nothing. Anderson’s model fails to account for the deeper, more ancient
ideas and hopes that over the preceeding centuries had shaped the connections between
the lands and and peoples of Europe. Johann Huizinga, for example, argued for the

3

John Gillingham, The English in the Twelfth Century: Imperialism, National Idenity and Political Values
(Woodbridge: Boydell, 2000), xxiv.
4
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism,
Revised Edition (New York: Verso, 2006), 4, 36–46 .
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formation of “national consciousness… by around 1100,” with national rivalries then
further articulated during the Crusades.5 Gillingham similarly suggests that an “imagined
community” (to use Anderson’s term) also existed in twelfth-century England. For
Gillingham, this community was formed by “‘imperialist’ disdain” for England’s Celtic
neighbors in Wales and Ireland.6
Another competing is put forward by Adrian Hastings, who has argued that the
key element of national identity is “an extensively used vernacular literature.”7 Hastings
also idenitifies religion as a part of nationalism, but for him it is always secondary to the
vernacular, supporting national idenity but not fully viable in its own right.8 While
Hastings does allow for an increasing national consciousness in England in the centuries
following the Norman Conquest—particularly from the mid-twelfth century onward—he
does not see that consciousness finding full expression until the triumph of the English
vernacular in the late fourteenth century.9 Indeed, he asserts that “it would be foolish to
doubt that the distinct, self-conscious national idenity of England was temporarily
weakened by the use of French.”10 Elaine Treharne has similarly emphasizes a close link

5

Johann Huizinga, Men and Ideas: History, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, trans. James S. Holmes and
Hans van Marle (New York: Meridian, 1959), 100, 108. See also Kathy Lavezzo, “Introduction,” to
Imagining a Medieval English Nation, ed. Kathy Lavezzo, Medieval Cultures 37 (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 2004): vii–xxxiv, at x–ix.
6
Gillingham, The English in the Twelfth Century, xxv. For a discussion of such “us” versus “them” ideas in
Anglo-Saxon England, see Alfred P. Smyth, “The Emergence of English Identity, 700–1000,” in Medieval
Europeans: Studies in Ethnic Identity and National Perspectives in Medieval Europe, ed. Alfred P. Smyth
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998): 24–52, at 28. For Anderson’s discussion of the term “imagined
communities,” see Anderson, Imagined Communities, 6–7.
7
Adrian Hastings, The Construction of Nationhood: Ethnicity, Religion and Nationalism (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1997), 2–3.
8
Hastings, The Construction of Nationhood, 4.
9
Hastings, The Construction of Nationhood, 5, see also 35–65. The essays in Imagining a Medieval
English Nation, ed. Lavezzo, similarly emphasize the later medieval period in England.
10
Hastings, The Construction of Nationhood, 44.
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between national identity and the English vernacular.11 For Treharne, the English idenity
of Anglo-Saxon England survived in spite of, rather than because of, Angevin rule. As I
argue in this dissertation, however, the creation of a national idenity was fully possible in
the trilingual culture of twelfth-century England, long before English became the
dominant language of the kingdom, and it was fostered and encouraged by the Angevin
kings and members of their court.
Hastings’ and Treharne’s focus on language and Gillingham’s post-colonial
definition of self against “other” idenitify important components of the development of
national identity, but they are in many ways too limiting in scope. A different—and, I
believe, more nuanced—model for understanding the development of English identity
during the Angevin period can be found in the work of the ethnographer Anthony Smith,
who identifies religious ideology as the key element of national identity formation. Smith
strives to overturn the assumption that nationalism (in its modernist sense) is a secular
substitute for, and therefore antagonistic to, religious ideology.12 He asserts instead that
the foundational elements of national identities are found “in the realm of culture, and…
more especially in the domain of ‘religion’.”13
Throughout this dissertation, I follow Smith’s definitions of ‘nation’ and ‘national
identity’:
Nation: “a named human population occupying a historic territory and sharing
common myths and memories, a public culture, and common laws and customs
for all members.”14
11

Elaine Treharne, Living through Conquest: The Politics of Early English, 1020–1220, Oxford Textual
Perspectives (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012).
12
Anthony Smith, Chosen Peoples (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), vii, 9.
13
Smith, Chosen Peoples, 3, see also 5.
14
Smith, Chosen Peoples, 24.
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National Identity: “the maintenance and continual reinterpretation of the pattern
of values, symbols, memories, myths, and traditions that form the distinctive
heritage of the nation, and the identification of individuals with that heritage and
its pattern.”15
Important in both these definitions is the idea that the nation is rooted in four primary
elements: “community, territory, history, and destiny.”16 In the following work I explore
the expression of these four themes in Angevin interpretations of history, crusading
ideology, local legends, and eschatological beliefs. By drawing upon these ideas, twelfthcentury writers, I argue, strove to associate England with the Holy Land not only through
the crusade movement, but also in the greater scope of Christian and mythic history. In
the process, they created a new idea of what it meant to be Angevin and English.
Admittedly, in 1154, a unified English identity was hard to imagine. England had
been ruled for nearly a century by French-speaking Norman rulers, and a two-decadeslong civil war was finally drawing to a close. Poised to take the throne were Henry
Plantagenet—duke of Normandy and Aquitaine, count of Anjou and Maine—and his
wife Eleanor, the duchess of Aquitaine and former queen of France.17 From their
backgrounds, these monarchs seem an unlikely pair to preside over the emergence of
English identity. Yet over the next sixty years, we can see the deliberate cultivation of an
increasingly coherent English cultural and political identity among the members of the
royal and ecclesiastical courts of Angevin England. This was not, of course, the British
nationalism of the nineteenth century, but rather a collective understanding of the
relationships between people, bureaucracy, history, rulers, and the land itself.

15

Smith, Chosen Peoples, 24–5.
Smith, Chosen Peoples, 31.
17
Henry was duke of Aquitaine by right of his marriage to Eleanor.
16

5

For over half a century the Angevin king Henry II (r. 1154–89), his wife Eleanor
(1122/4–1204), and their sons Henry “The Young King” (r. 1179–83), Geoffrey (1158–
86), Richard I (r. 1189–99), and John (r. 1199–1216) ruled over an empire spanning the
British Isles and numerous territories on the Continent. Their court attracted some of the
greatest figures of the era, from warriors to theologians to authors of romance. In terms of
wealth, land, and power, the Angevins towered over their neighbors. Gerald of Wales, in
his Topography of Ireland, wrote of Henry II, “Your victories vie with the world, since
you, our western Alexander, have… spread your victories as far as nature has spread her
lands… If the bounds of your expeditions be sought, one would reach the ends of the
earth before finding their limits.”18 The idea of an Angevin empire stretching from
England to the foothills of the Pyrenees is today generally accepted in the scholarly
community—particularly when applied to the reign of Henry II—yet that definition of
empire remains focused on the British Isles and Angevin territories in what is now
France.19
For many scholars, the Angevin court has long represented a symbol of medieval
political and intellectual progress. Historians like F. M. Powicke, Warren Hollister, and
Thomas Keefe sought to examine the political structures of twelfth- and thirteenthcentury England, noting developing forms of bureaucracy and the king’s use of personal
18

Gerald of Wales, Giraldi Cambrensis Opera, ed. J. S. Brewer (vols. 1–4), James F. Dimock (vols. 5–7),
and G. F. Warner (vol. 8), RS, 8 vols. (London: Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1861–91), v: 189–90:
“Certant enim cum orbe terrarium victoriae vestrae: cum a Pirenaeis montibus usque in occiduos et
extremos borealis oceani fines, Alexander noster occidentalis, brachium extendisti. Quantum igitur his in
partibus natura terras, tantum et victorias extulisti. Si excursuum tuorum metae quaerantur, prius deerit
orbis quam aderit finis.”
19
On the concept of an Angevin empire, and the problems in defining it, see John Gillingham, The Angevin
Empire, Second Edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), esp. 3–4; See also John Gillingham,
The English in the Twelfth Century; Martin Aurell, The Plantagenet Empire 1154–1224, trans. David
Crouch (Harlow, UK: Pearson Education Limited, 2007).
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power and charisma to sustain the government.20 Other historians, by contrast, have dwelt
upon the more erratic aspects of the Angevin court. J. E. A. Jolliffe argued that the
Angevin kings ruled through a combination of personal judgment and carefully directed
anger. Thomas Bisson has more recently made a surprisingly similar argument that it was
arbitrary, violent lordship rather than organized governmental bureaucracy that kept the
Angevins in power.21 Notably, some evidence for the establishment of a more clearly
defined English nation appears in the important governmental reforms of the era. To take
two very different examples, Henry II helped to make the exchequer a permanent part of
the government of the realm, while John’s acceptance of Magna Carta standardized
weights and measures across England. These steps helped to establish a more coherent
bureaucracy and trade system within the island, at the same time fostering a broader
sense of cultural unity.22
Scholars have also revised their interpretations about the personalities and
abilities of the Angevin kings. Historians like John Gillingham have portrayed Richard I
not as the absentee king of earlier times, but rather as an effective administrator as well as
warrior. So, too, have some of John’s biographers sought to clean up his generally
negative image, stressing that his reign was a key moment in the development of English

20

F. M. Powicke, “The Angevin Administration of Normandy,” EHR 21 (Oct. 1906): 625–649; C. Warren
Hollister and Thomas K. Keefe, “The Making of the Angevin Empire,” Journal of British Studies 12, no. 2
(May 1, 1973): 1–25.
21
J. E. A. Jolliffe, Angevin Kingship, Second Edition (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1963); Thomas N.
Bisson, The Crisis of the Twelfth Century: Power, Lordship, and the Origins of European Government
(Princeton University Press, 2010).
22
See, e.g. Aurell, The Plantagenet Empire, 83; Gillingham, The Angevin Empire, 76, 81.
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government.23 This revisionism sheds important light on the administrative innovations
of Richard’s and John’s reigns, although it does not fully explain either king’s
shortcomings as a ruler.
Moving beyond the evolution of administrative structures, a more recent
generation of historians has emphasized the development of competing and overlapping
identities in Angevin controlled lands, most notably Normandy and Brittany.24 Martin
Aurell and Nicholas Vincent, for instance, have drawn attention to the large proportion of
Englishmen and English-born Anglo-Normans in the Angevin court.25 Other scholars,
such as Charity Urbanski and Laura Ashe, examine the role of literature in solidifying the
competing dynastic narratives of England’s noble families into a broader national
narrative.26
The Angevin court is widely recognized as a center of patronage for literature and
science. Eleanor of Aquitaine, whose court in southern France is usually celebrated as the

23

John Gillingham, Richard I (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1999); Stephen Church,
John’s most recent biographer, explains that “My purpose in this book is not to attempt to rehabilitate King
John but to accept that, in the eyes of many of his contemporaries, he ended his days as a tyrant… It is a
story… that is not constrained by the knowledge that his life would end in disaster, but which examines his
life as though it was not foreordained that it would end in Magna Carta and civil war.” Stephen Church,
King John and the Road to Magna Carta (New York: Basic Books, 2015), xxi. See also W. L. Warren,
King John (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of CA Press, 1961, 1978).
24
See, e.g., two research projects being carried out by scholars in the United Kingdom: Daniel Power and
Tony Moore, Ed Mackenzie, Jamie McLaughlin, and Katherine Rogers, “The ‘Lands of the Normans’ in
England (1204–44)” (HRI Digital: University of Sheffield, UK, 2007). Online at
http://www.hrionline.ac.uk/normans/index.shtml, Accessed 1/24/2013; Keith Stringer, Andrew Jotischky,
Alex Metcalfe, and Sarah Rose, “The Norman Edge: Identity and State-Formation on the Frontiers of
Europe (Lancaster University: Lancaster, UK). http://www.lancs.ac.uk/normanedge/, Accessed 1/24/2013.
See also Judith A. Everard, Brittany and the Angevins: Province and Empire, 1158–1203, Cambridge
Studies in Medieval Life and Thought, Fourth Series (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
25
Aurell, The Plantagenet Empire; Nicholas Vincent, “The Court of Henry II,” in Henry II: New
Interpretations, ed. Christopher Harper-Bill and Nicholas Vincent (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2007): 278–334.
26
Charity Urbanksi, Writing History for the King: Henry II and the Politics of Vernacular Historiography
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2013); Laura Ashe, Fiction and History in England, 1066–1200 (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
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embodiment of courtly love and the inspiration for troubadour song, is traditionally
portrayed as the primary Angevin patron of romantic literature. While Eleanor’s
Aquitainian connections certainly provided poets and singers with access to patronage,
many historians have questioned the historical reality of the cult of courtly love.27 This
revisionism has not completely dislodged Eleanor from her position at the center of
literary creation, but it has removed her from her position as the sole Angevin figure
associated with patronage of the arts and learning. Henry II, for instance, encouraged
scholars and poets to come to his court and supported the introduction of Arabic learning
into England.28 The patronage of members of the Angevin court also cultivated the
popularity of Arthurian literature from the mid twelfth century onward. Recent French
historiography has begun to bridge the gap between the literary Arthur and the historical
Angevin kings. Historians Martin Aurell, Amaury Chauou, and Alban Gautier have each
written substantial monographs placing Arthur in a historical context and highlighting the
ways in which the kings of England used Arthur’s popularity to promote their own royal
image.29 The great English lordships, including large abbeys and cathedrals, also served
as centers of patronage.30
Scholars of Angevin England have also grappled with reconciling the role of the
English monarchy during the 1190s with Richard I’s absentee kingship while on crusade

27

See, e.g., Joachim Bumke, The Concept of Knighthood in the Middle Ages, trans. W. T. H. and Erika
Jackson (New York: AMS Press, 1977), esp. 83, 120, 157; Constance Brittain Bouchard, Strong of Body,
Brave & Noble: Chivalry & Society in Medieval France (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,
1998), 136.
28
Dorothee Metlitzki, The Matter of Araby in Medieval England (Yale University Press, 1977).
29
Martin Aurell, Le Legende du Roi Arthur 550–1250 (France: Perrin, 2007); Amaury Chauou, Le Roi
Arthur (France: Seuil, 2009); Alban Gautier, Arthur (Paris: Ellipses, 2007).
30
See, e.g., Robert Bartlett, England Under the Norman and Angevin Kings, 1075–1225 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 2000), 512–534.
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and during his captivity in Germany. For many historians, Richard’s departure for the
Holy Land has also meant his departure from events in England and France. Aside from
the economic impact of taxes levied to free him from captivity, Richard’s crusade has
often been portrayed, from an English perspective, as little but a foolish venture that
almost lost him his kingdom. Only recently have historians begun to suggest that Richard
was actively concerned with English affairs, even while abroad, and that his role in the
crusade may have been more than simply a selfish move or one born of excessive
devotion to the Holy Land.31 On the whole, however, scholars have treated the Third
Crusade—and, by extension, Angevin connections to the Holy Land—as distinctly
separate from affairs in England. As I will show, English chroniclers in fact believed that
Richard, in his role as a crusader, enhanced, rather than diminished, England’s power and
its role in the wider community of Christendom.
Studies examining the relationships between medieval England and the Holy
Land are few and far between. Beatrice Siedschlag’s 1939 catalogue of English
participants in the crusades shed light on the numbers and origins of the crusaders, while
Christopher Tyerman’s 1988 England and the Crusades importantly demonstrated the
influence of English bureaucracy and military strategy on the outcome of the crusades.32
Yet few historians have focused on how the crusades influenced England in return, and
only recently have scholars begun to ask how the crusading movement shaped medieval
culture more widely. Nicholas Paul, for example, has demonstrated that throughout

31

E.g., Gillingham, Richard I.
Beatrice N. Siedschlag, English Participation in the Crusades, 1150–1220 (Menasha, WI: The Collegiate
Press, 1939); Christopher Tyerman, England and the Crusades, 1095–1588 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1988), esp. 54, 59.
32
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twelfth-century Europe there was a lively and popular tradition of dynastic histories
focused upon a crusader ancestor or ancestors. Rather than making the Angevin lords’
attempts at dynastic promotion less exceptional, such a tradition instead shows that the
chroniclers of the Angevin court were actively engaging in a larger, pan-European
discourse about crusading and family power. The messages inherent in such family
propaganda would have been instantly recognizable to people in England and abroad. By
linking crusading heroes from the family’s past with those in the present, the Angevins
demonstrated that they were a success story. This success was further demonstrated by
the fact that the comital family of Anjou now also held the crown of England.33
The role of ideological movements and historical memory in shaping medieval
identities has become a particularly rich field of inquiry in crusades studies in recent
years. The editors of Writing the Early Crusades, for example, call attention to the
centrality of historical writing in “the formation and mutation of collective memory,” and
stress the importance of integrating crusades history with the “main contours of European
historical development.”34 In their introduction to Remembering the Crusades, Nicholas
Paul and Suzanne Yeager similarly highlight the “invocation of sacred memory” as a
“commemorative discourse” that shaped how crusaders experienced and thought about
the Holy Land. By reenacting historical pilgrimages to Jerusalem, such as the one
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legendarily made by Charlemagne, crusaders integrated themselves into a larger
framework of shared cultural memory.35
A special issue of the Journal of Medieval History (2014) further explores new
ways to integrate “studies of memory and the history of the crusades.”36 Its editors draw
special attention to the idea that “memory is a social endeavour" that, in the context of the
crusades, provided “a dialectical framework that involved those who went on crusade and
those who remained at home. Crusade experiences were set within and given meaning in
the social context of ‘home’.”37 In other words, the crusading experience was relevant not
only in the front lines of battle in the Holy Land, but also because that experience was
shaped by—and in turn, shaped—contemporaries’ ideas about their homelands.
The rich chronicles of the Angevin period provide us with an opporuntity to draw
together these various strands of history, memory, and national identity. These
chronicles, which were usually written by men with close connections to the royal court,
provide insights into the construction of an Angevin master narrative centered on
England and the English. The ways in which the authors of these chronicles weave
together history, legend, theology, politics, chivalry, and their own interpretations of
events provide invaluable insights into their minds and those of their contemporaries.
Additionally, the manuscripts of these chronicles contain marginalia that further reflect
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how the Angevins imagined not only England but also Jerusalem, Muslims, and the
foreign territories of the Holy Land.
Among the chroniclers from the Angevin period who feature prominently in this
study are William of Newburgh (1135/6–c. 1198), Roger of Howden (d. 1201/2), Ralph
de Diceto (d. 1199/1200), Richard of Devizes (c. 1150–c. 1200), Gerald of Wales (c.
1146–1120x23), and Ralph of Coggeshall (fl. 1207–1226). Also valuable as a source of
information for both late twelfth-century England and the Third Crusade is the
Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi (Journey of the Pilgrims and the Deeds
of King Richard), written c. 1217–22 by the Augustinian canon Richard,38 itself based on
the Norman poet Ambroise’s lengthy Estoire de la Guerre (History of the Holy War),
written c. 1194–9. These texts place Jerusalem and its relations to England and the
Angevins at the center of their narratives.
Related to the chronicles are the Latin and Anglo-Norman hagiographies,
biographies, and treatises produced during the Angevin period. Walter Map’s (d.
1209/10) rather puzzling work De Nugis Curialium (Courtiers’ Trifles) sheds light on the
day-to-day workings of the Angevin court, as well as on its history and mythology. Adam
of Eynsham’s (c. 1155–c. 1233) life of St Hugh of Lincoln (d. 1200), Jocelin of
Brakelond’s (fl. 1173–c. 1215) biography of Abbot Samson of Bury St Edmunds (d.
1211), and the several vitae of St Thomas Becket (c. 1120–1170) all provide the
perspectives of prominent Angevin churchmen. The letter collections of Thomas Becket
and John of Salisbury (d. 1180) also offer an ecclesiastical perspective of church-state
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relations in twelfth-century England. Commemorative works like the poetry of Osbert of
Clare (d. c. 1158) and Geoffrey of Vinsauf (fl. 1208–13) grant further insights into
contemporary views of the Angevin kings and their legacies. These hagiographies,
biographies, and treatises often provide a more individual voice than is found in the
narrative summaries of the chronicles and thus offer valuable supplements to them.
Another important set of sources for this dissertation are the many literary works
of romance, legend, and epic that grew increasingly popular throughout the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, and which reflect the kinds of stories that members of the Angevin
court found both entertaining and relevant. This literature has traditionally been
identified, following the tripartite divisions of the twelfth-century poet Jean Bodel (1165–
1210), as falling into the Matter of Britain, the Matter of France, and the Matter of Rome.
The first of these ‘matters’ encompasses particularly the stories of the court of King
Arthur and the prophecies of Merlin. The works of Chrétien de Troyes (fl. c. 1159–91)
and Marie de France (fl. c. 1180–c. 1189) helped popularize tales of chivalry and
folklore, while the poets Wace (c. 1100–1174x83) and Layamon (fl. c. 1190–1215)
translated Geoffrey of Monmouth’s (d. 1154/5) influential Historia Regum Britanniae
(History of the Kings of Britain) into the Anglo-Norman and English vernaculars,
respectively. The French texts are a good reminder that, as John Gillingham puts it, “A
strongly held patriotism can perfectly well be expressed in the language of the former
invader.”39
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Alongside the literary romances, histories and epics about the exploits of
historical figures like Alexander the Great, Charlemagne (the Matter of France), and the
Roman emperors (the Matter of Rome) provided a rich source of both entertainment and
edification. The Angevin interest in the classical history of the Holy Land and its
relevance to their own times can be found in works like Jocelin of Furness’s (fl. 1199–
1214) life of Helena Augusta and the poems of Joseph of Exeter (fl. c. 1180–94). Art
history, archaeology, and geography provide further insights into expressions of identity
at home and abroad. For the Angevins, I argue, the “Matter of Jerusalem” was just as
important as the three divisions of literature outlined by Jean Bodel, and it overlapped
with them in many places.
This dissertation explores what these diverse sources reveal about Jerusalem’s
role in the formation of an increasingly distinct English national identity during the
Angevin period. The argument is divided into five thematic chapters. Chapter one
explores the rhetoric of the Holy Land in Henry II’s quarrel with Thomas Becket,
archbishop of Canterbury. The second chapter examines the crusading vows of the
Angevin kings and contemporary interpretations of Richard I’s leadership on the Third
Crusade. Chapter three analyzes the affinity between England and Jerusalem in Angevin
narratives about the fourth-century Roman emperor Constantine and his mother Helena.
The fourth chapter discusses the treatment of holy war in early Arthurian literature and
examines the Angevin appropriation of Arthurian mythology for political purposes.
Chapter five turns to Angevin ideas about prophecy and eschatology during the time of
the Third Crusade, examining massacres of England’s Jews alongside apocalyptic beliefs
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that suggested that Richard I was the Last World Emperor, destined to reunite the Roman
Empire before the second coming of Christ.
These chapters are organized to highlight the evolution of Angevin thought
regarding England and the Holy Land. I begin with the political events of Henry II’s
reign, tracing the ways in which the king and his followers attempted to build and
articulate a message of dynastic power. This drive to define their new dynasty as distinct
from both their predecessors the Normans and from the Capetians in France led the
Angevins to increasingly focus on the idea of England, a new Jerusalem, as the
wellspring of their power. In the 1180s and early 1190s, driven by events abroad, the
Angevin focus then turned eastward, toward the terrestrial city of Jerusalem. Against the
backdrop of the Third Crusade, Angevin writers sought ways to link England’s history
and mythology to the Holy Land, thereby helping to justify English participation in the
Third Crusade. In the final chapter I examine how these overlapping claims to the
inheritances of England and Jerusalem led to a belief that Richard I was destined to play a
central role in determining the fate of Christendom.
The great nineteenth-century historian Kate Norgate wrote that Henry II’s
ascension to the throne of England, “scarcely less than that of William the Conqueror,
[marked] the beginning of a new era.”40 The significance of the Angevin era, she
emphasized, was recognizable not only to modern historians, but also to twelfth-century
people themselves.41 Ultimately, Norgate concluded, “the whole policy of the Angevin
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kings tended to mould their insular subjects into an united England nation.”42 This
dissertation takes Norgate’s conclusions as its starting point. I argue that a full
understanding of the emergence of a united English idenity needs to move beyond
Norgate’s focus on the Angevins’ bureaucratic and judicial reforms and the development
of English vernacular literature. Rather, as I demonstrate in the following chapters, the
emerging sense of English national identity in this period entailed a much deeper
ideological change, shaped by the Angevin court’s understanding of England’s
relationships to Jerusalem and the Holy Land.
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CHAPTER 1
The Holy Land and the Becket Affair

Angevin rule in England began on a hopeful note. Osbert of Clare, the prior of
Westminster Abbey when Henry II came to power in 1154, praised the new king as the
savior of the English people and the pride of his family.43 Specifically, Osbert saw Henry
continuing the work of the king’s paternal grandfather, Count Fulk V of Anjou—who had
ruled Jerusalem from 1131 to 1143—and of Fulk’s son and Henry’s uncle, Baldwin III (r.
1143–63). “The kings of Jerusalem,” Osbert wrote to Henry, “your paternal uncle and
grandfather, to whom every wicked one (pravus) has yielded, properly grace you.”44 Just
as Fulk and Baldwin had ruled the kingdom of Jerusalem and protected it from the
Infidel, so would Henry establish England as a “new Jerusalem” (Jerusalem novam) and
restore order after years of civil war. Osbert also imagined the role the Holy Land might
play during Henry’s reign: “And the next ones [i.e., victories] are for you whom even
now they celebrate there. The Saracens, full of immeasurable sorrow, are hard-pressed,
and the Christians already exult at the fall of the profane cult.”45 Osbert implied that
Henry, as the heir to both England and Jerusalem through his familial connection to Fulk
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and Baldwin, would preserve Jerusalem’s liberty while also healing the war-torn
England.
The ideas in Osbert’s poem, as Nicholas Paul has noted, reflect one of the great
moral and political dilemmas of Henry II’s reign.46 On the one hand, the king should
focus his efforts upon caring for England; on the other hand, the king was expected to
think on the fate of Jerusalem, the kingdom ruled by his close relations. This two-fold
expectation for England’s king intensified in the 1170s and 1180s. In England, the Becket
Affair, together with rebellions by Henry’s sons, threatened to undermine Henry’s
political and religious authority. During the same period, the pressure to protect the Holy
Land took on a greater urgency. From 1174 to 1185, the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem was
ruled by Baldwin IV, a leper who ascended to the throne at age thirteen, and then by his
nine-year-old heir and nephew, Baldwin V (r. 1183–6).47 At the same time, the Ayyubid
sultan Saladin began to increase military pressure on the crusader states, ultimately
capturing Jerusalem in October of 1187.48 Henry II found himself caught between these
competing expectations, and ultimately focused his attention on affairs closer to home.
Nevertheless, concern about the Holy Land, as well as investment in the idea of England
as a new Jerusalem, continued to influence politics in England throughout Henry’s reign.
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The history of early Angevin England, however, is dominated not by the figure of
the first Angevin king, but rather by his London-born friend-turned-enemy, Thomas
Becket. When Henry became king, he appointed his friend chancellor of the realm. In
1162, Becket stepped down from this elite post to become the archbishop of Canterbury,
chief primate in England. Less than a decade later, Thomas was dead, killed at the altar of
Canterbury Cathedral by four knights claiming to act in the king’s name. The story of
Henry II’s reign is, arguably, the story of the archbishop’s brutal murder and its
repercussions. But this story is not limited to Angevin England; it also has many
surprising connections to Jerusalem. Indeed, the relationships between early Angevin
England and the Holy Land were multivariate and evolved over time. Thomas Becket’s
life and death cast a long shadow over Angevin history, and it is therefore with Becket
that I begin my examination.
One of the witnesses to the murder of the archbishop was Becket’s longtime
household clerk and companion, William FitzStephen, who subsequently composed a vita
to celebrate the archbishop’s memory. Just as “the blessed Thomas the Apostle, who
suffered in India, illuminated the East with faith,” William proclaimed, so “here the
blessed Thomas the Martyr, who suffered in England, has illuminated the whole West.”
These two Thomases, one in the East and one in the West, formed a spiritual and
geographical balance, the fulcrum of which was Christ and Jerusalem. As William
explained, “Jesus Christ who suffered in Jerusalem, is indeed the universal light at the
end of the world, 'the true light, illuminating all men coming into this world' as though
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about to unite the extremes by a middle term.”49 This chapter examines the political and
hagiographical expressions of this connective balance between Christ and Thomas
Becket, Jerusalem and England.
The details of Thomas Becket’s famous conflict with Henry II over the liberties of
the English Church are well known, and historians—William Stubbs, James C.
Robertson, Kate Norgate, David Knowles, Frank Barlow, W. L. Warren, Richard
Mortimer, Anne Duggan, Nicholas Vincent, Martin Aurell, to name just a fraction of the
more important writers—have long grappled with the implications of these events. The
scholarly focus has largely been concerned with understanding the specifics of why
Henry and Becket quarreled for so many years, examining the relationship between the
English Church and royal government, and establishing Henry’s relative guilt or
innocence in Becket’s bloody murder.50 The great nineteenth-century historian Kate
Norgate cast the conflict as a “turning point” in England’s social and political history,
seeing the resolution of the affair as a two-sided loss that signaled the beginning of the
end for English monasticism and the English Church.51 Henry II’s twentieth-century
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biographer, W. L. Warren, was concerned with explaining how after Becket’s death
Henry’s actions were motivated by a desire to maintain good relations with the papacy.52
More recently, Martin Aurell has placed the quarrel within the broader context of the
“traditional rivalry” (rivalité traditionelle) over ecclesiastical primacy between the sees
of Canterbury, York, and London, as well as the post-Gregorian intellectual struggles
between regnum and sacerdotium.53
Another focus of scholarly attention has been the relic cult associated with Becket
and the cathedral at Canterbury. In a 1985 lecture, Richard Southern examined how—in
spite of the tense relationship between the martyred archbishop and the monks of Christ
Church in Canterbury—it was the monks who capitalized on the chances to promote the
new cult.54 Influenced by the anthropological turn of the 1970s and 1980s, historians like
Ronald Finucane and Jonathan Sumption analyzed the social nature of Becket’s cult.
They calculated the number of posthumous miracles attributed to Becket and tried to
catalogue the social classes, gender ratios, and origins of the pilgrims to Canterbury, as
well as the many kinds of illnesses that Becket was reputed to have cured.55 Benedicta
Ward examined another social aspect of the cult, tracing its evolution from a fairly local
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tradition within the Canterbury community to its broader fame across Europe.56 More
recently, Rachel Koopmans has approached Angevin miracle stories from the perspective
of oral history, seeing Becket’s posthumous miracles as a product of word-of-mouth
transmission from pilgrims to the monks recording the stories.57
Historians have written extensively about the rapid spread of Becket’s popularity
not only throughout England but also across Europe, within only a few years of the
archbishop’s death. Ronald Finucane describes the cult as “pan-European,” stretching
“from Scotland to Sicily,” while Richard Gameson has portrayed it as ranging from
Scandinavia to Italy and Sicily.58 Benedicta Ward’s description of the cult’s diffusion
references “accounts of miracles performed ‘east and west’, in the Holy Land and in
Norway.”59 Ward’s mention of the Holy Land in relation to Becket’s cult is surprisingly
rare within this scholarship. The traditional narrative of the early Angevin period centers
around the Becket Affair as it played out within England and France. Most historians of
the Becket Affair mention the Holy Land only in passing, generally in reference to Henry
II’s penitential vow to go on crusade following Becket’s murder, or to the way
Canterbury came to join Rome, Jerusalem, and Santiago de Compostela as a major
pilgrimage site (topics discussed below).60
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As this chapter argues, there is much more that we can learn about these events by
examining how the Angevins connected England to the Holy Land through the person of
Thomas Becket. The Becket Affair dominated the political discourse of Henry II’s reign,
while Becket’s cult was intimately linked to religious expression both in England and the
Holy Land. Indeed, his cult provided a shared focus of spiritual expression not only for
the Angevin lords, but also for their subjects, whether they were soldiers fighting in
Palestine or peasant pilgrims visiting Canterbury. Becket and Canterbury formed the
heart of Angevin politics and spirituality, a place that they still largely retain today.
Members of the Angevin court molded the cult of Becket into a model of Englishness,
and they did so by stressing the spiritual and physical ties that bound England to
Jerusalem.

The Becket Affair: Political Rivalries and Crusading Rhetoric
At the start of Rogation Week in late April 1166, Thomas Becket, the exiled
archbishop of Canterbury, made his way to Soissons. There he visited the city’s
monasteries, praying at their shrines before the relics of various saints.61 The archbishop
was seeking the saints’ aid in his quarrel with Henry II over the liberties of the English
Church, and his choice of shrines was no accident. Mary, as the mother of God, was the
ultimate intercessor; Pope Gregory the Great was closely associated with the Church of
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England; and St Drausius, a bishop of Soissons who had died some five centuries earlier
and become a popular protector of crusaders, was recognized as having the power to aid
people against their foes.62 Twelfth-century Soissons, moreover, was known for
hagiographical works promoting the “episcopal administration and authority” of its
“bishop-saints.”63 Thomas may also have been remembering how in 833 Louis the Pious
had performed public penance at the church of Saint-Médard in Soissons, rendering his
royal self into the hand of the Church.64 Such themes would undoubtedly have appealed
to Becket, who even in exile was trying to assert his own power and authority over the
Church of England and the Angevin king, Henry II.
By Pentecost, Becket had continued on to Vézelay. The Burgundian town had
famously played host to Bernard of Clairvaux twenty years earlier; it was there that
Bernard called upon the nobility of France to take part in what became the Second
Crusade. The town’s connections to the crusading movement were well enough
entrenched that in 1190 the kings of England and France chose it as their meeting place
before departing for the Third Crusade.65 Becket’s speech there drew upon the same
emotions as a crusading sermon, calling for action against those who posed a threat to the
Church (in this case, the followers of Henry II). He preached the Pentecostal sermon to a
large crowd, excommunicating his enemies, anathematizing six sections of the
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Constitutions of Clarendon (which Henry had issued in 1164 as an assertion of royal
control over England’s clergy), and freeing England’s bishops of their obligations to
uphold the Constitutions.66
Becket had chosen the setting for his speech with deliberate care. The sermon was
a powerful statement of the archbishop’s authority and was calculated to strike Henry II a
major blow. Becket therefore needed to make his stand in a setting that would convey the
full gravitas of his message. His preparations at Soissons and his Pentecost sermon at
Vézelay show that he was well aware of the influence that crusading imagery and
imagination could have upon an audience. By framing his condemnation of England’s
king and his supporters in this context, Thomas essentially made the point that his
struggle—the struggle over the liberties of the English Church—was akin to and just as
important as the struggle to protect the Holy Land from the infidel.
Becket’s enemies also made use of ideas about Jerusalem and crusading to
counter this speech. Richard de Lucy and Alan de Neville, whom Thomas had
excommunicated in his sermon at Vézelay because of their support of Henry II’s cause,
vowed to take the cross.67 De Neville turned to Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London (r. 1163–
87), for help. Foliot was one of Becket’s most vociferous foes; their letters to each other
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were openly hostile.68 Gilbert accused Thomas of cowardice, noting how the archbishop
sought to flee the realm instead of standing to fight, in the process abandoning all the
other clergy of England. Gilbert argued that change must come from within the kingdom,
not from abroad. Becket, he argued, should make his stand shoulder-to-shoulder with
England’s clergy, for “islands are indeed a king’s strongest prisons, and escape from
them is well-nigh impossible. If we must fight, let it be at close quarters.”69 Even if
England had become a prison for the clergy, Foliot implied, it was better to stay there and
work for change together than it was to abandon England by fleeing to a foreign land.
In addition to disagreeing about the morality of Becket’s exile, the two men also
butted heads over the ecclesiastical politics of England. Foliot believed not only that
London deserved an archbishopric, but also that it should supersede Canterbury as the
supreme archdiocese of England. This ambition, together with his continued support of
Henry II’s policies, made him a natural enemy of the exiled archbishop of Canterbury.
When Alan de Neville requested his help in 1166, Gilbert Foliot lifted the sentence of
excommunication that Becket had placed on the knight. De Neville would still have to do
penance in Rome as well as in Jerusalem for having “laid violent hands” upon Becket’s
chaplain William, but this was a small trade-off for excommunication.70
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Importantly, de Neville’s desire to go on crusade had provided Bishop Foliot with
a ready-made opportunity to oppose the archbishop of Canterbury. Typically a bishop
would not be able to absolve someone excommunicated by an archbishop, but Foliot
treated Thomas Becket’s sentencing of Alan de Neville as all but void, because Becket
had, Foliot claimed, abandoned his position in England and therefore could no longer lay
claim to the power he had wielded as archbishop of Canterbury. By allowing de Neville
to make his pilgrimage to Jerusalem, Gilbert essentially claimed for himself the spiritual
power that he asserted Thomas had given up. Thus Alan de Neville’s desire to go to
Jerusalem, while not central to the debate over Church liberties, nevertheless played a
role in shaping the form that the conflict took.
Gilbert Foliot also wrote a lengthy letter to Thomas Becket in September 1166,
warning him to be cautious about inflicting any form of extreme punishment, namely
excommunication, upon Henry II. Gilbert suggested that the English clergy felt
confusion, shame, and sorrow over the rift caused by the Constitutions of Clarendon, and
he acknowledged that England needed help. He admitted to Becket that the king had been
mistaken in his actions, adding that “tears will continue flowing down our cheeks until
the Lord reverses Zion’s captivity, and consoles the mourners in Jerusalem, and turns the
eyes of mercy upon Jerusalem’s forsaken ones.”71 Here, the troubles plaguing the English
Church become synonymous with those suffered by the Old Testament Zion, and Gilbert
drives home his assertion that Becket has forsaken England, his Jerusalem.
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The bishop of London went on to admonish Becket to think carefully before
daring to pronounce a sentence of excommunication upon the king of England. Citing
Henry II’s “sweetest children, his most noble and upright wife [Eleanor of Aquitaine], the
many realms subject to him, the company of friends, and the ranks so many people
obeying his commands,” Foliot implied that excommunicating the king would destroy
this rather idyllic image of family and friends and introduce instability into Henry’s
empire. Moreover, Gilbert continued, Henry would not be dissuaded from “having
spurned everything, so that he might set out naked after the Lord Jesus carrying His
cross.”72 This comment no doubt is in part a general, idealized description of a penitential
sinner. But it is also an attempt to suggest to Becket that Henry II would be able to take
crusading vows if only the archbishop would give up their pointless feud. If Thomas were
to excommunicate the king, he would be preventing Henry from doing God’s work. With
this clever bit of rhetorical manipulation, Bishop Foliot sought to assert Henry’s
dominance as lord of a vast realm, to portray the king as the (occasionally mistaken but
ultimately well-meaning) protector of the English Church, and effectively to diffuse
Thomas’s threat of excommunication.

The Becket Affair: Political Rivalries and Biblical Rhetoric
In addition to capitalizing on crusading rhetoric, the English clergy also drew
upon biblical references to Jerusalem to make political points. It is not surprising that the
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correspondence for the Becket affair is full of such references and allusions—most
learned correspondence of the period was.73 Becket and his allies, however, saved direct
references to Jerusalem for certain subjects, particularly Henry II and his destruction of
the Church of England. In mid-1164, for example, an unidentified supporter wrote to the
archbishop of Canterbury, drawing parallels between Henry II, the Roman emperor
Constantius II (r. 337–361 CE), and the Greek king Antiochus IV Epiphanes (r. 175–64
BCE), famous historical persecutors of Jerusalem.
Constantius, Becket’s amicus argued, drew to his court some “insufficiently
spiritual bishops” who “having ignored their own churches, were frequently present at
court, charming Caesar with base flattery, [and] obeying royal rather than Gospel
edicts.”74 The reference is clearly to those English bishops—especially Roger de Pont
L'Évêque, archbishop of York (r. 1154–81), and Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London—who
had supported Henry’s position and signed the Constitutions of Clarendon against
Becket’s explicit orders. In this instance, Becket’s amicus suggested that if Henry was
like Constantius, Thomas was like St Martin, who had served in the military under
Constantius but had ultimately devoted his life to the Church. Martin, who had become
bishop of Tours, was also closely affiliated with the house of the counts of Anjou.75 In
addition to drawing a general distinction between the bad secular ruler and the good
spiritual leader, this passage thus subtly implied that Becket was being a good Angevin
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by emulating Martin, while Henry and his English bishops were usurpers who had
betrayed the ‘proper’ Angevin identity.
Becket’s amicus continued his letter, turning to the figure of Antiochus, the
second-century BCE Greek king whose story is told in 2 Maccabees. Antiochus was
famous for responding to a revolt in Jerusalem in 167 BCE by killing 40,000 Jews and
selling another 40,000 into slavery.76 As Becket’s amicus framed the story, Antiochus,
“recently driven to fury against the Lord’s priests,” wished to destroy Jerusalem’s holy
places. The real target of this criticism was not Antiochus himself, but rather those
“particularly pestilential men” of Israel who had supported the king because they were
“jealous of the primacy of the High Priest.”77
Again, the parallels to the Becket Affair are clear. Antiochus represented Henry
II, while the “pestilential priests” were those clergy in England who backed the king. The
High Priest Menelaus, who had been appointed by the king and then driven out of
Jerusalem by the rebels, was Becket.78 In this casting of the story, there is a clear
implication that Jerusalem represented Canterbury, and Israel symbolized England.
Becket’s friend concluded his summary of 2 Maccabees with a wish: “If only they [the
Jerusalemites, i.e., the clergy of Canterbury] had found a prophet in Israel [i.e. a
supporter within England] who, casting out the leprosy of the prince of Syria [i.e. Henry
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II], lest even he be infected, cursed the offered abundance of gold or of raiment, indeed
even of the whole realm.”79
The chronicler Roger of Howden recorded an 1166 letter from Becket to Robert
of Melun, bishop of Hereford, that echoed the biblical imagery invoked in this
anonymous letter. Thomas set the conflict squarely within an English context. In the
letter, he asked how Robert, “who we were hoping was about to redeem Israel, about to
free the Church from servitude” could stand by and watch while the king’s supporters
“have deceived England, the cornerstone of the people.” Thomas further reminded the
bishop, “they have caused England to go astray in its works, as though it were a drunk
man, vomiting and trembling; and what the head and tail do will be of no use to England,
because they have devoured Jacob, and have desolated his place.”80
Here Becket likened the English clergy to the Old Testament princes of Tanis and
Memphis. “Where now,” Isaiah 19 asks, “are your wise men?... They [the princes] have
caused Egypt to go astray in all its works, as though it were a man drunk and vomiting.”81
England, Becket implies, could be saved neither by him nor his exiled supporters. Unless
a member of the clergy of England would stand up in support of righteousness and
oppose Henry’s policies, the kingdom would dissolve into chaos like biblical Egypt had
done. Indeed, the kingdom’s future depended upon the strength of a hero from within
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England itself, who would lead England out of the wilderness of exile and along the
straight paths of the Lord to Jerusalem.82

Calls for Peace
The above examples reflect several ways in which rhetoric about the Holy Land—
whether historical, biblical, or in the contemporary context of crusading—was put to use
for political ends in the Becket Affair. The conflict between Thomas Becket and Henry II
was further shaped by actual contemporary events in the Holy Land. Even before the fall
of Jerusalem to Saladin’s forces in 1187, Christians in the West felt pressure to aid the
Frankish settlements against the incursions of the Zengid Turks, and events in the Levant
had the potential, according to some contemporaries, to influence the outcome of the
Becket Affair. In early 1165, for instance, an anonymous friend wrote to Becket,
explaining that Henry wished to cross the Channel to make peace with the Flemings and
the French, but was afraid of leaving England open to Welsh attacks. Another friend of
theirs, Becket’s amicus wrote, felt that Henry simply needed a good excuse to cross the
Channel. Perhaps, he suggested, Pope Alexander III (who was in France at the time)
would summon Henry to meet with him, “because of the dangers threatening the Church,
or because of the calamity in the city of Antioch, recently announced to him [Henry].”83
The calamity to which Becket’s compatriot referred was the Zengid ruler Nur adDin’s capture of the Christian commanders Duke Bohemond III of Antioch, Count
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Raymond of Tripoli, Hugh of Lusignan, and Constantine Coloman of Byzantium,
following the battle of Harenc in August 1164.84 Thomas’s allies hoped that the great
impact of this disturbance in the East would motivate Henry to come to the pope in
France, at which point Becket might also speak with the king. “And this is the one and
only way,” Becket’s friend wrote, “for restoring peace between you.”85 Thomas’s allies
were so desperate for the archbishop to be reconciled with Henry that they hoped to
capitalize upon the threat the Muslims posed to Christendom as a means by which to
bring the two men together. If only Alexander would summon Henry to discuss this
threat, then perhaps reconciliation would be possible.
Although neither Becket nor his enemies were averse to using crusading rhetoric
when it suited their purposes, the archbishop of Canterbury and his companions were also
critical of the crusading movement’s potential to be derailed from its original intent. In a
letter to John of Canterbury, bishop of Poitiers, in February 1169, Becket’s supporter
John of Salisbury (d. 1180) denounced “the most wretched event” of the Second Crusade,
“grievous to the church.” The Second Crusade had led, he elaborated, to “plundering and
injustices.”86 Essentially, John argued, it was important to undertake a crusade for the
correct, worthy purposes, and under the auspices of peace. This could not happen unless
Becket was first restored to Henry’s good graces.
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John of Salisbury’s doubts concerning the restoration of peace between the two
men would appear justified based on the outcome of negotiations in France early in 1170,
led by Frederick, archbishop of Tyre, and attended by various diplomats including
representatives of Henry II’s uncle, King Amalric I of Jerusalem (r. 1162–72). Henry had
proposed that he and Louis VII of France lead a crusade, and a meeting was called to
discuss the possibility of such an undertaking.87 The kings’ plans to depart in 1171 were
problematic because Henry and Becket remained enemies.88 Before leaving for
Jerusalem, Henry would need to set his affairs in order, which included reconciling with
the exiled archbishop of Canterbury. Bishop Froger of Séez, Geoffrey Foulquia (the
Master of the Temple), Brother Geoffrey of Auxerre, and Alexander of Cologne (the
abbot of Cîteaux) were thus dispatched to escort Becket to a meeting at Chaumont.
Before Thomas could arrive to discuss the terms of reconciliation, however, the planned
crusade was cancelled, and the truce between Henry and Thomas had to be put on hold.89
Indeed, John of Salisbury intimated to Baldwin, archdeacon of Totnes, that Henry had
been feigning sincerity the whole time. Rather, he suggested, the king had never intended
to reconcile with Becket and his preparations for crusade had all been a sham meant to
mislead those who were involved in the talks.90
These negotiations show the close connection between the progression and
resolution of the Becket Affair, events in the Holy Land, and the possibility of the king of
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England going on crusade. While any reconciliation between king and archbishop would
have been only superficial (as was eventually proven by Becket’s murder), had Henry
chosen to carry through with his proposed voyage to the East, the ultimate outcome of the
conflict (i.e. Becket’s untimely death in December 1170) might have been delayed or
even avoided. Indeed, many of Becket’s closest companions advocated for such an
outcome. The fate of Jerusalem thus served as an important factor in the ongoing struggle
between Thomas Becket and Henry II, helping to shape their conflict and negotiations for
possible resolutions.

Postmortem: St Thomas Martyr and the Holy Land
While the influence of Jerusalem and the Holy Land is visible in the politics of
the Becket Affair, it never played more than a secondary role. Both the king’s men and
Becket’s invoked the Holy Land to give special force to political arguments, while the
prospect of a crusade that never materialized left all involved parties in a state of
perpetual anticipation. The murder of Archbishop Becket before the altar of Canterbury
Cathedral on December 29, 1170 would change all of that. In the aftermath of Thomas’s
martyrdom, the Holy Land gained a much more central place in the political and spiritual
discourse of Angevin England. The men who promoted Becket’s cult drew explicit
parallels between Thomas’s death and Christ’s Passion; Becket’s reputation for working
miracles encouraged pilgrimage between England and the Levant; the penance of Henry
II and Becket’s killers was largely focused on providing aid to the Holy Land; and the
archbishop of Canterbury’s cult was exported to Jerusalem and Acre in a distinctly
English manner.
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Thomas’s death at the hands of four knights with ties to the royal court sent off
shockwaves throughout not only England but across Europe more broadly.91 It was
reminiscent of the 1127 murder of Count Charles the Good of Flanders, who had been
killed by several of his household knights while he was praying at the altar of the church
of St Donation in Bruges.92 That assassination had unleashed chaos and civil war in
Flanders;93 what, then, might happen in England under similar circumstances? In the days
and weeks immediately following Becket’s death, there were still many questions about
what had happened, why, and—perhaps most importantly—what was now the status of
the dead Thomas.
Many people, remembering Becket’s excesses as chancellor and stubbornness as
archbishop, questioned whether he truly was a martyr, and whether he should be
considered worthy of sainthood. For those who did acknowledge the archbishop’s
sanctity, there was still some question about how properly to express devotion for him, as
the pope had not yet canonized him.94 In England, several of Becket’s supporters or
members of the Canterbury community, notably John of Salisbury, Edward Grim,
Benedict of Peterborough, William of Canterbury, and Herbert of Bosham, sought to
record the important moments of the archbishop’s life and posthumous miracles. Their
miracle collections reflect the international spread of the cult.
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The miracles on occasion served to emphasize the English character of Becket’s
cult, and at the same time to define what ‘English’ meant in the context of the Angevin
court. Becket’s clerk and biographer William of Canterbury (fl. 1162–1174) told the story
of Reginald, a priest from Wretham near Norwich, who had learned through a vision that
the best way to show devotion for the not-yet-canonized Thomas was to do so in English.
In Reginald’s vision, the monks were preparing to sing an antiphon honoring Thomas’s
memory, when one of them objected, pointing out that, “the martyr had not yet been
entered into the catalogue of martyrs by apostolic authority.” Therefore, the monk said,
“let it be sung in English.”95 Later, after waking from his vision, Reginald remembered
the antiphon, and taught it to others. William of Canterbury recorded the lyrics:
Hali Thomas of hevenriche,
Alle postles eve[n]liche,
Ðhe martyrs đhe understande.
Deyhuamliche on here hande.
Selcuth ded ure Drichtin
Ðhat he đhi wetter wente to wyn.
Ðhu ert help in Engelande,
Ure stefne understande.
Thu hert froure imang mankynne,
Help us nu of ure senne.
Holy Thomas of the heavenly realm
Equal of the apostles,
The martyrs lift you up
Daily on their hands.
Our Lord did a wondrous thing
When he turned water to wine.
You are salvation in England,
Our voices lift up.
You are comfort among mankind,
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Save us now from our sins.96
This song offers a rare glimpse beyond the more usual French (Anglo-Norman) and Latin
literary sources.97 It also suggests a recognition that Thomas was not just any saint, but
one with an exalted status that placed him above the other saints. This story, moreover,
emphasizes not only that the English vernacular was used for showing devotion to
Thomas, but also that, at least initially, monks were encouraged to remember the saint in
English, rather than in French or Latin.
The rhetorical language that the monks used to describe their martyred leader
made it very clear that Becket’s death paralleled that of Christ.98 In making such an
association, these authors also drew comparisons between England and the Holy Land,
Canterbury and Jerusalem. The Jerusalem-related stories and miracles associated with
Becket can be roughly divided into two categories: those which draw comparisons
between Canterbury and the holy city, and those which deal directly with pilgrims either
traveling to, living within, or returning from the East (Jerusalem or Damascus). In both
groups, there are strong links between England and Palestine. These connections indicate
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that late twelfth-century Angevin authors believed that Becket’s death not only made
England a pilgrimage destination, but also helped to reinforce typological connections
between England and the Holy Land broadly, and Canterbury and Jerusalem specifically.
Becket’s biographer William of Canterbury had no hesitation in stating outright
that Becket was not just another martyr, but one whose death and miracles bore an
unmistakable resemblance to those of Christ. “The principle cause is the Lord,” William
wrote, “and the martyr who is similar to the Lord in [his] passion.” He went on to list the
many ways that Becket could be compared to Christ. Both men knew in advance where
they would suffer their passion yet approached it without hesitation: “Just as people
sought to apprehend Jesus, so did they Thomas, but no one was able to lay a hand on him,
because his hour had not yet come.” Both Christ and Thomas suffered their passions after
supper; neither man tried to hide from his guards, but rather announced himself to them;
both men were wounded by four knights.99 Of course, all martyrs and saints patterned
themselves (or else their biographers patterned them) after Christ.100 But William wanted
to make his readers draw the connections as directly as possible, and thus was quite
explicit about these parallels.101
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Like William, Benedict of Peterborough (c. 1135–1193) was quick to draw
parallels between Canterbury and Jerusalem, Becket and Christ. Benedict gathered
together what Rachel Koopmans calls “the most widely circulated shrine collection of the
age,” a collection that, combined with that by William of Canterbury, recorded 665
pilgrims visiting the cathedral between the years 1171 and 1177.102 Describing the state
of the cathedral at Canterbury after the archbishop’s death, Benedict wrote, “You might
think that Canterbury no less than Jerusalem is mourned with those prophetic dirges.
Indeed all the paths of our Zion were mourning.”103 Here Benedict suggested that
Canterbury’s suffering upon Becket’s murder was as powerful as Jerusalem’s suffering
had been when it was destroyed and the Temple sacked by the Chaldeans in 589–7
BCE.104
The first miracles that Benedict of Peterborough attributed to the martyred
archbishop reinforced Canterbury’s place alongside Jerusalem by explicitly linking
Thomas and Christ. Benedict reported a vision he had shortly after the archbishop’s
death. Thomas appeared to Benedict as he slept, dressed as though ready to celebrate
Mass, whereupon the monk inquired in French, “Lord,…aren’t you dead?” Replying in
Latin, Becket said, “I died, but I have risen.”105 The likenesses to Christ’s Resurrection
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are unmistakable. Benedict’s emphasis on the language the two men spoke also helps to
emphasize Thomas’s spiritual authority: Benedict spoke the colloquial tongue, while
Becket invoked a higher register through his use of Latin.106
As Benedict’s vision continued, the saint ascended to the altar, where he began to
perform the Laetere Jerusalem introit to the mass for the fourth Sunday in Lent.107 This is
a telling choice, for not only did this day mark an important date in the medieval
Christian calendar, it was also closely associated with the taking of crusading vows.108
The German emperor Frederick I Barbarossa, for example, began his public preparations
for the Third Crusade on this day.109 As Sylvia Schein has noted, the introit had by the
middle of the twelfth century become associated with the Christian victory at Jerusalem
in 1099:
Jerusalem the earthly
The origin of the Celestial
Rejoice in the New Feast
Jerusalem be praised.
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Jherusalem terrestris
principium celestis
laetare novis festis
Jherusalem exulta.110
The Laetere Jerusalem introit was part of the larger Feast of the Liberation of Jerusalem,
praising God’s role as the Savior of the city. In Jerusalem itself, the celebration included
a procession from the Holy Sepulcher to the Temple of the Lord, where the public
sermon would then be preached.111
Between the taking of Jerusalem in 1099 and the end of the Second Crusade, the
liturgical service for the Feast of the Liberation of Jerusalem was expanded to include a
commemoration of “the crusaders killed in the battle for Jerusalem, and…for Godfrey of
Bouillon.”112 By the time that Benedict of Peterborough recorded the miracles of Thomas
Becket, these elements had been part of the feast’s celebration for several decades. The
archbishop’s performance of Laetere Jerusalem in Benedict of Peterborough’s vision,
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paired with Thomas’s resurrection, were clearly meant to convey a message of triumph
over death and over one’s enemies, in a context evocative of the First Crusade. In making
these connections, Benedict further reinforced the idea that Becket was like Christ, and
Canterbury like Jerusalem. Just as Christ had shed his blood in Jerusalem for the
salvation of mankind, so had Becket’s healing blood flowed across the floors of
Canterbury Cathedral, and both had triumphed over death.
In another miracle related by Benedict of Peterborough, Godith, the daughter of a
certain Baldwin of Wye, presented two candles at Becket’s shrine. The flames went out,
but by the power of the saint, not only did they relight, but all the lamps and candles
throughout the church lit up. Benedict praised the miracle, thanking God, “whose fire is
in the Zion of Canterbury, and whose road [leads] to heavenly Jerusalem!”113 Again
Benedict presents Canterbury as analogous to Jerusalem. The idea of a spontaneously
lighting candle brings to mind the miracle of the Holy Fire at the Holy Sepulcher. Since
the ninth century, Christians had gathered in the Rotunda of the Resurrection (the
Anastasis) every Easter to witness the Holy Fire descend from Heaven into the lamps
around Christ’s tomb (the edicule).114 The Fire’s seemingly spontaneous ignition was a
sign of God’s power pervading the site of Christ’s tomb, just as the relighting of Godith’s
candle signaled the spiritual power permeating the site of Becket’s tomb.
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Visual and material culture also played a crucial role in establishing links between
Jerusalem and Canterbury. Tim Tatton-Brown’s analysis of pilgrimage shrines in
England has shown that a number of twelfth-century cathedrals, including St. Paul’s,
Glastonbury, Salisbury, and Canterbury, housed “tomb-shrines, with holes in their sides.”
This style of tomb, which allowed for pilgrims to insert parts of their bodies into the tomb
alongside the saint’s relics, was modeled on “the newly built Tomb of Christ in the
edicule at the centre of the rotunda in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.”115
The German monk Theoderic, who visited Jerusalem in 1172, described Christ’s (empty)
tomb as having “in its side… three round holes”; the surviving stained glass windows at
Canterbury Cathedral show a similar style for Becket’s tomb.116
Richard Gameson has demonstrated, moreover, that the visual rhetoric of Becket
reliquary châsses echoed the visual symbolism of the Crucifixion and Entombment of
Christ.117 This parallelism is also present in the early thirteenth-century narrative stained
glass window at Chartres Cathedral, which depicts the clerk Edward Grim (fl. 1170–
c.1186) holding a cross over Becket’s head at the moment of the martyrdom.118 Chartres
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had special connections with Becket: John of Salisbury, who had been a clerk at
Canterbury from 1147–1163 before going into exile with Thomas, was writing his
biography of the martyred archbishop when he was elected bishop of Chartres in 1176.119
John’s presence at Chartres undoubtedly influenced the traditions about Becket there.
The same Edward Grim depicted in the Chartres Cathedral window looked to both
the Old and New Testaments to understand Becket’s place in biblical history. Grim, an
eyewitness who had been wounded during the attack on the archbishop, compared
Becket’s role as chancellor of England to that of Joseph in Egypt. Both men had held
great power and wealth, and Grim implies that Henry II, like Pharaoh, relied upon
Becket’s advice in order to rule the kingdom.120 In enumerating the miracles that
happened after the saint’s burial, Grim lauded Thomas:
For this [man] is indeed the lover of the brothers and of the people of Israel, he is
the one who prays much for the people, and for the holy city Jerusalem, in whose
triumph heaven rejoices, by whose sufferings the holy Church is confirmed in
faith, by whose merits and intervention the blind see, the lame walk, the leprous
are made clean, the dead are revived, and the poor resound glory to Christ.121
Edward Grim’s portrayal of Becket invokes the parallels to Christ that I have outlined
above, but he also connects the archbishop to the greater history of the people of Israel.
Joseph, son of Jacob (Israel), had helped to lead his people to success in Egypt when he
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was Pharaoh’s vizier. By association, Grim implies that Thomas, as Henry II’s
chancellor, had similarly led the people of England from a wilderness of corruption and
anarchy into an era of stability and prosperity. Moreover, Becket’s miracles were
connected to his love of the brothers (that is, the monks at Canterbury) and the people of
Israel (that is, England). Through these merits, and his prayers for Jerusalem
(Canterbury), Becket was able to perform miraculous cures for those pilgrims who came
to visit his tomb.

Visions and Pilgrims
When the four knights murdered the archbishop at the altar of Canterbury
Cathedral, most of Europe was taken by shock. But, Benedict of Peterborough tells us,
Thomas’s death was foreseen ten years before it happened, by a monk living in
Jerusalem. Bertha of Gloucester related the story to the monks at Christ Church, having
herself heard it from an Englishman returning from the Holy Land in 1160. In the story, a
monk in Jerusalem asked the pilgrim where he came from. “From England,” he replied,
to which the monk exclaimed, “O England, England! How attractive you will be!” The
monk went on to inquire whether the pilgrim had ever been to Canterbury. When the
pilgrim said that he had never seen the town, the monk cried out, “O Canterbury! How
attractive, how delightful you will be! For there will come a day, when the people flood
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to it, just as at present they frequent blessed Giles, or blessed Jacob [Santiago], or Rome,
or Jerusalem.”122
Santiago de Compostela, Rome, and Jerusalem were, of course, the three major
pilgrimage destinations for European Christians. Giles most likely refers to Saint-Gillesdu-Gard near Arles, which was not only on the Camino de Santiago, but also had been a
stop on pope Urban II’s crusade-preaching tour in 1095 and was closely associated with
Count Raymond IV of Toulouse, one of the most important leaders of the First
Crusade.123 By placing Canterbury amongst these famous sites, Benedict of
Peterborough’s story tied England and Jerusalem together in a multi-directional web of
personal interactions, pilgrimage, and prophecy.
According to Becket’s companion and biographer Herbert of Bosham (d. c. 1194),
the patriarch of Jerusalem learned of the martyrdom within fifteen days of the saint’s
death. Herbert cites as his reference for this story none other than the patriarch Heraclius
himself. Heraclius visited England in 1185 in an attempt to get Henry II and his knights
to help protect young Baldwin V and the kingdom of Jerusalem from the “intolerable
hostile incursions of pagans” threatening them (see Chapter Two).124 After hearing
people in England speak about Becket, Heraclius “declared with a very truthful assertion”
that he himself had received the news of the martyrdom from a monk in Jerusalem, who
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had learned of it in a vision the same day it happened and told the patriarch a fortnight
later. Heraclius then related the story to those present at the Angevin court.125
Gerald of Wales described a similar miraculous vision near the end of his Vita S.
Remigii (written c. 1198–1213).126 According to Gerald, knowledge of Becket’s murder
reached Jerusalem “in the land of Palestine, on the same night.” As with the prophecy
related by Benedict of Peterborough, a monk learned the news in a vision: he was taken
up to heaven, where he saw the Lord place a bejeweled golden crown upon the head of a
man. An angel explained to the monk that the man he saw in his dream was Thomas,
archbishop of Canterbury, who was now being rewarded in heaven for the persecutions
he had endured on earth. This monk then told his vision to “the first pilgrims coming
from England.”127
Such tales of miraculous visions and foresight about Becket’s death emphasized a
close relationship between what happened in Canterbury and what was known in
Jerusalem. Their authors implied that Thomas’s death was of such great import that the
news was known immediately, or even in advance, at the center of Christendom.
Moreover, the hagiographers emphasized the central role played by English pilgrims in
spreading the word about these visions. Thomas had died at Canterbury, so it was only
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fitting that Englishmen should confirm the visions of the Jerusalemites and carry the tales
of their visions back home with them. In Herbert of Bosham’s version, the patriarch of
Jerusalem himself came to England and told the story. All three hagiographers implied
that God was raising Canterbury to a pilgrimage status on par with Jerusalem, setting up a
direct exchange of knowledge and flow of people between the two cities.
Pilgrims were, of course, the lifeblood of any saint’s cult. Becket’s shrine, as one
of the most important in Europe, attracted a wide range of social classes from many
nations. When the future king of France, Philip II Augustus (r. 1180–1223), fell ill in
1179, his father Louis VII (r. 1137–80) had a vision in which St Thomas instructed him
to go to Canterbury to ask for his son’s restored health. But before he could make the
journey, the chronicler Roger of Howden stressed, Louis had to ask for Henry II’s
permission to enter England. Roger thus set Louis’s famous visit to the shrine in a very
pro-English context.128 Louis needed the Englishman St Thomas to help save the heir to
the French throne, and had to obtain leave from the king of England before doing so.
There is a certain degree of irony in this, for in life Thomas had been an ally of the
French king, while this ethereal Becket downgraded the status of Louis and gave his
support to Henry II, the man responsible for his exile and, at least indirectly, for his
death. By framing the story of Philip’s cure in this way, Roger of Howden made the
occasion into a clear assertion of English royal and spiritual power. Notably, Philip’s
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biographer Rigord made no mention of Louis’s pilgrimage to Canterbury, merely
commenting that prince’s health improved thanks to his father’s prayers.129
A number of the cures attributed to Becket ended with the cured person vowing to
undertake a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Benedict of Peterborough reported one instance
where Ralph of Langton was cured of leprosy, upon which he “pledged that he would go
to Jerusalem out of love of the martyr.” However, in spite of appearing about to set out
for Jerusalem, Ralph instead returned home. There, his leprosy reappeared even worse
than before.130 Many of Thomas’s miracles show this trope of the saint dealing harshly
with people who reneged on their pilgrimage vows. In a tale similar to Ralph’s, but with a
more positive outcome, a man named Edmund “instantly took up the cross to go to
Jerusalem for love of the martyr; and all the people who saw this gave praise to God.”131
In several miracles related by William of Canterbury, the saint watched over
pilgrims traveling between England and the Holy Land, saving them from storms at sea
and helping pilgrims of all nationalities not fall prey to highwaymen or pirates on their
way to and from Jerusalem.132 Similarly, but with a greater emphasis on the Englishness
of both the saviors and the saved, Roger of Howden reported that Becket, along with
Saints Edmund the Martyr and Nicholas the Confessor, rescued a ship of Londoners—
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including William FitzOsbert (d. 1196) and Geoffrey the goldsmith—who were caught in
a tempest while sailing to the Levant in 1190 to take part in the Third Crusade.133 Stories
like these encouraged English pilgrims to put their trust in Thomas Becket’s powers as a
healer and an intercessor who would protect them on the journey to the Holy Land.
Similar instances of pilgrims making vows to go to Jerusalem are also found in
the miracle stories of other English shrines. Two pilgrims visiting St Frideswide’s shrine
in Oxford after her translation in 1180, for example, vowed to make pilgrimages to the
Holy Sepulcher and to the Holy Land more generally, while another wished to visit
Santiago de Compostela.134 St Frideswide’s shrine was quite new: although its church
had supposedly been rebuilt by King Ethelred, Henry II gave the house new life by
establishing it as an Augustinian institution. The translation of the saint in February 1180
was part of a campaign by the prior, Philip, to further promote the cult of the AngloSaxon saint. Importantly, many of the miracles attributed to Frideswide mimicked those
being performed by St Thomas at Canterbury. As Benedicta Ward has noted, “the rivalry
between the cult of St Thomas and that of St Frideswide was open and obvious.”135 Thus
the Becket miracles, by shaping competition over ‘home-grown’ saints’ shrines within
England, also fit into part of a larger tradition that reinforced links between local
pilgrimage sites and pilgrimage to major shrines like Jerusalem.136
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Penance and Penitents
A small and rather unassuming manuscript in the British Library contains a
number of poems written by Robert Partes of Reading Abbey. Composed sometime
between 1167 and 1173,137 the collection includes ten epitaphs, written in couplets,
dedicated to the memory of Henry I (r. 1100–1135), founder of Robert’s abbey.
Interwoven with these couplets are poems that celebrate Becket: “May the island of
Brutus flourish on earth through you, father, / may your servants gain the blessed
realms.”138 Robert’s poems and their arrangement within the manuscript draw together
the blessings of St Thomas and the legacy of the Norman king Henry I. Together, Robert
believed, these two figures had the potential to shape England’s future into a bright and
hopeful one. The Reading monk envisioned a kingdom in which Crown and Canterbury
functioned as one, united under the common cause of making England great.
Yet Robert Partes’s juxtaposition of Becket with Henry I does not acknowledge
the king who was much more directly connected to Thomas’s death and its legacy, Henry
II. A very different view of the present and future state of relations between regnum and
sacerdotium in England can be found in a letter from William, archbishop of Sens, to
pope Alexander III (r. 1159–81), after Becket’s death: “It is therefore in your interest,
most merciful father, keeper of the walls of Jerusalem, to apply a remedy to past things,
and to employ foresight to those things to come. For what place can be safe, if tyrannical
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madness stains with blood the Holy of Holies?”139 Even though Henry II was in
Normandy when Becket was killed, many contemporaries believed that the murder had
been carried out on his orders, or at least as a result of words intemperately spoken. It is
likely that we will never know exactly how culpable the king was. What we do know,
however, is how Henry was expected to publicly atone for the death of the archbishop of
Canterbury.
Alexander III imposed a strict program of penance upon the king of England. The
cardinal legates Theodwin of S. Vitale and Albert of S. Lorenzo (the future Pope Gregory
VIII) delivered the pope’s decree, Ne in dubium, to Henry at Avranches in May 1172. As
Anne Duggan has shown, this decree is a problematic document, both because there is
“no extant official record” of the act and because of difficulties in establishing the
chronology surrounding it. Nevertheless, Duggan stresses that the bull, which reconciled
Henry II with the papacy, is “almost as important in its context as Innocent III’s
acceptance of King John’s submission in 1214.”140 The pope stipulated that Henry must
remain loyal to Alexander and his successors, a clear sign that the pope was still afraid
that Henry might shift his allegiance to the antipope, Calixtus III. Alexander also
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commanded that Henry should provide the Knights Templar with monetary support.141
Specifically, within a year after Pentecost 1172 the king was to provide enough money to
support two hundred knights Templar “for the defense of the land of Jerusalem for the
space of one year.”142 Roger of Howden adds that Henry the Young King also took these
vows.143
Henry II did indeed provide financial assistance to the Holy Land, although it is
difficult to know which payments directly resulted from Ne in dubium. The king had
already levied a Holy Land tax throughout England in 1166, four years before Becket’s
death.144 Later, he made bequests of 5,000 marks each for the kingdom of Jerusalem, the
Templars, the Hospitallers, and the religious houses of Jerusalem in his will of February
1182.145 That same year, Henry granted forty marks annually in perpetuity to the lepers of
Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, citing his own health and that of his predecessors and
successors as motivation.146 The Norman exchequer rolls further record a payment of a
hundred solidi for the Hospitallers in 1184.147 Such payments and allocations suggest that
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the king sent aid to the Holy Land fairly regularly throughout his reign, even if the
amounts and recipients varied.
Alan Forey has further noted that Latin chroniclers in the Levant recorded “that
the English king sent contributions each year, and that Henry’s money was used in 1187
to engage troops who are said to have fought under an English flag.”148 Ralph de Diceto
mentioned the “alms of the king of England” playing a role during the Muslim siege of
Tyre in 1187–8.149 This money, according to the canon Richard, author of the Itinerarium
Peregrinorum, “was usefully employed in the defence of Tyre and the rest of the
kingdom’s business.” Indeed, the chronicler added, “With pious and necessary
forethought the magnificent king had sent this money to Jerusalem over a period of many
years for the support of the Holy Land. It is said that the sum amounted to 30,000
marks.”150
Forey emphasizes that it is difficult to know when many of these funds were
dispersed, or whether payments were made with any established regularity. He notes,
moreover, that Henry’s contributions to the defense of the Holy Land in the aftermath of
Thomas’s death should not all be understood “as expiation for Becket’s murder.”151
Christopher Tyerman similarly acknowledges that Henry’s monetary support of the Holy
Land “may lack clarity,” but he points out that Henry’s actions were not unusual or
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surprising.152 The king was concerned with maintaining his empire and political standing
in the West without bankrupting his own lands. Rather, as Tyerman puts it, Henry’s
support “was honourable without being extravagant or risky.”153 Ultimately, whether
Henry II contributed funds for the Templars and the defense of the Holy Land out of
political astuteness or out of true regret for his role in Thomas Becket’s death (or a
combination of these motivations), the fact remains that English money, with the backing
of the king, was sent to Palestine at semi-regular intervals throughout Henry’s long reign.
In addition to requiring the king to provide monetary support to the Templars,
Pope Alexander III also called for Henry to himself go to Jerusalem. Ne in dubium
commanded that, “from the approaching Nativity of the Lord for three years [following
that], you will take the cross, then in the following summer set out for there [Jerusalem]
in person, with the Lord leading.”154 In other words, Henry must take the cross by
Christmas 1172, departing for Jerusalem no later than the summer of 1173.155 Alexander
stressed that the only legitimate excuse Henry could make for not setting out on crusade
to the Holy Land was if he instead fought the Muslims in Spain, and even then he would
need papal permission. Furthermore, Alexander cautioned, fighting in Spain would not
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free Henry from his crusading obligations in Jerusalem; it would only defer the time of
his departure.156
Yet while his money made it to the Holy Land, Henry II did not. John Gillingham
suggests that after leading a military expedition to Ireland in 1171–2, the king may have
found “the rigours of campaigning” too difficult.157 Alan Forey has concluded that Henry
II never felt any “genuine penitence at any stage,” and indeed never intended to lead a
crusade.158 Contemporary chroniclers, however, give us a different view of the king’s
emotions, describing in detail the king’s grief at Becket’s death.159 Most likely the truth is
somewhere between these extremes: the king regretted the circumstances of Becket’s
death, but also did not want to leave his vast territories unguarded.160
Whatever his reasons, the king continually prevaricated about carrying out his
penance for Becket’s death. Five years later, in 1177, Henry again vowed to lead a
crusading army into Palestine. This was part of a peace agreement drawn up between the
kings of England and France, guaranteeing mutual support for the undertaking: “Let it be
known by all men… that we, by the inspiration of God, have promised and sworn that we
will go together in the service of Christianity, and, assuming the cross, we will depart for
Jerusalem.”161 The arrangement called for each king to protect the other’s realm should
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one of them depart for the East before the other. Moreover, should one of the kings die
upon the journey, his men had to swear to follow the one who still lived for as long as
they remained in the “land of Jerusalem” (terra Jerosolimitana).162 Gerald of Wales
praised Henry for this mix of savvy diplomacy and support of the Holy Land. He
described the Angevin king as “a most diligent maker of peace, and an observer of it; an
incomparable, liberal giver of alms, and a particular supporter of the land of Palestine.”163
Gerald’s praise, however, highlighted Henry’s monetary contributions to Jerusalem, not
his military ones. Indeed, once again Henry’s crusading vows came to naught.
The peace negotiations of 1177 underscore the fact that Henry and Louis enacted
a show of friendship, but neither fully trusted the other to leave his realm unharmed while
he was abroad. Essentially, Henry used crusade planning as an excuse to keep Louis VII
(and later Louis’s son, Philip Augustus) from focusing their energies on attacking
Angevin territories.164 Henry’s youngest son and eventual successor John later made
similar political use of his own unfulfilled vow to fight for Jerusalem. The French kings
could not openly contest this strategy, because to do so would imply that they were
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refusing to help Jerusalem.165 Even papal exhortations were not enough to persuade the
king of England to leave his hard-won empire open to attacks by Louis VII—or by his
own sons, Henry the Young King, Geoffrey, Richard, and John.
Ultimately, Henry II was more concerned with maintaining his control over
Angevin lands than with leading a crusade. Nevertheless, as Christopher Tyerman
explains, Henry
ensured its [crusading’s] continued significance in England as elsewhere in his
dominions, through his use of its diplomatic potential, his desire for information
from the East, and his taxation for the Holy Land, which as surely as any
preaching campaign brought the plight of Outremer to his people. Whatever else
he may have done, Henry II did not—could not—forget Jerusalem.166
The negotiations between Crown and pope following Becket’s murder, as outlined in Ne
in dubium, further made Jerusalem’s defense a direct part of England’s political agenda,
whether Henry wanted it there or not.
Nicholas Vincent has noted that around the same time that Henry reconciled with
the papacy by agreeing to Ne in dubium at Avranches, he also began “to style himself
king ‘By God’s grace’ (Dei gratia),” in imitation of—and opposition to—Louis of
France. Even authors critical of Henry, Vincent adds, like John of Salisbury and, later,
Henry of Bracton (d. 1268), described the king as “Vicarius Dei in terris, Imago Dei,
Vicarius summi regis, or Magnus Dominus noster, titles inherited from the theocratic
emperors of Rome.”167 Thus following Becket’s death, Henry II promoted an imperial
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image of his rule in West, while simultaneously making—but never carrying out—
promises to fight in the East. It was to Henry’s benefit to foster these two concepts of
imperial rule and crusading ideology simultaneously, subtly invoking parallels with
prophecies about a Last World Emperor who would unite East and West, an idea that I
explore in Chapter Five.
Henry II did not officially take the cross until after Jerusalem fell to the Muslims
in 1187.168 But the political and religious climate of the 1180s was very different from
that of the 1170s. As I noted at the beginning of this chapter, Baldwin IV, an impotent
leper, had ruled Jerusalem since 1174; he was succeeded by his nephew Baldwin V, a
child king who died before his tenth birthday. The threat posed by Saladin and his
Muslim armies gave a greater sense of urgency to protecting Jerusalem. By the mid1180s, just as Saladin was consolidating his hold on Syria and encircling the Frankish
settlements in the East, there was no clear heir to the throne in Jerusalem. In the 1170s,
by contrast, the extent of the Ayyubid threat was not yet clear, and the king of England’s
focus on sending aid to Palestine was more closely linked to his penance for his role in
the death of Thomas Becket. Pope Alexander III, therefore, could do little before his
death in 1181 to pressure Henry into going to Jerusalem.
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Sentencing Becket’s Murderers
The pope’s leverage over Becket’s murderers, however, was much greater than
was his leverage over the king. On Maundy Thursday in 1171, Alexander
excommunicated Reginald fitz Urse, Hugh de Morville, William de Tracy, and Richard
Brito.169 In his study of the murderers’ fates, Nicholas Vincent suggests that their
excommunication itself did not have a great immediate impact within England, but he
shows that nevertheless there are clear signs that the four knights began to seek some sort
of means to atone for their sins.170 Like their king, they offered support to the military
orders, and their penance would eventually lead them to the Holy Land itself.
Vincent identifies several charters that were issued by the guilty knights or their
close relations, bestowing lands on English institutions (including Canterbury Cathedral)
as well to the Templars.171 Fitz Urse, de Morville, and Brito all made grants to the
Templars sometime around the summer of 1171. Reginald Fitz Urse gave the Templars
half the manor of Williton in England, as well as land at Sandouville in Normandy. Hugh
de Morville and Richard Brito served as witnesses for the former of these charters.172 In
addition, de Morville gave the Templars land at Sowerby in Westmorland and also made
a grant to the Lazarite order of Jerusalem. Richard Brito, too, gave the Templars lands at
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Sampford Brett.173 The three men issued these charters with the intention that their grants
would help support Templar endeavors in the Holy Land, and thereby serve as part of
their penance for Becket’s murder.
As with Henry II’s foundation of three monasteries, a few grants of land were not
enough to expiate the sin of so great a crime as the murder of an archbishop. The
murderers were also facing persecution in England—their lands confiscated by the
crown, few people willing to grant them shelter, and their heirs barred from receiving
their inheritances.174 According to both Roger of Howden and the Lansdowne
Anonymous, the four accomplices, “whom conscience of their own actions was
accusing,” soon set out for Rome, to seek further indulgence from the pope in person.175
William de Tracy left for Rome before the end of 1171; he returned to England in 1172,
having received indulgence for his penance from Pope Alexander III.176 Within the next
year (Roger of Howden says it was “after much time”), all four conspirators were on the
road to Rome to place themselves at the pope’s mercy.177 Alexander III “examined them
rather harshly,” and the murderers departed Rome for Jerusalem.178 Herbert of Bosham
and the Lansdowne Anonymous support this claim, with the latter adding that the guilty
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men were sentenced to spend fourteen years fighting for the Templars in the Holy
Land.179
The evidence indicates that the four knights left Rome and set out for Jerusalem,
but before they could get there, all of them died, probably by 1174. Herbert of Bosham
states that William de Tracy died at Cosenza, whereupon his bones broke, his nerves
snapped, and his body decayed in a fitting punishment for his deeds. Within three years,
Herbert adds, “indeed not a one of them had survived.”180 The other knights probably met
their deaths at Montenegro near Antioch.181 Their bodies were then taken to Jerusalem,
where, Roger of Howden reports, they “were buried…before the doors of the Temple.”182
The Temple of Solomon, or al-Aqsa Mosque, was the headquarters for the Templar order
in Jerusalem, and the killers’ burial there suggests once again the close connection of
their assigned penance with Templar endowments. Moreover, as Vincent notes, the very
fact that their bodies were carried to Jerusalem after their deaths “implies that the
murderers remained notorious even in death.”183 It also indicates a need for some sense of
closure to the story of their atonement for Becket’s death.
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Roger of Howden visited Palestine with members of the Third Crusade in 1190–1,
and so it seems reasonable to believe his report that Becket’s killers were buried near the
Temple.184 Roger also recorded the inscription on their tomb, which read:
Here lie the wretches who martyred the blessed Thomas, archbishop of
Canterbury. It was in the year one thousand one hundred and seventy-one that the
primate Thomas was killed by the sword.185
We can see here that even in death, there were close ties between Becket, Canterbury, the
military orders in the Holy Land, and Jerusalem. The inscription also suggests that
Becket’s fate was famous enough in the East to need no further explanation. Pilgrims
from all parts of the Christian world, as well as settlers in Jerusalem, would have
recognized the reference to England and the murder of the archbishop of Canterbury.
Becket’s killers’ deaths thus helped to preserve the martyr’s association with the Holy
Land long after the murder itself.

Thomas Becket in the Holy Land
Two decades after his death, the cult of Thomas Becket was actively promoted by
Englishmen voyaging to and fighting in the Holy Land. During the Third Crusade
Becket’s cult came to be particularly connected to the city of Acre. The combined armies
of England, France, Germany, and Jerusalem besieged Acre for nearly two years between
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1189 and 1191, trying to drive out the Muslim forces holding it. Philip Augustus arrived
at the siege in April 1191, while Richard I, who had succeeded his father Henry II as king
of England in 1189, remained for some time consolidating his control over Sicily.186
Although the English king delayed his journey to Palestine, however, a portion of his
army continued ahead without him and arrived at Acre in October 1190. This advance
guard of the English army included a number of English clergymen, led by Baldwin, the
archbishop of Canterbury, and by Hubert Walter, bishop of Salisbury, both of whom
would make important contributions to the promotion of Becket’s cult in the East.187
The elderly Baldwin made an unlikely hero. According to the author of the
Itinerarium, the archbishop of Canterbury
was old and infirm, so that military action was difficult for him… He had a
banner carried high in front of his troops on which was depicted the glorious
martyr Thomas. He had procured for the martyr a seemly and worthy following:
200 knights and 300 men-at-arms followed his banner and fought in that holy
man’s pay.188
Christopher Tyerman has further noted that the Londoners in the English army looked to
Becket as their patron while on crusade.189 We thus see English soldiers and clergy
fighting together under the leadership of the archbishop of Canterbury, gathered around
the banner of St Thomas, to defend the Holy Land from the Muslims.
Archbishop Baldwin died at Acre, but the English crusaders continued to promote
Becket’s cult in the region after Baldwin’s death. Ralph de Diceto, dean of St Paul’s in
London, recorded that one of his own chaplains, an Englishman named William,
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dedicated a chapel and cemetery to Becket at Acre, in thanks for the Christians’
victory.190 Later chroniclers credited Hubert Walter, who succeeded Baldwin as
archbishop of Canterbury, with founding an order of canons to tend a hospital in Acre,
again dedicated to Becket. Others gave the credit to King Richard himself.191 What is
clear is that some member or members of the English crusading army established the
Order of St Thomas of Acre, which was officially turned into a military order by the pope
in the thirteenth century. It maintained a distinctly English character for several
centuries.192 This tells us both that there was a regular influx of English soldiers and
monies to the East, and that they fostered a connection to England even while living
abroad.193 The order eventually died out, but in more recent times has been revived. The
modern order’s aims still preserve the focus on an English identity centered around
Thomas Becket.194
By the late twelfth and early thirteenth century, Becket’s legend and miracles had
become fully intertwined with the idea of the Holy Land and crusading ideology. The
early thirteenth-century anonymous continuator of Benedict of Peterborough’s Miracula
told two long stories about eastern Christians who, freed from captivity by the
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intervention of St. Thomas, made their way to Canterbury.195 The first of these tales
follows the fate of three men and a young woman, taken captive by Muslims at
Damascus. The author places the story in a firm historical context: “at the time when
Saladin the impious, having captured the Cross from the Christians, triumphed, and with
the Lord permitting he possessed the holy city of Jerusalem” (i.e. 1187). After fourteen
years in captivity, the captives had learned the language and customs of the “barbaric
people” (gentis barbaricae), yet they wished to return to the “land of their birth and of
their faith.”196
After two failed attempts to escape their captors, they began to implore the aid of
St Thomas, vowing that if he should free them, they would visit his tomb. Answering
their prayers, Thomas appeared to them in their prison. As was common in such tales, the
captives asked him who he was, and he replied, “I am Thomas the archbishop of
Canterbury,” then promised to help set them free.197 The prisoners, finding their chains
loosened and the doors to both prison and city open and unguarded, were able to walk
free.198 After a number of trials and delays, two of the men (the third having died of
illness) and the woman arrived in Canterbury in February 1202. There, at the shrine of St.
Thomas they prayed for three days and offered their thanks, before returning to “their
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region of Jerusalem,” and “glorifying and praising God in all things that they heard and
saw.”199 This story demonstrates the importance of the pilgrimage to Canterbury in
exchange for the martyr’s aid. More strikingly, it suggests that Becket’s reputation as an
intercessor and miracle worker had taken root in the East by this time, and portrays
Becket taking an active interest in the fate of crusaders and directly involving himself in
near eastern affairs.
This sort of reverse pilgrimage from the East to Canterbury was also told in
another story of escape from the Muslims. In this miracle, Gregory, the Armenian bishop
of Tarsus, was captured by Saracens, again “at the time of prince Saladin, under whom
Jerusalem was both captured and reduced to servitude.”200 Two years later a man
appeared to Gregory in a vision while he was in prison, saying only that he came from
beyond the sea, where he was a Christian archbishop, and alerting Gregory that God
would free him on the following day. The man’s words came true, and Gregory escaped,
making it home to Tarsus. Once free, however, and desiring to show his gratitude to the
mysterious saintly archbishop who had aided him, Gregory vowed to make a pilgrimage
to Rome and Santiago de Compostela.201 He visited Innocent III in Rome, then, just as he
was about to set out for Santiago, St Thomas appeared to him inquiring what he planned
to do. When the martyr learned of Gregory’s plans, he said, “And is it possible that you
will visit my house?” When Gregory professed ignorance of Thomas’s identity and
home, Thomas gently reminded him that he had freed him from his Saracen captor. Then
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he continued, “I am Thomas the archbishop of Canterbury. If you have heard the name of
king Richard, seek his land; for in it my home is situated; there you will be able to find
me.”202
Importantly, this description directly associates England with the rule of the
crusader king Richard I, while also linking Canterbury to the identity of the kingdom.
England is the king’s land, and Thomas dwells within it. The story concludes with the
saint’s exhortations, finally convincing the bishop of Tarsus to come to England in order
to fulfill his obligations to the archbishop of Canterbury.203 Ultimately, this miracle tale
paints an unexpectedly exotic image of Canterbury as a place where Armenian dignitaries
from the land of the Apostle Paul voyage to visit Becket’s shrine, while simultaneously
reinforcing Canterbury’s identity as the heart of England.
Perhaps the most striking combination of Becket’s story with the history of
English crusaders in the Holy Land can be found in a version of the saint’s life dating to
the first half of the thirteenth century.204 The text, known as Quadrilogus I, merges four
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main vitae of Thomas, with some distinct alterations regarding Thomas’s ancestry.205
Heavily influenced by romantic literary tropes, the Quadrilogus begins by narrating the
story of Thomas’s father, Gilbert Becket, whom the author turns into a youthful crusader,
captured by a “pagan” (i.e., Muslim) emir while visiting the holy sites around
Jerusalem.206 Like a good literary hero, Gilbert serves the emir for a year, earning his
favor and the love of the emir’s only daughter. The girl finds the opportunity to speak
with the captive, who teaches her “about the faith and religion and the way of life of the
Christians.”207 He also tells her that he is an Englishman and a citizen of London.208
Eventually, Gilbert and his companions escape their captivity and make their way back to
England.
Meanwhile the emir’s daughter, lamenting the loss of the man she loves, decides
to go after him.209 Seeking passage with “certain pilgrims and merchants returning home,
whose language she did not know, she sailed to England.”210 In a scene not unlike
Tolkien’s later description of the Ringwraiths searching for “Baggins” and “Shire,” the
girl finds her way by repeating the only thing she knows about Gilbert: his name and
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“London, London.”211 After wandering the streets of the city, she is at last recognized by
his servant, and, after some delay on Gilbert’s part (he is hesitant about marrying a nonChristian) and with the approval of six bishops, the girl is baptized and they are wed. She
soon gives birth to a baby boy, Thomas Becket. Gilbert, meanwhile, sets out again for
Jerusalem; when he returns three years later, he finds “his son Thomas very beautiful in
form and agreeable in the eyes of all beholding [him].”212 This fictional young Thomas
Becket, son of a crusading Englishman and a Muslim princess, reflects the graces that
would one day make him a saint, and also reflects the intimate connection Becket’s
legacy had developed with the Holy Land by the thirteenth century.
Historians, from the Victorian period to the present day, have rejected this story
of Becket’s background as pure invention, with little to no grounding in reality. Indeed,
few historians even mention the tale, and those who do tend to cast it aside in passing as
nothing but “the outcome of popular imagination, which loved to cast a halo of Christian
chivalry and Saracen splendour round the birth of its hero-saint.”213 Yet the story of
Gilbert Becket and the emir’s daughter in Quadrilogus I is grounded more firmly in
history than at first seems evident, emerging from the events of the Third Crusade that
established Becket’s cult in the Holy Land.
In the decades between his death in 1170 and the translation of his relics in 1220,
Thomas Becket had shifted from being a controversial—and very human—man into
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becoming a hero of spiritual and literary imagination. Becket, in both life and death,
functioned as a focal point for drawing together the political, spiritual, and physical
landscapes of England and the Holy Land. The late twelfth- and early thirteenth-century
miracle tales about St Thomas were shaped by English politics, yet they are also clearly
products of the crusading era and ethos. Their tropes are similar to those found in
romances and epics of the same era, suggesting the harsh conditions to which the
Muslims subjected their prisoners. Yet even as there is a certain level of voyeurism and
fantasy surrounding these descriptions, the author never fails to draw the reader back to
England. The hero of these stories is Thomas Becket, who actively brings England and
the Holy Land together into a single imaginative, geographic space. Those people whom
he rescues always find their way back from the East, directing their attention, resources,
and devotions to Becket, Canterbury, England, and the English king.
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CHAPTER 2
England’s Kings and the Call for Crusade
The theologian and scholar Herbert of Bosham served as chancery clerk and
ambassador for Henry II before transferring his loyalty—as well as his rhetorical and
diplomatic skills—to the archiepiscopal household of Thomas Becket in 1163. A staunch
supporter of Becket’s cause, Herbert nevertheless acknowledged the king of England’s
greatness in his Liber Melorum (Book of Songs), which he placed at the end of his Life of
Becket.214 For Herbert, Becket’s death was the black mark in the otherwise great reign of
the “illustrious king of the English” (illustris rex Anglorum). If only Henry had been free
of guilt in the archbishop’s death, “both the present and future ages would have praised
him forever.” Nevertheless, Henry remained a mighty ruler, and Herbert elaborated upon
how God “has caused him to grow like the dust of the earth, and to raise his seed like
stars and to grant them inheritance from sea to sea.” Even the martyred Thomas had
originally been loved by “this lofty emperor, [and] in the office of court chancellor he
reigned with Augustus as if a co-Augustus.”215 Yet in spite of such celebrations of Henry
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II’s imperial reputation and the expansion of his realm, circumstances including
rebellion, war, and illness prevented the Angevin king from ever following through with
his repeated promises to travel to the Holy Land. Of Henry’s four legitimate sons,
moreover, three—Henry the Young King, Richard, and John—took crusading vows, yet
only Richard ever set foot in the Levant.
This chapter examines how Angevin writers viewed their kings’ crusading vows,
and how they responded when those kings failed to free Jerusalem from Muslim control.
For these authors, there was more at stake than just the liberation of the Holy Land. The
role that the Angevin kings played in the crusading process reflected on their rule in
England, as well. Indeed, court writers interpreted their rulers’ responses to Jerusalem’s
troubles as indications of those kings’ broader ability to govern their realm.
Contemporary observers frequently measured the successes of the English kings against
the responses of their Capetian rivals Louis VII and Philip II Augustus in France. Taking
the cross provided the Angevins with a chance to rival, or even outshine, their continental
neighbors. Similarly, Richard I’s strengths on the Third Crusade were largely measured
in relation to the weaknesses of Philip Augustus. Thus royal crusading vows, both
fulfilled and unfulfilled, reflected contemporary perceptions about the political fate of
both England and the larger Angevin empire, as well as that of Jerusalem and the Holy
Land.

Henry II and Heraclius: Competing Views
For some English writers, Henry II’s failure to travel to the Holy Land proved a
convenient theme for critiques of Henry’s rule in England. Gerald of Wales, in particular,
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used the topic as an anchoring point for his criticism of the Angevins.216 Gerald had
served as a royal clerk for about twelve years, beginning in 1184. Yet his service to
Henry and Richard did not win him appointments to either an English bishopric or, later,
to the coveted archbishopric of St David’s in Wales and, disgruntled, he eventually left
the court.217
Gerald’s frustration with Angevin rule is particularly evident in his De Principis
Instructione, which he revised several times between the mid-1190s and his death in c.
1220/3. In this work, Gerald looked back at Henry’s reign, attributing all of England’s
troubles to Henry’s failure to go to the Holy Land as penance for Becket’s death. He
exclaimed over the foolishness and obstinacy by which Henry attempted to replace his
crusading obligations by founding three monasteries in England, including the Carthusian
priory of Witham, over which the king appointed the future Saint Hugh of Lincoln.218
While in general the practice of founding monasteries was good, Gerald suggested that
such foundations were not enough to expiate so great a sin as complicity in the murder of
the archbishop of Canterbury, which called for a more special form of penance. Indeed,
Gerald suggested, the premature death of Henry the Young King in 1183 was part of the
divine punishment for the Old King’s repeated failure to go to Jerusalem.219
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Admittedly, Jerusalem’s need for help at this time was acute. In 1184, three years
before Saladin captured Jerusalem, the growing Ayyubid threat to the Holy Land was
evident. Jerusalem’s leaders feared that the leper Baldwin IV was not strong enough to
defend the Holy Land without assistance. Aleppo had fallen into Muslim hands in June
1183, and later that summer Baldwin developed a fever, leading to fears of his death and
the appointment of Guy of Lusignan as regent. By the start of 1185, Baldwin IV’s leprosy
had worsened, and his death was imminent (he died that May).220 The threat to the
survival of the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem therefore seemed very great indeed.
In 1184, the lords and leaders of the military orders in Jerusalem decided to send a
delegation to seek aid from the Christian princes of the West. Led by Heraclius, the
patriarch of Jerusalem, and the masters of the Temple and Hospital, this group was
charged with bringing western aid to the East. They brought with them the keys to the
Holy Sepulchre and the Tower of David, as well as the banner of the kingdom of
Jerusalem. In Italy in October 1184 they met with Pope Lucius III and the German
emperor Frederick Barbarossa before crossing the Alps. In France Heraclius offered the
royal insignia of Jerusalem to Philip Augustus, asking him to lead a crusade, but the
French king refused, not wishing to leave his kingdom at that time. The embassy from
Jerusalem then continued to England, arriving at Canterbury on 29 January 1185.221
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Although the embassy had sought aid from the rulers of Germany and France,
Bernard Hamilton notes that “there is little doubt that the mission was directed chiefly to
Henry II…, the grandson of King Fulk of Jerusalem.”222 During their visit the patriarch
sanctified London’s new rotunda-style Temple Church and, as we have seen, reported to
the crowds at court that he had learned of Thomas Becket’s martyrdom through the
miraculous vision of a monk in Jerusalem. As he had already done to the kings of
Germany and France, Heraclius also offered Henry II the keys to Jerusalem and the Holy
Sepulchre in return for the king’s promise to undertake military action in the Holy Land.
In Roger of Howden’s account of events, Henry, “rejoicing greatly” (plurimum
gaudens) when he learned of the delegation’s arrival in England, rushed to meet them.223
Roger notes that Henry received the keys and standard from Heraclius, and then hastened
to summon a council at London to discuss the matter. There, he weighed the possibility
of crusade with “the bishops and abbots, counts and barons of the realm.” They decided
to consult with the king of France, and many nobles took the cross.224 Roger’s account of
Heraclius’s visit to England portrays Henry II in a largely positive light—although with a
few reservations, as we will see in Chapter Five. Even though Henry did not go on
crusade, Roger shifts the blame for this decision onto Philip Augustus. Moreover, Roger
shows Henry acting wisely, in consultation with the leading men of the realm, many of
whom then pledged their help to Palestine.
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Roger of Howden’s interpretation of events is very different from the version
presented by Gerald of Wales. Gerald describes how the delegation from Jerusalem had
prepared to set out “from eastern Asia to the extreme ends of Europe,” seeking the “most
remote recess of the western ocean, not without labor and great danger.”225 Coming to
Henry at Winchester, Heraclius and the leaders of the military orders implored him with
tears, on bended knee, to help preserve Jerusalem from the Saracens and Saladin.226 They
produced a letter from Pope Lucius III, supporting their cause. Gerald also states that
Heraclius offered “the complete dominion and submission of the kingdom” of Jerusalem
to Henry.227 Yet, Gerald recorded, the king showed little sympathy for the plight of the
Holy Land and its messengers: he immediately handed back the keys to Jerusalem, the
Tower of David, and the Sepulchre, and constantly delayed giving a response to the
patriarch.
Gerald uses Heraclius’s visit, and Henry’s refusal to go on crusade, to great
narrative effect, as an opportunity to draw an unflattering portrait of England’s ruler.
Rather than showing the king in conference with his barons and church leaders, as Roger
of Howden had done, Gerald turned the occasion into a series of public debates between
himself and Henry. The chronicler devoted an entire chapter of De Principis Instructione
to recording this argument. Gerald clearly saw himself as arguing for reason and right,
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while Henry was irrational and selfish. Noting that they spoke in front of an audience, the
chronicler describes how he admonished Henry that the patriarch’s suit was “not only for
your greatest honor, but also for that of the whole kingdom.” The king’s reply, Gerald
claims, was “mocking,” and he spoke “neither kindly… nor courteously,” retorting, “If
the patriarch or anyone else should come to us, they seek [this] more for their own
convenience than for ours.”228 Henry was essentially correct in this analysis, but Gerald
interpreted the king’s hesitations as a sign of the Henry’s selfish concern with the costs to
himself. In other words, in Gerald’s presentation, Henry could only think of the proposed
crusade in terms of monetary expense, rather than its greater spiritual good.
Importantly, Gerald implies that Henry did not believe that the salvation of the
Holy Land would benefit the people of England as well as the people of Jerusalem. He
concludes this passage with an explanation of why the issue was so important:
For I was hoping that Israel itself would be redeemed in our times, and I invoke the
Lord as witness since, as much on account of the retention of the Holy Land, and its
liberation from the hands of the impious, as for the sake of the honor of our realm
and people, I was desiring that great labor [i.e. the crusade]. The entire populace of
the English also wanted it with the greatest desire.229
In Gerald’s analysis, Henry is thus presented as irrational (even if his excuses, from our
modern perspective, seem reasonable). Unlike Roger of Howden, who showed Henry
acting as a king ought, Gerald strives to present Henry as someone unfit to rule England.
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The king acts contrary to the wishes of his subjects and of God. Gerald, by contrast, sees
himself coming across as the voice of reason and rationality.
Gerald emphasizes that Heraclius did not give up his quest to convince the Angevin
king to come to Jerusalem’s aid, even as Henry repeatedly prevaricated. The patriarch
appealed to the public, joining Archbishop Baldwin of Canterbury in preaching about the
dangers posed by Saladin’s armies.230 The more Henry delayed giving Heraclius a
concrete answer, Gerald writes, the more frustrated the patriarch became. He suggested
that, if Henry would not go to Jerusalem, perhaps his son John would be able to go in his
place. Indeed, Gerald emphasizes that John wished to answer Heraclius’s call, and
begged his father to allow him to go, but Henry instead sent him to Ireland.231 In a rare
instance of a chronicler praising John, Gerald comments that the young prince acted
“laudably” (laudabiliter)—it was his father who was at fault.232
Gerald waxes eloquent in his critique of Henry’s decision. In a rhetorical aside, the
chronicler accuses Henry of deserting God, and warns him of the consequences he will
face on Judgment Day:
And let me warn you, King, with true words: Can it be, wretched man, that you
have struck a contract with death, and have made a pact with the damned? Do not
delay, I beg you, to come to the Lord, and do not put it off from day to day. For at
short notice and in the time of vengeance His wrath shall utterly destroy you.233
Gerald places a similar admonition in the mouth of Heraclius:
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Thus far among the princes of the world, King, you have reigned gloriously with
incomparable favor; and until now your honor has increased more and more to the
apex of the celestial court. But without a doubt, having been held to this trial in
which you are left wanting, and having been abandoned on account of this by the
Lord whom you are forsaking, and thoroughly destitute of grace, concerning the
rest glory will be turned into air, and to your last breath honor will be turned to
ignominy.234
The patriarch, Gerald writes, spoke these words “as though with a prophetic spirit” (quasi
prophetico spiritu).235 Heraclius’s speech here almost certainly reflects Gerald’s own
viewpoint more than that of Heraclius, although one can certainly imagine the patriarch’s
frustration at having come so far only to be unsuccessful.
Heraclius, Gerald continues, confronted the king with his transgressions: Henry
had never sworn service as required to his lord Louis VII of France, he had carried off
Louis’s wife (Eleanor of Aquitaine), and had been responsible for the death of Thomas
Becket. Henry retorted that if he were to leave his lands unprotected, his sons would rise
up in rebellion against him—a reasonable assumption, given their rebellions in the past.
Finally, in a dramatic moment of showmanship, Heraclius presented his head and neck to
Henry, daring him (so Gerald of Wales claims) to “do to me what you did to the blessed
Thomas. For indeed I desire that my head be amputated by you in England, as if by the
Saracens in Palestine, because without a doubt you are worse than any Saracen.”236
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Gerald of Wales’s description of Heraclius’s visit to England in 1185 reveals the
continued and complex interconnection between the legacy of the Becket Affair and
England’s role in providing protection for the Holy Land. Indeed, for Gerald, all of
England’s troubles sprang from one point: Henry’s decision to not go on crusade as
penance for Becket’s death. The prophetic curses that Gerald and Heraclius (according to
Gerald) pronounced upon Henry reflect this idea. Henry’s action—or, rather, inaction—
had brought a curse down not only upon him, but upon England. Henry was worse than
the Muslims, Gerald suggested, for he was betraying his own people by refusing to come
in person to free Jerusalem.
Roger of Howden’s interpretation of Heraclius’s response, by contrast, is much
less bombastic. Rather than presenting the patriarch as a wrathful man pronouncing a
curse upon the kingdom, Roger’s Heraclius returns to Jerusalem “very upset that he had
accomplished so little on his journey.”237 On the whole, however, Roger’s criticism of
Henry and English crusaders in general is more subtle. In his Gesta, for example, written
before 1191, the chronicler notes that Heraclius had hoped to return to the Holy Land
with “the aforesaid king of England, or one of his sons.” In his Chronica, revised after
the Third Crusade, Roger adds to this statement, “or some other man of great authority” –
surely a muted commentary on the unreliability of the Angevin king.238
In Roger’s account, Henry II’s failure to lead a crusade to the Levant is followed
by the narrative of Jerusalem’s betrayal by an Englishman. In both the Gesta and the
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Chronica, Roger followed his story of Heraclius’s empty-handed return with the tale of
the renegade Templar Robert of St Albans, “by birth and nation English.”239 Having
converted to Islam, Roger writes, Robert promised Saladin that “he would hand over to
him the land of Jerusalem, and the city of Jerusalem,” whereupon Saladin gave Robert his
niece in marriage and placed him in charge of lands and soldiers.240 While the bulk of his
army laid waste to various surrounding regions, Robert attacked Jerusalem. The city’s
Christian inhabitants, however, drove him to flight, supported by God and by the “wood
of the Dominical Cross (lignum crucis Dominicae).”241 Robert’s story offers an example
of the harm done by an Englishman who has gone astray, and serves as a sort of warning
of what dangers Jerusalem might face when an Englishman fails to act as he ought.
Ultimately, Roger of Howden portrays Henry II as a strong, proper king, but also
criticizes the English response to Heraclius’s call for aid to the Holy Land. Henry might
have treated Heraclius well, Roger suggests, but one way or another an Englishman
betrayed the kingdom of Jerusalem. For Gerald of Wales, the indecision of the king
brought ruin upon England itself. Gerald believed that English aid for the Holy Land was
good for Christendom, and it was good for England. Henry, by refusing to go on crusade,
was good for neither.
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One Family, Two Kingdoms
When Heraclius and the masters of the Temple and Hospital arrived in England
they presented Henry with a letter from Pope Lucius III. In this letter, which Roger of
Howden recorded in both his Gesta and Chronica, the pope asked the Angevin king to
“follow closely in the footsteps of your predecessors,” and reminded him that the Holy
Land was “without the protection of a king.”242 Hans Eberhard Mayer has argued that the
goal of the Jerusalem delegation in 1185 was to bring Jerusalem a new king to replace the
leper king Baldwin IV.243 Gerald of Wales promoted this belief when he wrote, as noted
above, that the leaders of Jerusalem were willing to grant Henry all of their lands and
castles along with the submission the kingdom of Jerusalem itself.244 However, John
Gillingham argues that this idea originated some time after Heraclius’s delegation had
left England. Gillingham’s interpretation seems more likely.245 The idea that Heraclius
offered Henry II lordship over Jerusalem is almost certainly an English invention.
The origins of this belief that Pope Lucius, Heraclius, and the nobles of Jerusalem
intended to have the king of England replace Baldwin IV as king of Jerusalem in 1184/5
can be found in the arguments put forward by both Gerald of Wales and Roger of
Howden. The basis for Henry’s claims to the throne of Jerusalem came from his family
ties to Jerusalem’s rulers. Gerald reminds his readers that Henry and Baldwin, as
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grandsons of Fulk V, were both from the “royal stock of that land [Jerusalem],” which
originated in Anjou.246 Roger similarly comments in the Gesta that Baldwin and his
advisors turned to Henry because he had a claim to the kingdom “by hereditary right of
his predecessors.” In the Chronica, Roger adds that, “It must be understood, that Fulk the
brother [sic] of Geoffrey count of Anjou, the father of this Henry [II], was king of
Jerusalem.”247
Both Roger and Gerald emphasize that this idea of Henry’s right to Jerusalem’s
throne originated in the Holy Land, and that the Levantine nobles were therefore inspired
to seek out English aid. The two authors thereby downplay the actual facts of the
delegation, which had first visited Frederick Barbarossa and then Philip Augustus, and
only came to Henry after the German emperor and French king declined to help. By
emphasizing the importance of Henry’s familial ties to the royal family of Jerusalem,
Gerald and Roger give England greater prominence in the story of Jerusalem’s salvation.
This rhetorical strategy also makes Henry’s refusal to help the Holy Land all the more
damning.
John Gillingham, in his 1982 article on “Roger of Howden on Crusade,”
importantly noted that the chronicler also used references to Henry II’s Norman and
Angevin crusading ancestors as a means of obliquely critiquing Henry’s response to
Heraclius.248 Following his first reference to Heraclius, in his entry for 1184, for
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example, Roger related the history of Robert Curthose, Duke of Normandy (d. 1134).
Robert, who was the eldest son of William the Conqueror, had taken part in the First
Crusade. In Roger’s version of the story, Robert killed a “pagan” (paganus) prince named
Curbarand in a duel, which allowed the crusade’s Christian leaders to liberate Antioch
and Jerusalem. In thanks, the Christian army elected Robert of Normandy as their king,
but he turned down the crown. According to Roger of Howden, Robert’s motivation was
news that his younger brother, William Rufus, had died. Hoping to become king of
England, Robert rejected the crown of Jerusalem. He arrived home too late, however, and
his younger brother Henry had already been crowned Henry I. Fearing his brother’s
claims to England, Henry I had Robert blinded and imprisoned for the remainder of his
life.249 As Gillingham has shown, Roger of Howden intended this tale as a warning. Like
Robert Curthose, Henry II “was a man who turned his back on Jerusalem.”250 This story
of one brother usurping the English throne while the brother was on crusade also had
resonance for Richard I, whose brother John attempted to seize his throne while Richard
was abroad.
This emphasis on the Angevins’ lineage and its connections to the crusades also
reveals the tensions between Henry’s Norman and Angevin ancestry. In these accounts,
the Norman crusading legacy represented by Robert Curthose was cautionary at best, and
subversive at worst. The duke’s fate served as a warning to a king like Henry II—or
Richard I—of the dangers inherent in declining the crown of Jerusalem out of concern for
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one’s lands in the West. It also carried with it the implication that Henry I’s accession to
the English throne had not been honestly obtained, which also called into question the
rights of his descendants, including Matilda and her son Henry, to inherit England’s
crown. The story further implied that Duke Robert might have rightly have become king
of both England and Jerusalem, if only he had not misguidedly rejected Jerusalem’s
crown after the First Crusade. The Angevin legacy of Fulk V, by contrast, was triumphal,
a model to be emulated. Fulk, unlike Robert, had accepted kingship of Jerusalem, and his
descendants now ruled in both England and Jerusalem. The message was clear: there was
only one proper action for Henry to take, and that was to follow Fulk’s example and to
fulfill his own destiny by becoming king of Jerusalem.
Ralph de Diceto’s account of Heraclius’s 1185 embassy offers further insight into
the tensions implicit in the idea of an Angevin legacy split between England and
Jerusalem. Both Roger of Howden and Gerald of Wales had imagined an English
populace united in its support of the crusading endeavor. Ralph, too, explains that Henry
convened a council to discuss whether to aid the Holy Land, but his interpretation of the
decision differs dramatically:
Therefore it was given under deliberation what might be more prudent, either that
the king in his own person should go to the aid of the Jerusalemites, or that he
should by no account leave the realm of the English, whose governance he had
previously undertaken in the presence of the mother church, and which he was
still in charge of… Therefore it seemed preferable to all, and much more
beneficial for the soul of the king, that he should govern his realm with due
moderation, and protect it from the assaults of foreigners (barbarorum) and
outsiders (gentibus externis), than that he should look after the safety of the
Easterners in person.251
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Here there is no mention of Henry’s ancestral crusading legacy, or of his potential
inheritance of the crown of Jerusalem. Instead, the leading nobles and clergy of the
kingdom vote universally in favor of England’s rights and privileges, which supersede
those of the Holy Land. The English magnates in Ralph’s account imply that England has
no obligations at all to help the Holy Land. They understandably feared that the king’s
departure for the East would harm the kingdom, leaving it open to attacks from beyond
its borders. Moreover, Ralph explains that the council reached their decision by rational
reasoning grounded in the vows Henry had taken at his coronation. In 1154, he had
pledged himself to defend and nurture England, and he had faithfully carried out these
duties for thirty years. For Ralph de Diceto, the English king’s obligations were to
England and its peoples, and not to foreign easterners in a far-off land.

The Next Generation
Where Henry II hesitated to follow in his ancestor’s footsteps, his son Richard did
not. As the news spread of the Christian defeat at the battle of Hattin in 1187 (see Chapter
Three), it became clear that an organized crusade was inevitable. The first of the Western
Christian princes to take the cross was Richard, the “great-hearted count of Poitou.”252 He
was not, however, the first of Henry’s sons to take crusading vows, nor would he be the
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last.253 Richard’s older brother, Henry the Young King, had taken the cross in 1183. The
crusading enterprise, Nicholas Paul explains, offered the Young King an opportunity to
bolster his support in the Limousin, “a region where the memory of the crusades and
commitment to the continued crusading enterprise had not waned since the time when so
many of the region’s knights and lords had headed for Jerusalem in 1096.”254
Roger of Howden explained that Henry II did not believe his eldest son had made
these vows out of true piety, but rather out of political expediency. The Young King
protested this accusation, replying that his intention had been to undo the sins that he had
committed against his father.255 Henry, mollified, then promised to give his support to the
plan. The Young King, however, died not long after this meeting, leaving his companion,
William Marshal, to fulfill his vows to visit Jerusalem on his behalf.256 Nevertheless, the
Young King’s actions seem to have taken hold in the imagination of Angevin courtiers,
allowing chroniclers to hold him up in opposition to his father as a model of how to act
on behalf of the Holy Land and, more generally, of how to be a good ruler.257 Where the
older Henry had failed, contemporaries hoped that his namesake would prevail. Yet
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whatever the hopes that contemporaries may have had for the Young King, his premature
death prevented him from either leading a crusade or becoming sole king of England.
Richard, perhaps learning from Young Henry’s example, made the decision to aid
the Holy Land before he became king. The catalyst for his decision was the Christian
defeat at Hattin, although personal piety and a desire to act independently of his father
also motivated him.258 In imitation of his great-grandfather, Fulk V, Richard made his
crusading vows in the cathedral of Tours.259 The symbolism was clear: Richard was
casting himself as the successor to Fulk’s legacy in the Holy Land, something that Henry
II had not done. It was a legacy that, as we have seen, had culminated with an Angevin
on the throne of Jerusalem. Richard could only hope that history would repeat itself.
The Occitan troubadour Bertran de Born praised Richard’s vow, asserting that
“He who is count and duke and will be king has stepped forward, and by that his worth
has doubled.”260 Similarly, the poet Giraut de Borneil proclaimed that “Count Richard is
well equipped; for with his circle, whether or not anyone follows his example, he has
undertaken such a business as is great indeed; and God be praised for it!”261 Giraut need
not have worried, for Richard’s unhesitating quickness in offering aid to Jerusalem was
the catalyst for others to join the crusading cause. Henry II and by Philip Augustus soon
followed Richard’s lead at Gisors in January 1188. A cross reportedly appeared in the sky
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as the archbishop of Tyre delivered a sermon to the surrounding crowd.262 The author of
the Itinerarium added that “an innumerable number of men from the ecclesiastical and
secular militias” added their names to the growing ranks of crusaders.263 Such was their
eagerness, he added, that
it was not a question of who had received the cross but of who had not yet done
so. A great many men sent each other wool and distaff, hinting that if anyone
failed to join this military undertaking they were only fit for women’s work.
Brides urged their husbands and mothers incited their sons to go, their only
sorrow being that they were not able to set out with them because of the weakness
of their sex.264
This scene is a far cry from the scene surrounding Heraclius’s embassy to France and
England a few years earlier, which had met with a lukewarm response in both kingdoms.
Now crusading fervor swept through England and France, drawing support from all
genders and ages, and at its head was the son of the king of England.
For the aging Henry II, reeling from his sons’ repeated rebellions and constant
unrest in his continental territories, the prospect of a military excursion to the Holy Land
must have seemed particularly daunting. He was not to be outdone by the younger
generation, however, and began to set the wheels in motion for organizing such an
expedition. Even for Richard, however, it was not so easy to set aside politics at home.
Most difficult was reaching an arrangement whereby Richard—who became king of
England in the fall of 1189—could go on crusade without leaving Angevin lands open to
the predations of Philip Augustus. Bertran de Born, in a poem addressed to Conrad of
Montferrat, wrote, “I know of two kings who hold back from assisting you… King Philip
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is one, because he fears King Richard who in turn fears him. Would they were now both
in Sir Saladin’s chains, for they are cheating God: they have taken the cross and do
nothing about leaving.” The poet, however, goes on to offer reassurance: “King Richard
has so much worth (even if, when I want to, I speak very badly of him) that he will make
the crossing this year with the greatest force he can muster.”265
The author of the Itinerarium, looking back at the preparations for crusade,
acknowledged that Henry was growing old and that Richard was likely to soon inherit
England and the Angevin empire (as he did when Henry died in 1189). Yet rather than
using these points to critique Richard for abandoning his realm at a fragile moment, the
chronicler emphasized that Richard’s resolve to help Jerusalem remained steadfast. Thus
God had marked the count of Poitou’s “constancy as worthy of reward… And when all
the other princes had either died or retreated, He retained him as executor of His
affairs.”266 By putting Jerusalem above all other things, including the governance of
England, Richard had earned divine approval.

England and France, the Sun and the Moon
Even as the Angevin kings turned their sights to defeating the Muslims in the
Holy Land, a key element of their court’s crusading ideology in the 1180s and 1190s
focused upon defining Englishness in opposition to Frenchness. Driven largely by the
Angevin kings’ prolonged competition with Louis VII and his son Philip II Augustus,
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English authors emphasized the superiority of the English response to the troubles in the
East. Indeed, in many ways this emphasis on the inferiority of the French in Eastern
affairs overshadows the same authors’ depictions of the Muslims.
The Third Crusade’s departure was initially delayed, the canon Richard explains
in the Itinerarium, due to the “relentless and almost constant rivalry” between Henry II
and Philip Augustus.267 In a somewhat confused account of Henry II’s meeting with
Philip Augustus and Joscius, bishop of Tyre, in 1188, Walter Map describes how the
bishop asked these two kings to establish a tax in support of the Holy Land (the famous
Saladin Tithe).268 Overcome by the moment, Philip Augustus, “because he was only a
boy,” (quia tunc puer) deferred to the older and—Map implies—wiser Henry, allowing
him to reply first.269 Henry thereupon announced, “I propose, when I should have the
opportunity, to visit the holy places and the sepulchre of Christ.”270 In the meantime, he
would make immediate moves to send sixty thousand marks as evidence of his concern—
a promise which, Walter assures his reader, Henry carried out within the space of only a
month.
The king of England’s proclamation, Walter elaborates, overwhelmed the
assembled French nobles: “The king of France, as though suddenly struck by an arrow,
and all his nobles fell silent, nor did the king himself nor any of the others, having heard
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so great a climax of words, dare to promise anything.”271 Walter Map thus deftly uses the
crusade negotiations as an illustrative example of the differences between the kings of
England and France, to England’s advantage. This story is much less about the actual
salvation of Jerusalem than it is about portraying the English king as superior to the
French king in age, speaking talent, largesse and fundraising skills, and, finally, in
concern for the Holy Land.
The rivalry between England and France became a defining element of the Third
Crusade, as the open hostility between Richard of England and Philip of France turned
their military leadership in the Holy Land into a competition over resources and
victories.272 Their tense personal relationship, in turn, spilled over into the ranks of their
followers, as soldiers gave their allegiance to one king or the other. By reinforcing the
already-present tensions between the kings and their followers, the Third Crusade helped
to solidify ideas about French and English identity. No longer were the crusaders simply
“Franks,” but rather representatives of distinct kingdoms and ideologies. Indeed, in the
mind of many Angevin chroniclers, the French, more than the Muslims, were the real
enemies of the crusade.
The first sign of trouble between the leaders of the Third Crusade occurred when
Richard reached the Sicilian city of Messina in September 1190.273 Philip had arrived the
previous week. According to Richard of Devizes, “people of all ages, a crowd without
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number, came to meet the king, marvelling and declaring how much more gloriously and
impressively this king had landed than had the king of France.”274 Where Philip Augustus
had arrived “secretly” in the Sicilian port with only a single ship, Richard’s fleet of
painted galleys, decked out with flying pennants and heralded by trumpets, filled the
harbor with color and sound. The king of England was decked out in finery, and rode
through the town so that the commoners could see him.275
At Christmas that year, Richard hosted a grand feast which was served in vessels
of gold and silver, which he afterwards distributed as treasures to everyone present.
Richard’s seemingly endless generosity even extended to “Noble Palestinian women,
widows and virgins,” as well as to “the infantry and lesser men-at-arms.”276 The Norman
poet Ambroise, a member of the Angevin army, often emphasized the connections
between Richard’s incredible wealth and his position as king of England. It was not
necessary to describe Richard’s feasts in detail, Ambroise wrote, because everyone
knows “what a great court can be held by him who holds England.” Similarly, Richard,
“to whom England belonged,” was the only man worthy to control the great fleet at
Messina.277
Richard again outspent Philip at the siege of Acre in 1191. The English king’s
arrival at the siege marked a turning point in the morale of the Christian army. Philip had
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arrived in Acre in late April, while Richard reached it on 8 June 1191. The Christian
army’s relative lack of success at breaking down the resistance of the city’s Muslim
occupants month after month left the soldiers disheartened. They therefore greeted
Richard’s arrival with great enthusiasm. According to the Itinerarium, “the land shook
with the Christians’ rejoicing” when they saw the Angevin fleet, “because ‘the treasure of
all nations’ had come.”278 To further win the loyalty of the soldiers, Richard famously
offered each man four gold bezants—one bezant more than “poor” (paupere) Philip paid
his men—to fight under England’s banner.279 Richard’s displays of wealth, however,
humiliated the French king, and Philip’s jealousy of the English king, Ambroise tells us,
“was to last all his life.”280 Although Philip and Richard outwardly treated each other with
respect at Acre, “just like their fathers they revered each other with tender enmity cloaked
in love.”281 Richard of Devizes waxed yet more poetic, describing how with Richard’s
arrival at Acre, “the king of the French was extinguished and made nameless, even as the
moon loses its light at sunrise.”282
Philip’s departure from the crusade in August 1191, shortly after the surrender of
Acre, left Richard in charge of the campaign, but also meant that the French king, and the
French army by extension, became the scapegoats for any problems that the crusaders
faced in the Holy Land after Acre. On November 6, the Muslims attacked a Christian
foraging party. Robert de Breteuil, the earl of Leicester, did not hesitate to enter the fight;
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he was later joined by Richard. These two Englishmen, the author of the Itinerarium tells
us, fought “with no help at all from the French.”283 Similarly, after the crusaders
recaptured Ascalon in the spring of 1192, Richard’s men rebuilt the city’s walls “without
any trouble to the French, who had withdrawn but who ought by right to have taken on an
equal share of the toil.”284 The French forces returned to Tyre where, the Itinerarium’s
author (writing some years afterwards) asserts, they gave themselves up to a life of
pleasure, indulging in dancing-girls and drunken parties. Moreover, the chronicler
continues, the French solders scandalously dressed in effeminate clothing and wore their
cloaks in reverse, “so things which were originally designed to cover the rear parts were
forced to serve other parts of the body.”285 Against such reports of the French, the heroic
deeds of Richard and his men stood out as models of proper crusading behavior. Indeed,
Richard’s prowess even surpassed that of the famous hero of French epic, Roland, whose
strength “would be reckoned weak” if compared to that of Richard.286

Imagining Victory
An insight into the contemporary English view of Richard’s outstanding
leadership during the Third Crusade comes from Roger of Howden. Roger had departed
the Holy Land with Philip Augustus in August 1191, so his information for the remainder
of the crusade came from reports he received from others. Near the end of his Gesta,
Roger wrote of a great Christian victory over the Muslims at Ramla, just before
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Christmas 1191, and described the events that followed:
Meanwile, Richard king of England, delaying in the land of Jerusalem, in the
week right before the Lord’s Nativity, engaged in battle with Saladin and his
people on the plain of Ramis, and the army of the Christians prevailed, and
Saladin with his people fled defeated, and the Christians made a great slaughter of
the pagans. Then Richard king of England, the magnificus triumphator, came to
Jerusalem, and the pagans who were within it sallied out against him, and they
engaged in battle with him, and many of them were slain in that battle. Other
pagans, fleeing from the field, shut themselves up within the city of Jerusalem,
and the king of England besieged it on all sides. On the fourth day, the pagans
who were in the city of Jerusalem, seeing that they would have neither
reinforcement nor assistance from Saladin, offered the city of Jerusaem to the
king of England if he would grant them licence to depart with life and limb, but
the king of England did not want to receive the city of Jerusalem on that
condition.287
Roger gives a stirring account of the siege of the holy city by the crusaders. In this
passage, he dwells upon the heroic leadership of Richard, whom he twice refers to as the
rex Angliae, and praises as a magnificus triumphator. Roger explains that Richard nearly
captured Jerusalem, but chose not to accept a surrender that allowed the Muslim populace
of the city to go free. Ultimately, his account of Richard’s attack on Jerusalem shows the
king of England as a triumphant general who had brought the Muslims to heel and now
lay camped at the doorstep of Jerusalem. The only problem was, none of these events that
Roger recorded ever took place.
The reality of the situation was much less glorious. Richard and the crusading
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army came within a few miles of Jerusalem, but never laid siege to the city. Nor did the
Muslims ever promise to turn the city over to the Christians. In his Chronica—a revision
of the Gesta composed after the Third Crusade—Roger left this entire episode out. But
this passage about the (imagined) siege of Jersualem remains a testament of, in John
Gillingham’s words, “the kind of news which Howden expected to hear.”288 As such, it
offers an insight into the confident perspective on the crusade’s progress as seen from
England in early 1192. Roger’s language, with its emphasis on Richard, also suggests that
the chronicler felt it was important to emphasize the king’s connections to England in the
context of his (supposed) victory at Jerusalem.
The Treaty of Ramla, drawn up between the Christian and Muslim armies in June
1192, officially ended the hostilities of the Third Crusade, although the agreement only
offered a three-year reprieve from fighting. Nevertheless, Saladin granted select members
of the Christian army permission to make a supervised visit to the holy sites in Jerusalem.
Notably, the French were explicitly excluded from this agreement.289 A number of
crusaders, however, took Saladin up on his offer. Hubert, bishop of Salisbury,
accompanied by Richard’s nephew, Henry of Champagne, prayed at various holy places
within the city, including the Holy Sepulcher, and even met in person with Saladin.290
Yet although he allowed his men to visit the city, the king of England refused to set foot
inside Jerusalem.
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Sixty years later, in 1253, the sultan of Damascus offered King Louis IX of
France free passage as a pilgrim from Jaffa to Jerusalem, but the crusader king rejected
this offer. Specifically, Louis’s men had reminded him of the example set in 1192 by the
king of England, who would not enter Jerusalem if he could not restore it to Christian
hands.291 If Richard would not do it, neither would Louis. Richard’s decision to not visit
Jerusalem has continued to capture the imagination of writers up to the present day. The
dramatic tension of David Eldridge’s play Holy Warriors, which premiered at the Globe
Theatre in London in July 2014, centers upon the question of why Richard never entered
Jerusalem in 1192, and how history would have unfolded if he had in fact visited the city.
Angevin authors, too, struggled with this question, and sources from the period
offer a glimpse into the variety of ways his contemporaries strove to define Richard’s—
and, by extension, England’s—crusading legacy. Many Angevin authors dealt with the
unsatisfactory resolution of the Third Crusade by attempting to spin events in favor of
Richard and the Christian army. In his Chronica (now revised to reflect a more accurate
series of events), for example, Roger of Howden stressed that it was Saladin who first
sued for peace (Saladinus mandavit regi Angliae). Only then did Richard, having
conferred with the Templars and assessed the crusaders’ dwindling supplies, agree to a
truce.292 Richard of Devizes, by contrast, portrayed the king’s decision as an example of
his religious piety, giving this interpretation added emphasis by making it the final line of
his chronicle: “but the worthy indignation of his great heart was unable to assent that he
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should aquire from the grace of the pagans what he could not have as a gift from God.”293
This assessment of Richard’s actions contrasts with Richard of Devizes’s scathing
review of other crusaders who left the Holy Land without accomplishing their goal. Such
was the case with Walter of Coutances, archbishop of Rouen and a native of Cornwall,
who returned home after the siege of Acre. Richard of Devizes accused Walter of being
“fainthearted and fearful,” and scoffed that Walter believed the clergy “ought rather
preach than to fight; it was not fitting for a bishop to bear any arms other than those of
the virtues.”294 Granted, this was more a critique of the secular clergy by a regular monk
than it was a comment on Walter and the crusade, and one can imagine Richard of
Devizes longing for a Turpin-like warrior bishop. Nevertheless, it provides a stark
contrast to how the chronicler portrayed the king of England’s decision to leave the Holy
Land.
Richard of Devizes also blamed England’s leaders for their failure to properly
support their ruler. While Richard was fighting in the Holy Land, “no help from any of
his lands had followed him. Neither his only full brother John… nor his justiciars, nor the
rest of the magnates appeared to think of sending him anything from their revenues, nor
think of his return. Only the Church prayed without intermission to God for him.”295 Thus
the overall picture that one gets from Richard of Devizes’ chronicle is one in which
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England’s king emerges as the persevering hero despite the many failures of his own
subjects and even his own family to support him. The narrative becomes a critique of
those leaders back home in England, while maintaining its praise for the crusading king.
Shortly before the end of the crusade, Richard I fell ill at Jaffa. According to
Richard of Devizes, Saladin’s brother Al-Adil (known to the Europeans as Safadin),
came to visit the king while he was convalescing. Denied entrance to Richard’s tent,
Safadin addressed the king’s servants: “I feel that you are in great pain, nor am I ignorant
of the cause. My friend (meus amicus), your king, is ill.”296 Safadin continued to address
the men assembled outside of Richard’s tent, highlighting the failures of Philip Augustus
and praising the king of England’s accomplishments in the Holy Land:
Did we [i.e. the Muslims] fear that powerful king of France, who was conquered
before he even entered battle, whose strength, such as he had gathered over three
years, was squandered in the brief time of three months?... But this king
[Richard], whom among all the princes of Christian name the circle of the whole
world embraces, is alone worthy of the honor of a leader and the name of a
king.297
This speech is, of course, a complete invention on the part of Richard of Devizes. Yet it
serves an important function within his chronicle. Placing the highest praise of England
and its king—and criticism of France—in the mouth of a Muslim prince gave greater
rhetorical force to the speech, and thus to the chronicler’s emphasis upon English
superiority. If the Muslim enemy could so praise Richard, Richard of Devizes implied,
then surely that king’s greatness was beyond a doubt.
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Nor was the speech wholly unbelievable, as Safadin and Richard I did enjoy a
unique camaraderie during the crusade. The two men had discussed a union between
Safadin and Richard’s widowed sister, Joan, which would have seen Jerusalem ruled by
an English Christian queen and an Ayyubid Muslim king. John Gillingham casts this
discussion as a series of jokes, with the proposal put forward in jest by Richard, and
Safadin replying to it, equally in jest.298 Nevertheless, Gillingham emphasizes that the
two men undoubtedly did discuss this proposed alliance, and Saladin agreed to it with
surprising speed.299 Whether meant as a joke or more seriously intended, this agreement
had ultimately failed under emphatic resistance from Joan and Richard’s ministers.
Indeed, Richard most likely never expected this plan to succeed, as it required Safadin’s
to convert to Christianity; Saladin believed the whole proposal to be a trick.300 At another
time, according to the Arab chronicler Ibn al-Athīr, Richard wished to “hear some
Muslim music, so he [Safadin] summoned a female singer, who played the harp.”301 Ibn
al-Athīr also praised Richard’s leadership, commenting that “the king of England... was
the outstanding man of his time for bravery, cunning, steadfastness and endurance. In him
the Muslims were tried by an unparalleled disaster.”302 It was not, therefore,
inconceivable that Safadin might have praised Richard was the king lay ill in Jaffa.
Interestingly, Richard of Devizes was not content with allowing Safadin to serve
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as his mouthpiece for praise of England’s king. Instead, the chronicler used Safadin’s
speech as a venue in which to also imagine what would have happened if Richard’s
father, Henry II, had been able to fulfill his own crusading vows:
It is not novel that we fear the English, since even this man’s father had such a
reputation among us, that if he had come unarmed into our lands we all would
have fled, though armed, nor would it seem dishonorable to us to flee from him.
That dread of ours, a man remarkable in his time, has died, but, like a phoenix, he
has renewed himself a thousand time better in his son.303
This wistful rhetoric imagined what the older king would have done for the Holy Land,
had death not prevented him. Similarly, just as Osbert of Clare had imagined Babylon
and Damascus falling before Henry II, Ambroise imagined the Old King preserving the
Holy Land and aiding Tyre. In his account of the crusade, the Norman poet lamented that
the Holy Land had suffered due to the death of “the king of England, good King Henry,
who knew so much and had so much.”304
Richard of Devizes (via his foil Safadin) imagined Richard I as, in essence, an
improved reincarnation of his father. He described Richard as the ultimate warrior king:
“I swear to you by the great God, that if after he had become master of Acre he
had immediately led his army to Jerusalem, within all the bounds of the lands of
the Christians he would not have a single one of us. Rather, we would have given
him inestimable treasures, so that he would not advance and so that he would not
persecute us any further. But, thank God, he was burdened by the king of the
French and delayed by him, like a cat with a hammer hanging from its tail…” He
[Safadin] wished to say more, but his tongue, failing and faltering out of sorrow,
could not carry on to a conclusion. 305
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In this speech, Richard of Devizes (through Safadin) emphatically insists that the French
were directly responsible for the Christians’ inability to capture Jerusalem. The English
king received no blame. The speech also reiterated the Angevin dynasty’s greatness in the
Holy Land across generations, imagining the Muslims fleeing Jerusalem at the mere
approach of an Angevin king from England.

To Kill Jerusalem’s King
One of the debates between Richard and Philip Augustus while in the Holy Land
centered upon the election of a new king of Jerusalem to replace the ineffectual Guy of
Lusignan. Richard initially gave his support to Guy, who was married to Baldwin IV’s
sister Sibylla. Philip, by contrast, supported Conrad, marquis of Montferrat, who had
married Baldwin and Sibylla’s half-sister Isabella. The two kings finally reached an
agreement that Conrad would be crowned king of Jerusalem. At Tyre on the night of 28
April, 1192, however, Conrad was set upon and killed by two Shi’i Assassins sent by
Rashid al-Din Sinān, the Old Man of the Mountain.306 As Walter Map reported, “The
French say that Richard had this done because of envy.”307
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Historians today generally agree that Richard was innocent of the marquis’s
death.308 The Arab chronicler Ibn al-Athīr wrote that the Old Man of the Mountain
himself had chosed Conrad as the target of the attack. The chronicler further explained
that Saladin had originally hired Sinān to kill Richard, but Sinān had worried that without
the English king to oppose him, Saladin might grow too powerful. Al-Athīr’s statement
reflects his partisan support of Saladin more than it does actual events. Saladin would not
have hired Sinān, as the Old Man’s men had twice attempted to assassinate the Sunni
sultan, who was, in turn, planning war upon the Old Man’s Shi’ite Assassins.309 The
shady circumstances of Conrad of Montferrat’s death, however, made it eay to point
fingers. The French blamed the marquis’s murder on Richard because “he wished to
become the sole ruler of the Syrian littoral.”310 Philip Augustus’s biographer Rigord
further asserted that the king of England later hired the Old Man of the Mountain to send
Assassins all the way to France to kill Philip, too.311
Although Richard was likely innocent, these charges continued to plague the
English king for several years. After all, it would have been hard to resist the draw of so
sensational a story: the Christian king of England, hero of the Third Crusade, hiring
Shi’ite Assassins to murder the kings of Jerusalem and France. Rigord’s tale should thus
be seen as a counter to the pro-English, anti-French propaganda of the Angevin
chroniclers. Yet even though the charges against Richard are products of invention, they
played a central role in diplomatic negotiations between the kings of England and France
308
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particularly in 1194–5.
Again, the accounts of each side differ slightly. Rigord asserted that Philip
Augustus, fearing for his life, took refuge in one of his castles while he sent messengers
to learn the truth of the matter from Sinān himself. The messengers returned in 1195 with
letters stating that the rumors were false and assuring Philip that he need have no
worries.312 The English chronicler William of Newburgh, by contrast, suggested that
Sinān, not wanting to see “Richard, the illustrious king of the English” (illustri Anglorum
regi Ricardo) falsely accused of Conrad’s death, took it upon himself to send letters of
exoneration to the princes of Europe. These letters, written in “Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin,” were presented to Philip in Paris.313 In them, the Old Man explained that Richard
had played no role in the assassination, and emphasized that any claims that the English
king was responsible for hiring the Assassins were wholly false. Only then, William says,
did Philip announce that he considered the king of England clear of any suspicion.314
This scene of the exchange of messengers and letters took place against the
backdrop of peace negotiations in 1195. For as long as the French accused Richard of
using the Assassins to kill the king of Jerusalem and plotting to kill Philip, a peace accord
was impossible. Yet as the differing accounts of Rigord and William of Newburgh make
clear, even in arranging for peace, the Anglo-French rivalries of the Third Crusade
remained present. Rigord placed the initiative in Philip’s hands, showing the king to be
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proactive in seeking the truth from the master of the Assassins. William, by contrast,
portrayed the letters as a spontaneous gesture of goodwill from Sinān on behalf of
Richard.315 These negotiations also show the lasting political effects in western Europe of
events in the Holy Land during the Third Crusade. Although the matter was resolved in
1195, the allegations against Richard had undermined his authority in England and on the
Continent.316 They had also bolstered Philip Augustus’s cause and gave the French a
chance to redeem themselves for their early departure from the crusade.

Epitaph: England and the Third Crusade in the Context of Richard’s Death
Richard has long been criticized for spending only a few months of his ten-yearlong reign in England. He left England on crusade only a few months after his
coronation, was a prisoner in Germany, and then spent much of the rest of his life
campaigning in France, where he was buried; his wife, Berengaria, was the only English
queen to never set foot on English soil.317 The modern memory of this absentee king has
led scholars, as well as popular memory, to condemn Richard as negligent, particularly in
relation to ruling England. In the nineteenth century, William Stubbs commented that
Richard “was no Englishman that we should be concerned to defend him on national
grounds.”318 More recently, Michael Markowski has asserted that Richard’s “selfcentered, puerile interests in personal adventures destroyed the chance for success of the
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Third Crusade.”319
In recent decades, however, historians—largely thanks to the work of John
Gillingham—have begun to give greater consideration to Richard’s relationship with
England.320 For Angevin authors of the late twelfth and early thirteenth century, Richard’s
crusading legacy remained a key element of his career as England’s king. Yet these same
authors had to contend with the fact that Richard had ultimately fallen short in his goal to
recapture Jerusalem from Saladin. Richard’s near-contemporaries were therefore
presented with a delicate balancing act, treading a line between celebrating their king’s
victories and downplaying his failures—no easy task when those failures were known
throughout Christendom and the Islamic world.
On the frontis page of Cotton Faustina A VII, an early thirteenth-century
manuscript now at the British Library, a scribe recorded the short verse epitaph
reportedly carved on Richard’s tomb at Fontevraud:
This is written in gold, Golden King, your glory secure
Noted all in gold of fitting material
Your first glory was Sicily, Cyprus another,
The dromond the third, the caravan the fourth, Jaffa the last.
The Sicilians driven back, Cyprus cast down, the dromond sunk,
The caravan captured, Jaffa held fast.321
This epitaph remembers the king of England’s greatest conquests of the Third Crusade,
against both Greeks (in Sicily and Cyprus) and Muslims (in Palestine). Of the five glories
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that the author attributed to Richard, noticeably absent is Acre, which surrendered to the
crusaders in July 1191. Acre, however, presented a problematic legacy for Richard.
Although his arrival at the city was widely celebrated by the army, credit for the conquest
of Acre did not belong to Richard alone, but also to Philip Augustus. Moreover,
Richard’s execution of some 2,700 Muslim prisoners from Acre’s garrison was difficult
for even his most avid supporters to fully explain.322 By contrast, credit for the victories
remembered in Richard’s epitaph belonged to his leadership alone. The king’s inability to
save Jerusalem, of course, did not bear mentioning.
Cotton Faustina A VII represents a very English remembrance of Richard and the
Third Crusade. The majority of the manuscript is taken up by a copy of the Itinerarium,
the celebrated chronicle of Richard’s exploits on the Third Crusade written c. 1216–22,
based on Ambroise’s History of the Holy War and often attributed to Richard de
Templo.323 The pro-English bias of the author has long been recognized. The text of the
crusading chronicle is immediately followed in the same scribal hand by a short excerpt
from the early twelfth-century Dialogi contra Iudaeos by Petrus Alfonsi. Specifically, the
passage copied in the manuscript details the “Customs and Laws of the Saracens” (Mores
et leges Sarrecenorum).324 Alfonsi, an Aragonese Jew who had converted to Christianity,
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had moved to England during the reign of Henry I.325 The final text in the manuscript is
Bede’s De Locis Sanctis, copied in a different but cotemporaneous scribal hand, and
almost certainly included as part of the manuscript either originally or very soon after it
was compiled.326
These texts suggest that the compilers of Cotton Faustina A VII turned to
authoritative texts from England in order to describe the peoples and places that Richard
and the English crusaders had encountered in 1191–2. Indeed, rather than using one of
the many contemporary descriptions of Jerusalem that had been written in the century
since the First Crusade, the compilers turned to Bede, the ultimate historical authority in
England. The inclusion of texts about Muslims from the English transplant Petrus
Alfonsi, as well as Bede’s eighth-century description of Jerusalem, itself derived from a
seventh-century description by the Irish monk Adomnan, grounded Faustina A VII
thoroughly in an English literary culture, even as it celebrated Richard I’s conquests in
the Mediterranean. Indeed, the overwhelmingly pro-Ricardian, pro-English message of
the manuscript was so evident to its late sixteenth-century owner, William Howards, that
he drew a lion rampant—the symbol of both Richard and the kingdom of England—in
the blank space below the king’s epitaph.327
The English grammarian and poet Geoffrey of Vinsauf (fl. 1208–1213) also
celebrated the close links between Richard, England, and the Third Crusade. Geoffrey’s
Poetria Nova was, in the words of Martin Camargo, “the single most successful textbook
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on rhetorical composition written during the Middle Ages.”328 It consists of a series of
lessons on grammar and poetry, accompanied by practice passages illustrative of the
elements taught in each lesson, which students would copy into their notebooks. Two of
these practice passages were laments over the death of Richard I. Both function also as
laments for England.
“Queen of kingdoms while King Richard lives,” Geoffrey writes, “England,
whose glory spreads afar a mighty name, you to whom is left the world’s dominion...
Your king is the mirror in which, seeing yourself, you take pride.” This is an important
rhetorical tool, for Geoffrey here equates king and kingdom. Thus Richard’s glories
become England’s glories, and England’s greatness reflects the king’s greatness. Through
Richard, England “almost attain[s] the height of the gods.”329 The death of Richard, the
sun, brings darkness to the kingdom: “Your whole being dies in his death; the death was
not his but yours.”330 Geoffrey then turns his address from England to God, asking why
the Lord would take away such a great man:
If you recall, your own Joppa gives evidence for the king—alone he defended it,
opposed by so many thousands. Acre, too, gives evidence—his power restored it
to you. The enemies of the cross add their witness—all of them Richard, in life,
inspired with such terror that he is still feared now he is dead.331
This passage, like Richard’s epitaph recalls the king’s achievements during the Third
Crusade. Significantly, Geoffrey directly links these accomplishments to England. Just as
Richard’s enemies the world over continue to fear him even in death, so too is England’s
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might recognized throughout the world. Richard’s successes in the Holy Land ultimately
belong to England, the kingdom favored by God. This lesson is important not only for its
rhetorical equation of Richard with England, but also because the wide dissemination of
the Poetria Nova guaranteed that generations of clerical students throughout Europe
copied and recopied these lessons, inscribing Geoffrey’s message into the wider public
memory of the Third Crusade.
All four Angevin kings—Henry II, Henry the Young King, Richard I, and John—
took the cross at least once in their lives. Each man had his own reasons for doing so, and
each was judged by his contemporaries for his abilities to see those vows through. Henry
II’s crusading vows were intimately connected to the Becket Affair. Although the king
sent countless payments of money and men to aid the Christians’ cause in Palestine, his
ultimate failure to go there himself led contemporary chroniclers to claim that the first
Angevin king had doomed England to domestic unrest and threats from abroad. By
contrast, his son Henry the Young King’s unfulfilled crusading potential held a promise
of a better future, if only the young king had survived long enough to fulfill his vows.
Richard’s crusading legacy is, unsurprisingly, the most famous, as he was the only
member of his immediate family to actually lead an army to the Holy Land. As we have
seen, the Third Crusade helped to cement the increasing political as well as cultural
differences between England and France. Moreover, contemporary authors found ways to
celebrate Richard’s crusade conquests while downplaying his failures, particularly his
failure to capture the holy city itself. In the process, Richard’s time in the Mediterranean
and the Levant became closely associated with his identity as king of England.
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CHAPTER 3
Roman Britain and the Relics of Christ
English interest in the Holy Land, whether through crusading or otherwise, was
intimately linked to the dynastic claims, grounded in historical memory, of the Angevin
kings. As historians and hagiographers writing in the shadow of the Angevin court
shaped a narrative of Angevin rule, they deliberately laid claim not only to the recent
legacies of England’s twelfth-century rulers and their relatives in Anjou and Jerusalem,
but also to the imperial legacy of Rome. In particular, these writers reimagined legends
about the Roman emperor Constantine the Great (r. 306–337) and his mother, Helena
Augusta (d. 328/9), in ways that turned them into exemplary twelfth-century English
monarchs.
As I argue in this chapter, this process of reimagining had two distinct phases. In
the middle decades of the twelfth century, Anglo-Norman authors drew upon Helena’s
and Constantine’s legacies in Britain to legitimize Henry II’s right to rule England. By
the beginning of the thirteenth century, in turn, Angevin depictions of Britain’s fourthcentury Roman rulers began to show influences from the memory of events surrounding
the Third Crusade (in particular the Muslims’ capture of the True Cross and Jerusalem in
1187) and of English participation in the crusading movement. While a Christian longing
to protect the sacred sites and relics of the Holy Land from the Muslims was felt
throughout Europe, in England that longing took the shape of a distinctive crusading
ideology built upon the Angevins’ appropriation of England’s Romano-British past—a
past to which the Angevin kings sought to connect themselves through genealogy and
cultural inheritance.
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Helena Augusta and the Inventio Crucis
While Angevin interest in Roman Britain took many forms, the legends about
Helena and Constantine proved especially adaptable to twelfth-century events. Little is
known about Helena’s origins. Most sources for her life date from the late fourth century
onward, and her historic connection to Britain was tenuous at best. She was probably
born somewhere in Asia Minor, and may have been an innkeeper (stabularia) or a
prostitute before she became the wife (or, more likely, the consort) of the Roman tetrarch
Constantius Chlorus (r. 293–306). Their son, the future emperor Constantine the Great,
was born in Naissus (present-day Niš, Serbia) around 272. Constantius later separated
from Helena in 298 so that he could marry Theodora, the daughter of his senior emperor
Maximian.
It was through Constantius, however, that Helena’s story first became linked with
the history of Roman Britain. Under the Tetrarchy, Constantius was responsible for ruling
the provinces of Gaul and Britannia. He waged campaigns against the Picts in northern
Britain, and died at York in 306. Constantine was subsequently proclaimed Augustus by
the Roman legion in York upon his father’s death. Contemporary sources say nothing
about what Helena was doing or where she was from 298 to 306. Most likely she was in
Trier, only reuniting with her son after he had returned east from Britain. There is no
evidence that Helena herself ever set foot on the island.332
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Constantine appointed his mother Augusta in 324, and from 326 until her death in
328/9, she oversaw the construction of new churches in the eastern Roman provinces on
his behalf.333 One of the locations for these building projects was the city of Aelia
Capitolina, the Roman outpost built in the second century over the ruins of Jerusalem.334
In the three centuries between Christ’s death in 33 and Helena’s arrival there in 326, the
physical landscape of the city had been greatly transformed. Indeed, the biblical city of
Jerusalem had all but vanished. The (Second) Temple had burned to the ground in 70, a
casualty of Emperor Titus’s attack on the city while putting down the great Jewish
revolt.335 While the Bar Kokhba revolt of 132–6 is not as well remembered as the revolt
of 70, it resulted in Jerusalem’s complete destruction: Hadrian had the entire city razed to
the ground in 135.336
The Romans then built a new city, Aelia Capitolina, atop the ruins of the old
Jerusalem. In the process, the sites of Christ’s Passion and entombment were buried
under rubble, re-graded, and partially turned into a quarry. A pagan temple dedicated to
Venus was also built upon the site.337 Golgotha/Calvary (site of the Crucifixion) and
Christ’s tomb (located nearby on land donated by Joseph of Arimathea) were therefore
largely neglected, if not forgotten, when Emperor Constantine sent his aging mother and
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Macarius, bishop of Aelia/Jerusalem (314–33), to supervise the construction of a number
of churches around the city.338
It was in Aelia Capitolina that Helena, according to legend, aided either by the
bishop Macarius or by a Jew named Judas, reportedly discovered the True Cross, lost for
nearly three centuries.339 In some versions of the story (the Judas Cyriacus or Quiriacus
variants), Helena (without Macarius) instructed the local Jewish community to show her
the location of Golgatha.340 When the Jews refused to do so, Helena threatened them with
prison and torture until at last one of them, named Judas, relented, explaining that his
father had told him that the Jews had killed Jesus. Therefore, Judas’s father had warned
him, “this nation of Jews will not reign again but from henceforth the victory will belong
to the worshippers of Christ.”341 After assuring Helena that his own Jewish ancestors had
never condoned the behavior of their fellow Jews who crucified Christ, Judas showed her
where to find the site of Jesus’ death.342 Soon the excavations revealed a cave tomb,
along with three crosses and several iron nails.343 Nearby they also came across a tablet
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that in “Greek and Latin and Hebrew letters” read, “Jesus Nazarenus rex Judæorum”
(Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews).344
According to the fifth-century Inventio legend, Helena and Macarius had the
pieces brought to the bedside of a sick woman. Macarius placed each cross in its turn
next to the woman; when the first two touched her, nothing happened, but at the touch of
the third cross, the woman was miraculously healed.345 In the Judas version of the tale,
Helena and Judas placed the True Cross upon a corpse, which then came back to life.346
By these tests, Helena and her companions thereby affirmed the discovery of the True
Cross and publicly demonstrated its curative powers. In thanks for her prayers being
answered, Helena
with royal ambition constructed a wonderful temple on that place in which she
had discovered the cross. The nails, also, by which the Lord’s body had been
fixed [to the cross], she brought to her son [Constantine]. From some of these he
constructed a bridle that he might use in war; and from the others he is said to
have armed himself with a helmet no less apt for use in battle. Indeed part of that
healing wood she bore to her son, but part, preserved in silver reliquaries, she left
in that place, which even now is preserved with attentive veneration as a
memorial.347
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After she had done this, Helena went on to provide a meal for the virgins who had been
consecrated to God, serving them with her own hands. Thus, Rufinus wrote, “the Queen
of the world and mother of the empire regarded herself the servant of the servants of
Christ.”348 The miracles of the Cross also persuaded Judas to convert to Christianity. He
took the name Cyriacus (Quiriacus), and Helena made him bishop of Jerusalem.349

The Origins of “Helena of Britain”
It was through her consort Constantius Chlorus and her son Constantine that
Helena’s story first became linked with the history of Roman Britain. In England,
Constantine’s brief association with York left a particularly enduring legacy. Antonina
Harbus identifies the seventh-century Anglo-Saxon bishop Aldhelm (d. 709) as the first
author to claim that Helena gave birth to Constantine in Britain.350 This invented story of
the emperor’s British birth took root in the tenth century and gained further strength in
the early twelfth.351 Implied in these tales, of course, was the understanding that Helena
was living in Britain when she gave birth to her son. Anglo-Saxon litanies of the saints
included Helena alongside the Anglo-Saxon queens Bathildis (d. 680), Sexburgha (c.
635–99), and Osith (c. 700) in their lists of holy women, while Cynewulf celebrated
Helena’s life in his eighth-century Old English poem Elene.352
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The invented story of Constantine’s British birth was repeated in the Old English
version of Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica from c. 890, and was generally accepted from
the tenth century onward.353 There were a number of Anglo-Saxon churches dedicated to
Helena, and others that claimed fragments of the True Cross as part of their relic
collections.354 A genealogy of the Welsh chieftain Owain Dyfed from c. 954 traced his
descent “from Constantine the Great, from Constantius and Helen Luitdauc, who
travelled from Britain as far as Jerusalem seeking the cross of Christ and carried it with
her from there as far as Constantinople where it is today.”355 In the Welsh and AngloSaxon traditions, she became the daughter of King Coel of Colchester (memorialized in
nursery rhymes as ‘Old King Cole’). Her mythical origins as a British princess thereby
complimented her historical promotion to the rank of Augusta.356
In the first half of the twelfth century, as Helena’s legend grew in popularity, she
and her son Constantine became model British rulers in the works of several AngloNorman authors who wrote during the reigns of Henry I and Stephen. William of
Malmesbury (c. 1090–c. 1142) wrote his Gesta Regum Anglorum around 1125/6, revising
it until 1134/5; Henry of Huntingdon (c. 1088–c. 1157) wrote and revised his Historia
Anglorum between 1130 and 1154, the year of Henry II’s ascension to the throne; and
Geoffrey of Monmouth (d. 1154/5) composed his Historia Regum Britanniae from 1136–
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8.357 Based on manuscript survivals, these works—especially the Historia Regum
Britanniae—were the bestsellers of their day. Forty-five manuscripts of Henry’s Historia
Anglorum survive, almost all from England or former Angevin territories, at least eight of
which were copied in the Angevin period. Perhaps as many as a third of the 217 extant
manuscripts of Geoffrey’s Historia Regum Britanniae date from the lifetimes of Henry II
and Richard I.358 Importantly, each of them was concerned with explaining the history of
their people and their leaders, and how that history connected to the kingdom of England.
There was some competition between the three men, as is evident in Geoffrey’s
injunction at the end of his book for William and Henry. Those two authors, he argues,
should write about the Saxon kings, and leave the matter of the British for himself.359 All
of these historians also had connections to members of the Anglo-Norman court. William
was inspired to write after Henry II’s mother, Matilda, visited Malmesbury. Geoffrey
dedicated his history to Henry I’s bastard son (Henry II’s uncle) Robert, earl of
Gloucester, and to Robert Waleran de Beaumont, count of Meulan, who was later a
leader in the Second Crusade. Henry of Huntingdon, for his part, visited Rome with
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Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury, whose household included Thomas Becket and John
of Salisbury.360 Whatever their differences and rivalries, William of Malmesbury,
Geoffrey of Monmouth, and Henry of Huntingdon together solidified the association of
Helena and Constantine with Britain.
William of Malmesbury noted that Constantius, at his death, left behind as his
heir Constantine, his son by Helena. Although William does not explicitly link Helena to
Britain, the context of the passage, which describes how the Romans came to the island,
implies as much. William also twice mentions the association of Helena with the Inventio
crucis.361 Henry of Huntingdon was more explicit about Helena’s origins, calling her “the
daughter of the British king from Colchester, whose name was Coel.”362 The placement
of Helena and Constantine in Henry’s Historia Anglorum is also noteworthy: the
passages directly follow Henry’s description of the martyrdom of Saint Alban, which
occurred at approximately the same time as the beginning of Constantius’s political
ascent.363
Alban, a citizen of Verulamium (later St Albans) in Britain, was a victim of
Diocletian’s persecution of Christians c. 303, and the monastic community at St Albans
Abbey actively promoted his cult during Henry II’s reign. Pope Adrian IV (Nicholas
Breakspear, r. 1154–9), the only English pope, recognized the institution as “the premier
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abbey of England,” while the remains of Alban’s companions were discovered in nearby
Redbourn in 1178 and translated to St Albans.364 Henry of Huntingdon therefore
juxtaposed the story of England’s first martyr with his history of the deeds of a
Christianized Helena and her son Constantine, reinforcing in the process their historical
connections to Britain.
Henry of Huntingdon called Constantine “the flower of Britain” (flos Brittannie)
because he was “British by birth and by his native land: neither before him nor after did
an equal come from Britain.”365 He described Helena, “the noble alumna of Britain,” as a
good British ruler who built fortified walls around London and Colchester. “But above all
the other many things,” Henry added, “she restored Jerusalem, and having cleansed it of
idols, she adorned numerous basilicas.”366 Helena, in Henry’s mind, had left a lasting
imprint of herself upon the physical and spiritual landscape of both western and eastern
kingdoms, and her contributions were still visible in Henry’s day. By referring to Helena
as Britain’s ‘noble alumna’, moreover, Henry emphasized Britain’s (and, by extension,
England’s) importance in establishing this legacy.
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As Antonina Harbus points out, Henry of Huntingdon did not mention Helena’s
discovery of the True Cross, being more focused on his “nationalistic agenda.” Rather,
Harbus suggests, “the sacred theme is divorced” from Henry’s portrayal of British
kingship.367 This statement echoes Nancy Partner’s assessment that Henry focused on
secular, rather than ecclesiastical, themes and events.368 Susan Grace Larkin has pushed
this point farther, arguing that the attempts by the twelfth-century Church to assert its
authority over secular lords led authors of that period to downplay Helena’s religious life
because it posed a threat to Church authority.369 This argument is not wholly convincing.
While it is true that the Anglo-Norman chroniclers did not go into great depth about
Helena’s connection to the Inventio crucis legend, we should not take this silence as
evidence that people in twelfth-century England did not know or care about Helena’s
spiritual accomplishments. Henry’s phrasing very clearly places Helena’s contributions to
the fortification of Britain (the task of a good ruler) in partnership with her restoration of
the holy sites in Jerusalem (the task of a good Christian). Henry of Huntingdon’s
emphasis on Helena’s British origins does not completely sever her from her religious
reputation; rather, it compliments it. Helena was, for Henry, the very model of a good
(English) ruler, contributing to the welfare and continuance of both the nation and
Christianity.
Geoffrey of Monmouth (d. 1154/5), in turn, integrated Helena’s legend into the
larger narrative of British history, while also setting her up as the epitome of noble
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feminine accomplishment. Helena’s beauty, he wrote, “surpassed the girls of the land, nor
could another be found anywhere who might be judged more skilled than her in musical
instruments or in the liberal arts.”370 Geoffrey likely sought to create parallels between
Helena and Henry II’s mother, Matilda (1102–1167). Fiona Tolhurst has suggested that
Geoffrey was here presenting Helena as a feminine figure who, like Matilda, had been
trained to govern the kingdom.371 Both women, moreover, were rightful heirs to the
throne of England, but neither was able to rule in her own right—Constantius was
crowned in Helena’s place, while Stephen ruled England instead of Matilda.372
Like Matilda, who held the title of Holy Roman empress, Helena also served as
the conduit through whom Britain’s future Roman rulers could make their claims upon
the kingdom.373 According to Geoffrey, for example, Helena’s three uncles, Loelinus,
Trahern, and Marius, accompanied Constantine to Rome, where, after obtaining “absolute
rule over the whole world,” Constantine promoted them to the rank of senator.374 In the
following years, Britain was torn by war between Octavius, duke of the Gewissei, and
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Trahern’s Roman armies. Octavius at last triumphed, but, having only one daughter, was
faced with a question of royal succession. The man he ultimately selected to marry his
daughter was Helena’s cousin, Maximianus. An Angevin-era list of the kings of Britain
and England up through John lists him as “Maximus son of Leoninus the uncle of
Helena.”375 Indeed, Geoffrey stresses that Octavius and his advisors chose Maximianus to
rule precisely because he could claim Britain through both his imperial connections and
his British descent from Helena’s family.376 In Geoffrey of Monmouth’s version of the
legend, therefore, Helena’s importance lay not so much in her own deeds, but rather in
her role as unifier of Roman imperial and British royal power. She reprised this role later
in the Historia Regum Britanniae, when Geoffrey turned her into an ancestor of King
Arthur—a topic I shall discuss in the next chapter.

Helena of Britain in the Roman de Brut
Not long after Henry II inherited the English throne in 1154, the Jersey poet and
historian Wace (c. 1100/10–1174/83) completed a translation of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s
history from Latin into Anglo-Norman. Wace’s Roman de Brut, written in 1155, drew
primarily from Geoffrey’s text, although Wace also incorporated other oral and written
traditions into the narrative.377 Wace was known at Henry’s court: the king commissioned
him to write the first vernacular history of the Norman rulers (the Roman de Rou) in 1160
and granted him a prebend in Rouen c. 1165–1169, although the poet fell out of favor a
375
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few years later.378 The Roman de Brut shows Wace’s early response to the rise of
Angevin dynastic power in England.
Following Geoffrey, Wace’s portrayal of Helena centered around her identity as
the sole heir of her father Coel, whom the poet called the king of England (Engleterre).379
Wace drew parallels between Helena and Matilda, and by extension between Constantine
and Henry II. Matilda, as the sole heir of Henry I, provided Henry II with his claim to the
English crown.380 Indeed, Matilda regularly broadcast her right to rule through the use of
the title “Matildis imperatrix Henrici regis filia” (Empress Matilda, daughter of King
Henry [I]), while her son regularly referred to himself as Henry fitzEmpress.381
Constantine’s right to rule Britain similarly derived from his mother, who also bore the
title of Empress (Augusta). The question of legitimate rule was integral for Henry II, who
devoted great amounts of energy to establishing both the legality and the stability of his
new dynasty.382 Wace therefore presented Constantine as the just and rightfully elected
ruler of Britain. After his “barons” (barnage) and “knights” (chevaliers) proclaimed him
king (i.e. emperor), Wace explained, Constantine ruled wisely, upholding justice
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throughout his lands.383 Constantine thus became the model of legitimate succession,
through the female line, to the British/English throne.
Wace’s Helena also functioned as a mirror for Henry’s queen, Eleanor of
Aquitaine. According to Layamon, an English monk who some fifty years later translated
Wace’s Roman de Brut into early Middle English, Wace dedicated his Roman de Brut to
“Eleanor, who was Henry the high king’s queen.”384 There is no reason to disbelieve that
Eleanor, a famous patron of the arts, at least would have been familiar with the poem.
Helena’s name, generally rendered in Old French as Heléne or Eleine, sounded similar to
the Provençal name Aliénor. As Geoffrey of Monmouth had done, Wace emphasized
Helena’s learning and other accomplishments. Like Eleanor, Helena was well lettered,
wealthy, and esteemed for her beauty. Indeed, the poet suggested that Constantius was a
lucky man for marrying Coel’s daughter, for no woman of that time was her equal in
worthiness or intelligence.385
Just as Helena had supposedly inherited Britain from her father Coel, moreover,
so had Eleanor inherited Aquitaine from her father, Duke William X. Eleanor had even
been to Jerusalem for eleven months in 1148–9, although the visit never granted her the
same reputation for piety that Helena had achieved. Eleanor and Henry II were married in
1152, and in February 1155—the same year that Wace completed the Roman de Brut—
Eleanor gave birth to their son Henry, named after his father the king. It is tempting to
think that Eleanor and Henry II would have recognized themselves in Wace’s
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descriptions of the heiress Helena’s marriage to the great warrior-emperor Constantius
and the subsequent birth of their son Constantine. The similarities would likely not have
been lost on contemporary readers.
Wace’s Roman de Brut reflects the Angevins’ reception of the Helena legend in
the first years of their dynasty. Coupled with the many Angevin copies of Geoffrey of
Monmouth’s popular history, the Roman de Brut serves as a reminder that the Angevin
rulers and members of their court took an active interest in patronizing histories about
Roman Britain and its rulers. Helena and Constantine were among the most prominent
and celebrated figures in these histories. Importantly, where Geoffrey of Monmouth and
Henry of Huntingdon had left Helena’s discovery of the True Cross out of their histories,
Wace restored it. As Fiona Tolhurst has observed, Wace gives Helena “a place in
Christian history that she does not possess” in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s text.386 After
Constantine became emperor, Wace wrote, his “good mother, Helena, traveled to
Jerusalem.”387 Wace focused on the Judas version of the story, describing how Helena
had demanded that the Jews reveal to her the place where Christ had died. He noted how
one of the Jews showed her the site, and concluded by stating simply that Helena thus
found the Cross, “which had long been concealed.”388
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Relics of the True Cross
On the whole, Wace and the other Anglo-Norman historians showed only a
limited interest in Helena and Constantine’s activities in the Holy Land. Indeed, up
through the middle of the twelfth century, England had played—to quote Christopher
Tyerman—only a “minimal and peripheral” role in the crusades, with the greatest English
military success occurring at the capture of Lisbon in 1147, rather than in Jerusalem.389
The growing popularity of the crusading movement meant that by the 1130s English
authors were devoting more attention to affairs in the Holy Land, but Jerusalem still
played a background role in English narratives about Helena and Constantine.390
Contemporary events in the Holy Land, however, brought a new sense of
relevance to legends about Helena’s and Constantine’s actions in Jerusalem. On July 4,
1187, Ayyubid Muslim forces soundly defeated the Christian army at the Horns of Hattin
in the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. Guy of Lusignan, king of Jerusalem (r. 1186–92), was
taken captive, along with Reginald of Chatillon, William III of Montferrat, and
Humphrey IV of Toron. The Muslim army also seized a fragment of the True Cross—
famously discovered by the First Crusaders after their capture of Jerusalem but before the
battle of Ascalon in 1099—from the Franks (see Appendix, Figure 1).391 Saladin
subsequently sent the Cross on to Damascus with the prisoners. Word of the defeat
spread rapidly throughout Europe, ultimately spurring some—including Richard
Plantagenet, count of Poitou and future king of England—to take crusader’s vows.
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The True Cross had been an important Christian relic since Helena’s legendary
fourth-century discovery of it, but it had acquired particular importance after the crusader
capture of Jerusalem in 1099, and had gradually replaced the Holy Sepulchre as the focal
point of crusader devotion over the course of the twelfth century. Sylvia Schein points to
the growing interest in Christocentric relics as part of “the broader twelfth-century
spiritual interest in Christ’s humanity and the idea of Imitatio Christi.”392 Islamic sources
similarly understood the Cross’s importance. The Arab historian Ibn al-Athīr (1160–
1233) wrote that the capture of the Cross represented one of the “greatest misfortunes”
suffered by the Frankish army, while the Persian scholar Imad al-Din (1125–1201) noted
that “In their [the Christians’] eyes, its capture was more important than the loss of the
king [of Jerusalem]; it was the worst thing that happened to them on the field of
battle.”393 Word of this defeat spread rapidly throughout Christendom. From one end of
Europe to the other, Christians lamented the loss of the True Cross, seeing it as
representative of the larger threat hanging over Jerusalem and the Holy Land. The French
chronicler Rigord claimed that the Cross’s capture caused children born that year to have
fewer teeth; in Rome Pope Urban III reportedly died of shock upon hearing the news.394
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After the Muslims captured the True Cross at Hattin in 1187, a call went out
across Christendom to rescue it and restore it to its rightful home in Jerusalem.395
Christians could not suffer for the very wood sanctified by Christ’s dying body to now be
defiled by its Muslim captors. While Christians everywhere longed to free the True Cross
and Jerusalem, England’s Angevin rulers believed that the relic and the holy city were
specifically part of their own family’s dynastic heritage. Henry II’s grandfather, Fulk V
of Anjou, had visited the Holy Land in 1120 and in 1129, and he donated a fragment of
the True Cross to the monastery of Saint-Laud in Angers. Henry later provided a new
reliquary case for it.396 This may very well have looked like a True Cross reliquary made
c. 1180 in Limoges, a city that had been brought under Angevin control by Eleanor of
Aquitaine’s marriage to Henry II (Figure 2).397
On September 14, 1131—the Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross—Fulk was
crowned King Fulk I of Jerusalem at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, rebuilt on the site
of Constantine’s original church. Before this, Jerusalem’s Frankish kings had been
crowned on Christmas day in Bethlehem.398 The coronation ceremony for Fulk and his
second wife, Melisende, thus began a new tradition in the Holy Land, one that linked an
Angevin ruler of Jerusalem to the True Cross and the Holy Sepulchre in both ritual and
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space.399 Saladin’s capture of the Cross in 1187 and the fall of Jerusalem later that year,
together with the subsequent Angevin participation in the Third Crusade, led within
England to increased interest in the stories of Helena’s and Constantine’s activities in the
Holy Land. The Angevin kings had a stake in the fate of the relic—and, more broadly,
the fate of Jerusalem—not just because they were Christians, but also because they
believed, as Angevins and as Englishmen, that protecting the True Cross and the holy city
was part of their royal prerogative inherited from Helena and Constantine as well as from
Fulk.
The chronicler Roger of Howden dwelt on the Angevin kings’ relationship to Fulk
V of Anjou in both his Gesta Regis Henrici Secundi and his Chronica. As we saw in
Chapter Two, Roger described the arrival of Heraclius, the patriarch of Jerusalem, who
came to England in 1185 to request military aid for the Holy Land from Henry II and his
court. In his description of the patriarch’s plea, Roger inserted a reminder that England’s
kings were directly related to the royal families of both England and Jerusalem. Roger (or
his scribe) mistakenly wrote that Fulk was the brother (rather than the father) of Geoffrey
Plantagenet, thus collapsing two generations into one. Geoffrey, in turn, “begot Henry
[II] king of England, from she who was the empress of Rome [Matilda], daughter of King
Henry [I] the elder, son of William the Bastard, who subdued England and conquered
it.”400 Then, just in case his descriptions of these connections had not been clear enough,
Roger began his next paragraph with a reference “to this Henry, the son of Matilda the
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empress, the son of Geoffrey the brother [sic] of Fulk the king of Jerusalem.”401 Roger’s
account of Jerusalem’s patriarch beseeching England’s king for aid thus contained this
repeated reminder that the Angevin royal family was heir (in theory, if not always in
reality) to England and Rome through Henry I and his daughter Matilda, and to Jerusalem
through the Angevin counts Geoffrey and Fulk. These statements neatly parallel the
Angevin interest in Helena and Constantine, whose British legends helped to reinforce
Angevin claims to the triad of England, Rome, and Jerusalem. It was no coincidence that
Roger chose to insert this reminder of these familial connections into his narrative about
Heraclius’s journey to seek the aid of a Western prince to come to Jerusalem’s aid. The
overall effect was to present the current Angevin king (Henry II or his son, Richard I) as
the true heir to, and future liberator of, Jerusalem.

Helena and Jerusalem in Layamon’s Brut
Roger wrote in the early 1190s, simultaneous with the events of the Third
Crusade. A decade or so after the crusade, a new group of English writers further sought
to link Helena’s and Constantine’s British stories to their spiritual and physical
accomplishments in Jerusalem. The monk Layamon, writing in Ernley (modern Arley
Kings) near Worcester around the beginning of the thirteenth century, embellished upon
Helena’s achievements in the Near East in his Brut, an early Middle English translation
of Wace’s Roman de Brut.402 Layamon’s Brut was more than a simple translation,
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however. The poem had Wace’s Roman de Brut as its core, but greatly expanded upon
Wace’s text.403 The author himself claimed that his sources were Wace’s book, along
with “the English book that Saint Bede made” (probably the Old English translation of
Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica) and the works of saints “Albin” and “Austin.”404 Françoise
Le Saux has demonstrated that Layamon also drew on French and Welsh traditions,
although his focus remained English.405 Layamon’s Brut is, moreover, “the earliest
existing vernacular account of the British Helena legend.”406 In the space of about fifty
years, Helena’s history (and the British histories more broadly) had been translated from
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Latin into Wace’s Anglo-Norman, and then into Layamon’s
English. As a result, the stories of Roman Britain were made accessible for an everincreasing audience during the Angevin period.
In Layamon’s rendition of British history, Helena’s relationship with Jerusalem
became much more important than it had been in the Brut’s sources. Indeed, Layamon
repeatedly emphasized that Helena ruled both Britain (after Coel’s death) and Jerusalem.
Where Geoffrey of Monmouth and Wace had introduced her simply as King Coel’s
daughter, Layamon wrote, “The maid was called Helena; / subsequently she was queen /
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in the land of Jerusalem, / to the joy of the people.”407 But Layamon reminded his
audience that Helena also “was this land’s [i.e. Britain’s] queen… / she descended from
Britons.”408 When Layamon’s narrative reached Helena’s arrival in Jerusalem in 326, he
praised her as “the lady Helena, / the holy queen.”409 This statement served as a reminder
to Layamon’s audience that Helena’s influence extended over both the secular and
spiritual realms.410
Layamon then elaborated on Wace’s version of the Jerusalem story. He described
how Helena sought the assistance of the Jews, asking their help to locate the Cross. In
this version, rather than frightening the Jews with threats of prison, Helena simply
offered them money, and they brought the Cross to her.411 This version of the story
reflects the stereotypes about greedy Jews that were developing in England (and in
Europe more broadly) during the late twelfth and early thirteenth century—a topic that I
will explore in greater depth in Chapter Five.412 Helena, in Layamon’s retelling, took
advantage of this greed in order to find the Cross. Then, Layamon wrote, she was glad,
“as she never was before in her life,” and settled in Jerusalem, living near the Cross for
many years.413 Thus the British Helena of Layamon’s Brut ended her life as the queen of
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Jerusalem. These descriptions ultimately reinforced the message that Helena had been a
powerful figure in Jerusalem, but her power originally derived from the land of Britain—
the geographic extremes of East and West united under Helena’s leadership.

Helena and the True Cross in Angevin Spirituality
Helena’s importance to the Angevins cannot be understood as simply a product of
fanciful historical imaginations. Celebrated for her connection to the Cross and
Jerusalem, she, along with her son, also played a significant role in Angevin spirituality.
Many churches, like Holy Cross at Ely, bore reminders of the True Cross in their
names.414 The twelfth-century liturgical calendar, moreover, would have ensured not only
that people venerated Christ and the Cross, but also that they remembered the major
historical or pseudo-historical characters involved in the Inventio crucis story. The
calendar included three major celebrations of the Cross during the course of the year: the
feast of the Adoration of the Cross, commemorating Christ’s Passion, fell on Good
Friday; the feast of the Invention of the Cross was on May 3. September 14 was the feast
of the Exaltation of the Cross, which celebrated both the dedication of Constantine’s
Church of the Holy Sepulchre in 335 (see below), and the return of the True Cross to
Jerusalem by the Byzantine emperor Heraclius in 631. These days marked important
points on the Christian calendar, and were regularly celebrated throughout twelfthcentury Europe.415
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During the liturgical year priests told their congregations the story of Christ’s
death upon Calvary, explaining the role that Helena and Constantine played in finding the
relic of the True Cross and their contribution to restoring the sites of Christ’s Passion and
entombment in Jerusalem. This would have helped to solidify the story in the minds not
only of members of the Angevin court, but of the English populace more broadly.416
Reading Abbey, for example, claimed several True Cross relics, and the abbey’s
cartulary, compiled in the 1190s, listed relics of Constantine and Helena directly after
those of Nicodemus and Mary Magdalen, respectively.417
Not surprisingly, Helena’s cult was especially popular in northern England,
particularly around York, one of the towns most closely linked to the legends about her
and Constantine. The cult of the Cross, by contrast, was more popular in the southern part
of the kingdom. Indeed, churches in the north were dedicated to Helena two to three
times more often than churches in the south, but the north only had about a quarter as
many churches dedicated to the Cross or the Rood (the tree from which the Cross was
fashioned). In Yorkshire, some thirty churches were dedicated to Helena, and about the
same number in Lincolnshire.418 There were at least three such churches in twelfthcentury York: St Helen-on-the-Walls, Aldwark; St Helen’s Fishergate, and St Helens,
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Stonegate.419 York was, of course, the city where Constantine had been proclaimed
emperor in 306, and the church of St Helen-on-the-Walls, expanded twice in the Angevin
period, proudly touted itself as the site of his father Constantius’ tomb.420 Farther south,
in Essex, a late twelfth-century inclusion in the foundation charter (c. 1120–30) for the
Abbey of St. John in Colchester claimed that “Helena…[was] born and educated in this
city.”421
Helena’s and Constantine’s spiritual legacies in Jerusalem were further
memorialized in northern England through the iconography of the Kelloe Cross. This
historiated monumental stone cross found set into the wall of the twelfth-century parish
church of St Helen’s in Kelloe, near Durham, in 1854. Measuring some two meters high,
the cross has been dated to c. 1200.422 The three scenes carved into the stone depict
recognizable moments in the Inventio crucis legend. The reliefs are topped by a wheel
style cross head bearing the inscription from Constantine’s famous vision of the cross
before the battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312, “in hoc vinces” (Figure 3).423 The crosshead is carved in an Anglo-Norman style.424 The topmost image shows a crowned figure,
reclining on a couch with hand raised, while from above an angel makes the sign of
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blessing (Figure 4). Barbara Baert identifies this scene as depicting Constantine’s
vision.425
The middle scene on the Kelloe Cross is of two facing figures, both crowned, who
most likely represent Constantine and Helena. The figure of Helena holds a cross in her
hands (Figure 5).426 The bottom carving again depicts two standing figures—a woman
holding a sword, and “a bearded man with a Jewish cap” and a shovel—flanking a cross
topped with an inscribed tablet like the one commissioned by Pilate to identify the cross
on which Christ died (Figure 6).427 This panel is quite clearly representative of the Judas
variant of the Helena legend.428 At their feet are people cured by the power of the Cross.
The Kelloe Cross clearly presents a sculptural representation of the Inventio
crucis legend. It would have helped to further cement the associations between
Jerusalem, the True Cross, and the British origin legends of Helena and Constantine. The
monumental stone cross gave these legends a tangible presence in Kelloe. The images
could have been recognized by all members of the parish, clerical and lay alike, and the
towering presence of the cross, coupled with liturgical celebrations centered around it,
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would have reminded Angevin viewers that the person responsible for finding the symbol
of Christ’s Passion had (they believed) been born just down the road.429

Jocelin of Furness’s Vita Sancte Helene
Religious texts also served as reminders of Helena’s importance in the twelfthcentury Anglicized history of the finding of the True Cross. Although on the Continent
she had long been the subject of hagiographical works (derived from a ninth-century vita
by the German hagiographer Altmann430), the first life of Helena to be written in England
was the Vita Sancte Helene, composed sometime around 1198–1207 by the Cistercian
monk Jocelin of Furness (fl. 1199–1214).431 Jocelin’s residence at Furness Abbey, on the
Lancashire coast, placed him in that northern part of England that was so thoroughly
steeped in the stories of Helena and Constantine. Jocelin claimed as the sources for his
vita “diverse ecclesiastical histories and catholic chronicles,” as well as “a certain little
book dictated in English, the author of which testifies that he himself had translated it
from a British [Welsh] sermon into English.”432 In essence, the monk was grounding his
claims to authority not only in canonical texts, but also local traditions.
Jocelin’s vita presents a late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century synthesis of
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Helena’s eastern Roman history with her British legend, resulting in a portrait of an
English saint who earned her holy reputation in both Britain and Jerusalem. Jocelin
depicted Helena as an ideal ruler who combined wisdom, learning, and piety. She was the
“propagator of the Christian faith and the defender of the church of the saints.”433 Her
father was the British king Coel, and her mother (who is not mentioned in the early
twelfth-century histories) was “by birth and in appearance most illustrious.” More
uniquely, Jocelin emphasized that Helena was “the sister of three magnates of Britain.”434
Here, even more than in the earlier accounts of Helena’s life, the stress is on her
parentage, derived from both her paternal and her maternal ancestry. Jocelin was not
leaving room for anyone to dispute the reality of Helena’s British ancestry.
Jocelin’s Helena, like Geoffrey of Monmouth’s and Wace’s, possesses the
personal traits that were valued in elite women of the twelfth century. She excels at the
study of letters, and is reputed to be “incomparable in composing refrains and in singing,”
surpassing both “her countrymen and foreigners.” She is “humble and modest, prudent,
unaffected and calm, liberal and clever, altogether lovable and precious.”435 She also acts
like a good twelfth-century Christian ruler ought. Jocelin repeats Henry of Huntingdon’s
story that Helena was responsible for building fortified walls around London and
Colchester. Moreover, he adds, upon Constantius’s death, she “governed the realm of
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Britain, and administered justice and law in the land.”436 She upheld the Christian faith,
exalted the Church, spurned idolatry, suppressed Judaism, and strove to eliminate
heresies of all kinds.437
Importantly, in this list of attributes, Jocelin refers to his subject as “our Helena”
(Helene nostre).438 He assumes that his audience will associate themselves with Helena,
presumably by virtue of a shared Anglo-British heritage.439 Calling her “our” further
reinforces a personal and communal connection to Helena, bringing her out of distant
history and placing her within a modern Angevin context. At the same time, treating
Helena in this fashion collapsed the temporal barrier between Roman Britain and
Angevin England, helping to co-opt a contested historical legacy.440
Jocelin’s depiction of Helena’s husband Constantius further emphasizes the
centrality of Britain in relation to the western Roman Empire. The Furness monk
describes how Constantius often had to travel throughout the many territories that he
governed west of the Alps, yet “he loved Britain above all the realms of the world.”441
This statement needs only slight alteration to apply to the Angevin kings, who governed
not only England but also extensive western territories on the Continent. Jocelin’s
Constantius served as a reminder that England was the heart of the Angevin realm,
legitimizing the rule of the Angevin kings as heirs to the Roman legacy in England and
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directing royal devotion toward the island kingdom.
Jocelin goes on to describe how Pope Sylvester baptized Helena, who had earlier
been tempted by Judaism but wholeheartedly devoted herself to upholding Christian
doctrine after baptism.442 She helped Constantine build Constantinople, served as a judge
in debates between Jews and Christians, and supported her son at the Council of Nicaea
in 325.443 It is not difficult to imagine thirteenth-century readers recognizing
contemporary parallels to Late Antique history. In particular, Jocelin was likely drawing
on Eleanor of Aquitaine as a model of the powerful queen who actively supported her
sons’ causes, particularly that of Richard while he was on crusade.444 Jocelin then
describes Helena’s arrival in Jerusalem. Accompanied by soldiers and backed by the
wealth of the imperial treasury, Helena took the journey “for the sake of visiting and
repairing the holy places and of investigating and discovering the symbols of the
dominical Passion.”445 Jocelin recounts how Helena and Judas the Jew discovered the
True Cross, whereupon Judas converted to Christianity.446
After detailing the discovery of the Cross, Jocelin praises Helena’s construction of
churches in Jerusalem. In particular, he emphasizes the construction of a temple on
Golgotha and “another around the sepulchre of the Lord.”447 Helena, he added, also
repaired and built churches at the Mount of Olives and other locations in Jerusalem, as
well as in Nazareth, Bethlehem, and throughout Judea more broadly. Moreover, she
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“eliminated” the Jews and “pagans” from all of Judea.448 These achievements would have
resonated with Jocelin’s post-Third Crusade English audience. These were, after all, the
same people who responded to news of the loss of the True Cross by massacring the Jews
in England, notably at York in 1190 (see Chapter Five).449 Helena, Jocelin tells us—with
the support of her son Constantine—successfully Christianized the Holy Land, driving
the Jews and “pagans” from the land and thereby restoring it to its former glory.
Ultimately, for Jocelin, Helena’s accomplishments in Jerusalem were her most
important. He drives this point home, explaining how he had read in an ecclesiastical
history (probably that of Rufinus) that Helena had acquired grain from Egypt to help feed
the Jerusalemites in times of famine: “But,” Jocelin concludes,
as it seems to me, our Helena is worthily judged with greater praise in respect to
Jerusalem, by whose earnest solicitude and work that entire city was restored
inwardly and outwardly, [and] the wood of life, having been found, was exalted as
a vine for the sustenance of the faithful, as a fruit of life-giving nourishment.450
Much of Jocelin’s Vita Sancte Helene was derived from other sources, but here his own
voice sounds clearly as he offers his opinion about the sanctity of his subject.451 Right
away, he reiterates that she is “our Helena,” reminding his audience that the saint belongs
to England, even when she is in Jerusalem. Jocelin used these reminders about Helena’s
connection to England to emphasize certain points in his narrative. In all, he called her
448
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“our Helena” five times: once in reference to her attributes as a good ruler in Britain;
once as praise for her impact on Jerusalem; twice to compare her with the Queen of
Sheba; and once to state that no daughter of Eve was her equal, other than the Virgin
Mary.452
Ultimately, Jocelin crafted an image of Helena that showed her as a model in
battles against Jewish and pagan error. He took care to emphasize that the restoration of
Jerusalem and the discovery of the True Cross were Helena’s most important
contributions to history. At the time he wrote, of course, at the end of the twelfth century,
arguably the most celebrated fragment of the True Cross had been again lost, this time
not buried but captured by the Muslim armies of Saladin. In much the same way as the
second-century Roman emperor Hadrian had built pagan temples atop the biblical
Jerusalem, Saladin had leveled many of the Christian buildings in Jerusalem and replaced
them with “pagan”—i.e., Muslim—temples.453 Jocelin’s Vita Sancte Helene reminded the
Angevins that it was their duty and their obligation to imitate Helena, rescue Jerusalem
from the “pagan” easterners, and restore the True Cross to its proper glory.

Constantine, England, and the Holy Sepulchre
Antonina Harbus has observed that Helena is relatively neglected by scholars
because she is seen as “an auxiliary rather than the centre of attention,” while “her fame
relies on her relationship with Constantine and his conversion to Christianity, topics
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which have received far more critical attention.”454 In the medieval English legends, by
contrast, writers emphasizing Constantine’s fame often focused on his relationship to
Helena and her (supposed) British ancestry. As they had done with Helena, twelfthcentury English authors created a British Constantine, building upon his acclamation as
emperor at York in 306 and suggesting that he and his future deeds owed their success to
his British origins. Indeed, Constantine’s brief association with York left a legacy that
endures today: one of the modern city’s famous landmarks is a statue of the emperor
(Figure 6), and the University of York’s newest educational institution, which opened to
students in 2014, is Constantine College.455 We have seen how Henry of Huntingdon
called Constantine “the flower of Britain” (flos Brittanniae).”456 In Layamon’s Brut, King
Arthur states that Constantine “was Helena’s son, descended fully from Britons.”457 Thus,
as with Helena, twelfth-century English authors sought to reinforce Constantine’s
connections to English soil and bloodlines.
Nor did Constantine’s Roman connections necessarily undermine his association
with Britain: Susan Larkin suggests that the emperor’s “dual ancestry” from Britain and
Rome would have appealed to twelfth-century audiences, who were themselves often of
mixed heritage.458 If the Romano-British Constantine could be English, so could an
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Anglo-Norman or Anglo-Angevin. As Wace put it, Constantine “loved the Britons for his
mother, / and the Romans for his father.”459 This statement can also be seen as a reminder
to Henry II, son of an Anglo-Norman mother and an Angevin father, to love all of his
subjects equally.
Constantine, like Helena, played an important role in shaping Jerusalem’s
physical landscape. A few years after Helena’s discovery of the True Cross on Calvary,
Constantine oversaw the construction of the Martyrion basilica, along with the Anastasis
(Resurrection) rotunda with its Edicule encompassing Christ’s empty tomb (the cave
donated by Joseph of Arimathea) and the Triportico atrium. Dedicated in 335, these
buildings collectively formed the first iteration of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.460
Indeed, Colin Morris has argued that Jerusalem’s central importance in medieval
Christianity owed much to Constantine’s construction of the Holy Sepulchre complex,
and to the holy relics—including the True Cross—found during excavations for it.461
The church complex erected by Constantine in Jerusalem stood until 1009, when
the Fatimid caliph al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah (996–1021) ordered its destruction. The Holy
Sepulchre was then partially rebuilt between 1012 and 1023, although not on the same
scale as Constantine’s original church had been.462 The present Church of the Holy
Sepulchre was constructed following the Franks’ capture of Jerusalem during the First
Crusade. The twelfth-century Anastasis rotunda, still standing today, was modeled upon
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that originally built during Constantine’s reign. Historians generally point to the 1149
dedication of the new Holy Sepulchre as signaling the end of its construction, but Martin
Biddle has shown that it continued to be expanded and decorated up through the 1160s.463
Joseph of Arimathea, who removed Christ’s body from the Cross and donated his tomb
for Jesus’ burial, is supposedly buried below the western apse, near the back of the
rotunda. By the early thirteenth century, Joseph’s story, too, became associated with
England, as I shall discuss in the next chapter.
At the other end of the twelfth-century church, a flight of stairs descends from the
eastern ambulatory into the subterranean Chapel of St. Helena, the walls of which are
covered by crosses carved into the bedrock by medieval visitors.464 Passing through the
chapel and down another flight of stairs, one enters the Chapel of the Finding of the
Cross, built on the site where, according to legend, Helena had carried out her
excavations in 326.465 Archaeological excavations have revealed that these chapels were
part of Constantine’s original church complex. From the second quarter of the twelfth
century onward, pilgrims and crusaders entering the renovated tomb of Christ in
Jerusalem would have been able to visit these various parts of the Holy Sepulchre, taking
part in a physical as well as spiritual remembrance of Jerusalem’s history. The Holy
Sepulchre, the destination of countless pilgrims and crusaders, therefore had a history that
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linked the activities of Helena and Constantine both broadly to Jerusalem, and more
specifically to the places and relics of Christ’s crucifixion and entombment. The
architectural history of the building owed its origins to Helena and her son, and
represented the triumph of Christianity over pagan, Jewish, and, later, Muslim
destruction.
In the century following the Christian victory in the First Crusade, a number of
new churches, modeled on the Anastasis rotunda in the newly renovated Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, were constructed throughout Europe. While such churches were not
unique to England, they nevertheless formed an important part of English religious
architecture during this period.466 Often built by the military orders, these churches were
usually dedicated to New Testament saints, reinforcing their associations with Jerusalem
and Christ. The Templar Order erected several such round churches in England: in
Bristol, Dover, Garway, and Hereford in Herefordshire; Aslackby and Temple Bruer in
Lincolnshire; and in London. The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Northampton—today
affectionately called St Seps—was constructed by Simon de Senlis, who participated in
the First Crusade, around 1120.467 Four additional surviving twelfth-century churches in
England reflect the shape of the Holy Sepulchre’s rotunda. The oldest of these, the
Cambridge Round Church, stands on land granted by the Fraternity of the Holy Sepulchre
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between 1114 and 1130.468 The Round Chapel dedicated to Mary Magdalene at Ludlow
Castle, Shropshire, was probably built for William de Lacy, a member of Henry II’s
court.469 And in 1186, the Knights Hospitaller built a round church dedicated to Saint
John the Baptist on the manor of Little Maplestead, Essex, which Juliana Adhelin had
donated to the order the previous year; her husband, William Fitz-Adhelin de Burgo,
confirmed the grant.470
The most famous of these twelfth-century English round churches is London’s
Temple Church. Its round nave, completed in 1185, was consecrated by none other than
Heraclius, the patriarch of Jerusalem.471 Heraclius, as we have already seen, came to
England to convince Henry and his court to undertake a crusade to protect the Holy Land
from the growing Muslim threat. He offered Henry the keys to the holy city, presented
him with a banner of the True Cross, and dedicated the Temple Church, which came to
serve as the Angevin royal treasury and seat of the Exchequer. Heraclius was also
Herbert of Bosham’s (alleged) source for the story about Thomas Becket’s death being
known immediately in Jerusalem. Indeed, Temple Church’s relic collection included one
of the swords used to kill Becket, as well as some of Christ’s blood and a fragment of the
True Cross.472 These round churches thus bridged geography as well as time—recreating
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Constantine’s fourth-century Church of the Holy Sepulchre on twelfth-century English
soil, and allowing England’s saints to share this sacred space with the relics of Christ
himself.

Constantine, a Model Crusader
While Constantine is responsible for shaping much of medieval Jerusalem’s
religious landscape, he is more famously remembered for his association with the
symbolism of the cross. Indeed, the emperor’s vision of a cross in the sky at the Milvian
Bridge in 312 and his subsequent conversion to Christianity inspired legions of artists to
have the sign of the cross depicted in artistic representations of his victories.473 Henry of
Huntingdon directly attributed Constantine’s victory over Maxentius to his acceptance of
the cross and Christ, concluding that, “Therefore Constantine, having obtained the empire
(imperio)…, singly held the realm of the world.”474 In his vita of Helena, Jocelin of
Furness similarly praised the “banner of the Holy Cross” (uexillum Sancte Crucis) that
Constantine had carried with him into battle at the Milvian Bridge.475
This banner and its symbolic cross also helped to reinforce the parallels between
Constantine and twelfth-century crusaders. When Heraclius, the patriarch of Jerusalem,
visited Henry II’s court in 1185 in an attempt to convince the English king to undertake a
crusade, he presented Henry with a “banner of the Holy Cross” (vexillum sanctae crucis),
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the standard of the kingdom of Jerusalem.476 The same terminology was used to describe
Constantine’s fourth-century banner. The standard that Henry II received from Heraclius
thus not only symbolized the power of Jerusalem, but specifically invoked Constantine’s
victory, seen by later generations as a victory for Christianity. Those members of the
Angevin court who were familiar with the eleventh- and twelfth-century legends of
Charlemagne, which described how an earlier patriarch of Jerusalem had presented the
Frankish emperor with Christological relics and gifts, might also have read an imperial
message into this offering.477 An Angevin king carrying such a standard could have
imagined himself as a new Constantine, coming to Jerusalem’s rescue.
In Jocelin of Furness’s hands, Constantine also became a model for English
crusader kings to emulate. Geoffrey of Monmouth (who praised Constantine’s lion-like
pursuit of justice) and Henry of Huntingdon had already set Constantine up as a hero in
opposition to the persecutor emperors Diocletian, Maximian, and Maxentius.478 For
Jocelin, Constantine’s defeat of these pagan emperors took on an even greater
significance: the Emperor Constantine became a pseudo-crusader, protecting
Christendom from oppression at the hands of pagan tyrants. While Constantius and then
Helena and Constantine were ruling peacefully in the west (orbis occidui), in the east
(orbe orientali) people were suffering the “darkness of persecutions, proscriptions, [and]
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every sort of torture and death” at the hands of Constantine’s pagan predecessors and
contemporaries.479
By highlighting the evil actions of the pagan tetrarchs—and emphasizing their
oriental identity—Jocelin justified Constantine’s departure from the idyllic island of
Britain. The western, Christian ruler was morally obligated to stamp out oriental threats
to a nascent Christendom. Indeed, Jocelin emphasized that God had sent Constantine
“from Britain to the eastern parts” of the world in order to spread Christianity throughout
the empire.480 The west, Jocelin implied, was prosperous and peaceful; England’s king
therefore ought to travel to the eastern part of the world, where Christianity was under
threat. Constantine thus became a model for the Angevin kings, who ought similarly to
lead armies into the east, both to expand their own empire and to save Christendom from
the oriental threats to its survival.
These ideas undoubtedly represent a post-Third Crusade ideology, but it is
possible to suggest that a writer like Jocelin also would have been thinking about
England’s role in the next round of crusades. Pope Innocent III, after all, had wanted
Richard I to take part in what became the Fourth Crusade, and later pressured John to do
the same.481 John did eventually take the cross in 1215, although he did so out of political
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expediency more than anything else (see Conclusion). Nevertheless, there remained the
potential possibility that John might go on crusade. It is in this context, then, that we
should understand the increasing popularity of the Anglo-British version of Helena’s and
Constantine’s legends. Writers like Layamon and Jocelin of Furness dreamed of an
Angevin ruler whose responsibilities were to both England and the Holy Land. Following
their model, a king like John could imagine himself as a new Constantine, riding out from
England to rescue Jerusalem and restore Christendom.
Helena and Constantine had, over the course of the twelfth century, become
increasingly part of the narrative of England’s royal and imperial history. Their
popularity as important figures from England’s British past developed in tandem with the
Angevins’ increasing interest in events in the Holy Land. As Anglicized hero-saints,
these fourth-century Romans came to reflect modern Angevin ideals of English kingship
rooted in dynastic heritage, alongside a responsibility to the land where Christ had
suffered and died. In the twelfth century, the Muslims posed a very real threat to both the
salvific history of the Cross and the fate of the Holy Land. Saladin’s armies had captured
the most famous fragment of the True Cross at Hattin in July 1187, occupied Ascalon in
September, and conquered Jerusalem by November.
After 1187, it was therefore impossible to retell the story of Helena and
Constantine’s activities in the Levant without calling to mind violent and shocking
memories of these recent events. Indeed, events in Palestine, especially in 1187,
transformed what had been a long-established and relatively innocuous set of
hagiographic ideas and made them all at once extraordinarily relevant to current events.
By the early years of the thirteenth century, the recovery of Jerusalem and the True Cross
156

from the Muslims formed a vital part of the triumphal narrative of England’s RomanoBritish past and Angevin present. If Helena and Constantine could rule and protect both
Britain and Jerusalem, then surely the Angevin kings could—and should—do the same.
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CHAPTER 4
A Bridge Perilous from Avalon to Zion
Helena and Constantine served the Angevins as powerful symbols of imperial
and, equally important, Christian triumph. Yet while their legends became increasingly
Anglicized over the course of the twelfth century, they remained in many ways an outside
influence, something foreign that English authors adopted and adapted for their own
purposes. At the same time as writers in the Angevin court sought to connect Jerusalem’s
Roman history to the history of Britain, they also turned to subjects closer to home, most
notably, to the legendary British king, Arthur Pendragon. Importantly, in the Brut
tradition Arthur’s right to rule derived largely from his familial relationship with Helena
and Constantine: “These were my close kinsmen,” Arthur declares in Wace’s Roman de
Brut, “and each [of them] had Rome in his hand!”482 Arthur’s Anglicized claims to a
Romano-British inheritance also appear in Stephen of Rouen’s Draco Normannicus (c.
1167-70). “Constantine, and his mother, possessed you,” Arthur told the Romans, “Our
mighty England brought forth these two. / Imitating them, I claim by arms the authority
of the English, / I who wear the crown of the English realm.”483
It is difficult to study Arthur because our imaginations are still dominated by
Victorian myth-making that envisioned Arthur’s reign as a golden age of chivalry.
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Setting aside the occasional fanciful search for a historical Arthur,484 this chapter
examines how the early Arthurian tradition connected Angevin England and the Holy
Land through literary innovation as well as historical memory. The Arthurian story
served as both a cradle of imperial ambition and as a source of potential instability for the
Angevin kings and their followers. Whether set in a broad context of holy war against the
pagans, or a more specific setting of war against Muslims in the Holy Land, the Arthurian
literature of the Angevin period reflects the cultural and political climate in which it was
composed. Over the course of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, the legend’s
emphasis on holy war became increasingly shaped by the influence of the crusades. As a
model of crusading kingship and imperial authority, Arthur provided the Angevins with a
hero to rival Charlemagne in France. But the Welsh and Bretons, who sought
independence from Angevin control, also looked to Arthur as a messianic leader. And in
1191, Arthur moved from myth to reality when the monks at Glastonbury Abbey
discovered his body buried in their cemetery.

The Legacy of Geoffrey of Monmouth
The earliest reference to a British leader named Arthur occurs in the early ninthcentury Historia Britonnum (History of the Britons) of Pseudo-Nennius, which mentions
an Arthur participating in the battle of Badon Hill.485 The legendary British king did not
gain an immediate cult following, however. That development would not occur until
484
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Arthur became the hero at the climax of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum
Britanniae, written 1136–8. This highly inventive history focuses on the Britons,
descendants of Brutus, the grandson of Aeneas, and their settlement and rule of Britain
from the period two generations after the Trojan War until the arrival of the AngloSaxons. Geoffrey portrays Brutus as a new Moses, leading his people from exile to a new
Promised Land.486 Brutus, Geoffrey explains, sought the aid of the goddess Diana, who
instructed:
Brutus, under the setting sun [i.e. to the West], across the realms of Gaul,
There is an island in the ocean, completely enclosed by the sea;
An island in the ocean, once inhabited by giants,
Now indeed deserted, suitable for your people.
Seek it; for it will be your everlasting home.
It will become another Troy for your children.
Here from your descendants kings will be born, and
The world will be wholly subdued to them.487
This prophecy forms the backbone of Geoffrey’s narrative, emphasizing England as the
new homeland of the exiled Trojans, and laying the groundwork for the subsequent
British conquests, culminating in Arthur’s triumphs on the battlefield many centuries
later.
The establishment of a sacred homeland, based on a shared origin with a traceable
relationship between the people and a land—what Anthony Smith terms the “ethnoscape”
or “ethnoregion”—is a key component in the construction of national identity. In Smith’s
model, the “promised land” and the “ancestral homeland” form two overlapping
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expressions of this identity.488 Diana’s prophecy in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia
clearly expresses these concepts: the island of Britain is the promised land for Brutus and
his Trojan followers, but is also the future ancestral homeland of their British
descendants—including, as we have seen, Helena and Constantine. Britain serves as the
springboard for future expansion and conquest, but always remains the origin and focal
point of its rulers’ power, however expansive their subject domains become. In the same
way, the Angevin kings received their royal power from the crown of England, even as
they controlled numerous territories on the Continent.
Nearly a third of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae (books IX–
XI) is devoted to the story of King Arthur and his conquests at home and abroad. Arthur
represents, for Geoffrey, the apex of British rule that began with Brutus. Geoffrey’s
Arthur is a warrior king, and the Historia follows his accumulation of lands and followers
from his accession to the throne at the age of fifteen to his death, which Geoffrey dates to
542. Within the British Isles, Arthur battles the Saxons, Scots, Picts, and Irish. He then
moves outward to subdue the Orkneys, Iceland, Norway, and Denmark, and finally
conquers France and directs his military might against Rome. Arthur’s ultimate defeat
comes at the hand of his nephew Mordred, by whom he is mortally wounded. Geoffrey of
Monmouth concludes Arthur’s story by stating that the king was carried off to the “Isle of
Avalon” (insulam Auallonis) so that his wounds might be tended.489 This is the first
explicit reference to Avalon as Arthur’s final resting place. This association would have
significant consequences for the development of Arthurian legend, for Avalon, as I will
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discuss later in this chapter, was soon associated with Glastonbury, eventually identified
as the resting place of the Holy Grail.
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae was an instant success:
between 61 and 79 of the 217 surviving manuscripts date to the twelfth century, and
another 35 are from the thirteenth century – more than survive for almost any other
medieval text.490 Geoffrey dedicated his work to Robert of Gloucester (d. 1147), under
whose care his (Robert’s) nine-year-old nephew Henry Plantagenet was placed in 1142.
The young prince spent several formative years being educated by this miles literatus—
an educated knight—where he would have been exposed to the literary culture of
Robert’s household.491
Although Geoffrey wrote his history when Henry II was only a toddler living in
Anjou and Normandy, Stephen of Blois’s reign (1135–54) and especially the period of
Angevin rule that followed it saw an outpouring of literary and chivalric expression
inspired by the Historia, and Arthur’s fame owed much to his popularity with England’s
Angevin rulers and members of their court. As we saw in the previous chapter, in 1155
the court poet Wace presented the recently-crowned Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine
with the Roman de Brut, his Old French translation of Geoffrey’s text, and by the end of
the twelfth century the monk Layamon had translated this French version into English
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under the title Brut.492 The Norman Benedictine poet Stephen of Rouen (d. c. 1169)
famously imagined a correspondence between Arthur and none other than Henry II
himself in the Draco Normannicus, a poem celebrating the deeds of the Norman dukes.
In Arthur’s letter to Henry, the mythical British king rehearses passages from the Historia
Regem Britanniae.493
With fame also came criticism, and Geoffrey of Monmouth’s popularity is visible
even in the works of his later Angevin detractors. The chronicler William of Newburgh
devoted the opening pages of his Historia Rerum Anglicarum (History of English
Matters) to a lengthy diatribe against Geoffrey, whom he called “that fabulist” (fabulator
ille) whose works were “ridiculous… figments” (ridicula… figmenta) of invention strung
together by his “impudent vanity” (impudenti vanitate).494 Similarly, Gerald of Wales
tells the story of a madman who, tormented by demons, only found relief when the
Gospel of John was placed upon his chest. The demons, however, returned in even
greater force if the “History of the Britons, by Geoffrey Arthur” (i.e. Geoffrey of
Monmouth) was instead placed upon him.495
In spite of such opposition, Arthur’s popularity rapidly spread beyond the beyond
the borders of Angevin-controlled territories. Between 1163 and 1165, for instance, the
Italian monk Pantaleone oversaw the construction of a massive (700 sq. ft.) mosaic Tree
of Life covering the floor of Otranto’s Cattedrale di Santa Maria Annunciata. Near the
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top of the tree, between Adam and Eve’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden and the
figures of Cain and Abel, Pantaleone placed King Arthur. He rides a horned goat, and is
conveniently identified as “Rex Arturus.”496 This mosaic is evidence that less than two
decades after Geoffrey of Monmouth wrote the Historia, Arthur had gained a following
in Norman Italy. Indeed, Arthur’s popularity was such that at about the same time as the
Becket Affair was reaching its dramatic climax, a scribe in France497 could ask:
For where has flying fame not spread and popularized the name of Arthur of
Britain: even as far as the empire of Christians reaches? Who, I ask, does not
speak of Arthur the Briton, who is almost considered more famous by the people
of Asia than by the Britons; just as our palmers, returning from the eastern
regions, inform us? The eastern peoples speak of him, as do the western, though
divided by the whole globe. Egypt speaks of him, the remote Bosphorus is not
silent. Rome, and mistress of cities, sings his deeds, nor are Arthur’s battles
hidden from her former rival Carthage. Antioch, Armenia, and Palestine celebrate
his deeds.498
This passage is clearly hyperbolic, yet it nevertheless highlights the popularity of
Arthurian legend in the twelfth century. In only a few short decades between the 1130s
and c. 1170, when the above passage was written, Arthur’s name—and his close
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association with Britain—was known and celebrated throughout Christendom, even in
the Frankish kingdoms of the Levant.

Arthur and an Orientalized Rome
Throughout the Historia Regum Britanniae, Geoffrey of Monmouth emphasizes
the pagan nature of many of Arthur’s defeated enemies, particularly the Saxons.499 His
theme of Christian victory over a pagan foe was reiterated in later versions and
translations of the Historia.500 Ultimately, the image of Christian warfare against
nonbelievers is a recurring motif in Geoffrey’s history and its later derivatives. Yet the
most striking instance of this religiously-charged warfare is not directed against the
heathen Saxons, but rather against a much more powerful enemy: the Romans. Indeed,
Geoffrey’s description of the Roman army, and his blow-by-blow account of the battles
between Arthur’s followers and the Romans, echo chansons de geste and, importantly,
show the influence of crusading ideology upon Arthurian legend in the decades following
the First Crusade—themes that became even more immediate and real for Angevin
audiences during and after England’s participation in the Third Crusade.
This war with Rome, to which Geoffrey devoted the end of book IX and all of
book X of the Historia, came about because Arthur refused to pay the tribute demanded
by the Roman emperor. As Arthur argues in a speech to his followers, Julius Caesar “and
other Roman kings” (ceterique Romani reges) may have formerly subjected Britain to the
Empire, but that does not now give Rome the right to impose tribute upon the kingdom.
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Arthur cites the precedent of his forebears, specifically King Belius and his brother
Brennius, two British descendants of Brutus who had (in Geoffrey’s invented history)
conquered Rome.501 Importantly, as we saw in the opening to this chapter, Arthur also
invokes the legacies of Constantine the Great, Constantine’s mother Helena, and
Helena’s nephew Maximianus—ancestors of his, Arthur claims, who also had imperial
connections to Rome.502 Hoel, king of Brittany, further reminds Arthur of the sibyl’s
prophecy to Brutus, namely that three kings from Britain should rule Rome. Belius was
the first, then Constantine, and certainly, Hoel says, Arthur will be the third.503
In these speeches from the Historia and its early Angevin-era adaptations, Arthur
and Hoel emphasize Britain’s independence from foreign domination, while also
asserting the British king’s ancestral right—indeed, his destiny—to expand British rule
into the East. This is a significant assertion of British (or, when seen from an Angevin
perspective, English) power and authority. As a descendant of these famous British
rulers, Arthur asserts his right to refuse to pay tribute to Rome and justifies his
declaration of war upon the mighty empire. It seems likely that Geoffrey of Monmouth
intended Arthur’s speech to be, at least in part, an assertion of the independence of the
Anglo-Norman kings of England from the Capetian kings in France, to whom they owed
allegiance as dukes of Normandy. These themes of independence and expansion would
certainly have resonated with the Angevin kings and their subjects. Henry II spent most
of his life fighting in Ireland, Wales, and France to amass the territories of the Angevin
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empire, while Richard I fought abroad in France, Sicily, Cyprus, and the Levant. By
contrast, John was forced to once more make England a subject of Rome when he granted
the kingdom as a fief to Pope Innocent III (see Conclusion).
Notably, in this section of the Historia Geoffrey presents a highly orientalized—
even Islamized—version of Rome. Led by Lucius Hiberius, the imperial army includes
many “eastern kings” (orientalibus…regibus) as vassals of Rome:
Epistrophus, king of the Greeks; Mustensar, king of the Africans; Aliphatima,
king of Spain; Hirtacius, king of the Parthians; Boccus, king of the Medes;
Sertorius, king of Libya; Serses, king of the Itureans; Pandrasus, king of Egypt;
Micipsa, king of Babylon; Politetes, duke of Bithynia; Teucer, duke of Phrygia;
Evander of Syria; Echion of Boetia; [and] Ypolitus of Crete.504
These eastern kings rule over lands that were, in the twelfth century, largely under
Islamic control. Such an identification of these regions as subject to Muslim rule is
further reinforced by the thirteenth-century chanson de geste Vivien de Monbranc, in
which the eponymous hero is a Muslim convert to Christianity whose former colleagues
had included the kings of Persia, Nubia, and Barbary, as well as the sultan of Babylon.505
In his analysis of Geoffrey’s list of Rome’s vassals, John Tatlock notes that two
of the kings, Mustensar of Africa and Aliphatima of Spain, bear distinctly Arabic
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names.506 Tatlock argues that in Mustensar Geoffrey deliberately invoked the memory of
the Fatimid caliph Abū Tamīm Ma'add al-Mustansir bi-llāh (1036–1094), who had died
only a short time before the First Crusade. Aliphatima’s name, by contrast, Tatlock
attributes to a combination of the names of Muhammad’s son-in-law, Ali, and the
Prophet’s wife, Fatima—another reference to the Fatimid dynasty.507 The Fatimids,
whom the First Crusaders fought for control of Jerusalem, continued to war with the
Latin settlers in the Holy Land up until the collapse of their dynasty in 1171.508 This
made them a recognizable foe, and the grab-bag assortment of pseudo-Fatimids and other
eastern kings of the Historia Regum Britanniae thus made fitting enemies for a
Christianized Arthur going to war against an eastern enemy.
Surprisingly, since Tatlock’s work in the 1930s, few historians have discussed the
implications of this Muslim presence in the early Arthurian corpus. Yet a courtly
Angevin audience, some of them veterans (or descentants of veterans) of Levantine
campaigns, would likely have recognized these allusions to the First Crusade in
Geoffrey’s Historia. Nor would it have been difficult for them to imagine the story set in
their own times, with a heroic English king like Henry II or Richard I going abroad to
fight an eastern enemy who threatened Western Christian hegemony. So, too, could the
Angevin nobility picture themselves taking part in such an expedition. In the Historia,
Arthur grants the lordships of Anjou and Normandy—the two French territories most
closely linked with England in the second half of the twelfth century—to his steward,
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Kaius (Kay), and his butler, Beduerus (Bedevere), respectively.509 Later, in battle against
the Romans, these two favorites of Arthur lose their lives in combat with the Medes and
the Libyans.510 “O how many,” Geoffrey exclaims, “were the laments of the Neustrians
[i.e. Normans] when they beheld the body of their duke Beduerus completely torn to
pieces by wounds! O how many also were the lamentations of the Angevins when they
treated their count Kaius for wounds of all sorts!”511 It would not have been difficult for a
Norman or Angevin member of the court to envision himself in this role, lamenting a
fallen leader or comrade who had been killed at the hands of an eastern Muslim enemy.
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s bellicose Arthur and his knights thus provided a model
for later English kings and their court to follow, a model that included fighting to protect
English rights to self-governance unimpeded by foreign oversight. This image of Arthur,
however, was a mixed blessing for the Angevin rulers, as it emphasized the heroics of
Arthur’s lords, who held French lands, more than those of the king himself. The idea of
an orientalized Rome may also have gained further popularity in certain courtly circles as
the Becket Affair heightened England’s tensions with the papacy during Henry II’s reign.
Nor did the fact that Arthur had to abandon his war with Rome due to Mordred’s
usurpation of the throne necessarily problematize this position. Indeed, Arthur’s failure
meant that, according to prophecy, there was still a third king from England who was
destined to conquer Rome—and, by implication, defeat an eastern, non-Christian enemy.
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Evidence that Angevin audiences interpreted Geoffrey’s narrative in a crusading
context can be found in the writings of Joseph of Exeter, a clerk and poet at the Angevin
court. Joseph was a member of the Angevin army during the Third Crusade,
accompanying his uncle—none other than Baldwin, the archbishop of Canterbury who
had ridden into battle at Acre in 1189 under the standard of Thomas Becket. That Joseph
of Exeter felt a personal connection to England and its history is evident throughout his
poetry. In the Iliad of Darius of Phrygia (1180–1189), for example, Joseph wrote about
“our Britain” (nostra Britannia), a phrase that denotes his sense of communal attachment
to the kingdom.512
In 1192, having returned to court from the Holy Land, Joseph composed the
Antiocheis, a celebration of Richard I’s participation in the Third Crusade. Only two short
fragments (22 verses) of the poem survive today.513 Notably, one of the surviving
fragments praises Arthur, along with Constantine and Brennius:
----- Illustrious posterity shone
In such leaders, so many riches in its native sons,
So many fertile things in men, who overwhelmed the world with strength
And old men with fame. Hence Constantine, having won
the Empire [Imperium], held Rome, exalted Byzantium.
Hence Brennius, the leader of the Senones, having captured the city [Rome],
Subdued the Romulan citadel [the Capitoline] with conquering flames…
Hence Arthur, the flower of kings, flourished
With celebrated fate, with happy ancestry,
Whose deeds shine no less than wonder in him:
All favor that you desire in hearing,
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With the people applauding. See whatever of earlier men
Rumor declares [to be] a Pellaean tyranny,
The Roman page speaks of Caesar’s triumphs.
Glory raises Alcides [Hercules] when the monsters are mastered,
But the hazel trees do not equal the pine, nor the stars [equal] the sun.
Unroll the annals of the Greeks and Latins:
The old day does not know an equal, the later day will show no equal,
Only one better than those who have passed
And greater than those to come will surpass all kings.514
This passage echoes Arthur’s and Hoel’s speeches against Rome in the Historia Regum
Britanniae. Following Geoffrey of Monmouth, for example, Joseph of Exeter emphasized
Arthur’s familial ties to Britain as well as his ancestral claims to Roman power, here
made explicit through the use of the word imperium. The poem also brought Arthur’s
legend into the larger context of the Third Crusade, linking praise of Arthur to crusading
panegyric. Indeed, although we do not know this passage’s exact context within the
poem, the poem’s larger purpose of praising Richard’s feats in the Holy Land suggests
that Joseph of Exeter envisioned Richard as the “one better than those who have passed /
And greater than those to come.” As such, the crusading English king Richard would,
Joseph implied, “surpass all kings,” even the renowned Arthur. Similarly, for the Norman
crusader-poet Ambroise, the true events of the Christian siege of Acre (1189–91) far
outshone the “lies or truth” of legendary tales about Alexander, Tristan, Paris and Helen,
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Charlemagne, and others, including “the deeds of Arthur of Britain and his bold
company.”515

Arthur and Charlemagne in Jerusalem
One of the sources for Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae was
the Historia Brittonum, misattributed to Nennius (fl. c. 770–c. 810). Between 1160 and
1175, three Cistercian scribes working at Sawley Abbey in Yorkshire compiled a copy of
the Historia Brittonum from two different recensions of the text, expanding the narrative
through interlinear and marginal annotations. Additional passages were probably added
up until the end of the century.516 One of the most heavily annotated pages in this
manuscript details Arthur’s twelve famous battles in Britain (Figure 8). The main text
notes that at Gurnion castle, in his eighth battle against the Saxons, Arthur carried the
image of the Virgin Mary upon his arm (i.e. on his shield). The main text explains that
through her aid and that of her son Jesus, the “pagans were turned to flight.”517 Here
another scribe has added a marginal elaboration of this passage:
For Arthur proceeded to Jerusalem and there he made a cross to the size of the
Saving Cross, and there it was consecrated, and for three successive days he
fasted, and held vigil, and prayed before the Dominical Cross, so that the Lord
might give him victory over the pagans through this sign: and this was done; and
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he took with him an image of Saint Mary, fragments of which are still preserved
at Wedale in great veneration.518
Arthur, following in the footsteps of his ancestors Helena and Constantine, thus traveled
from Britain to Jerusalem, where, like them, he focused his devotions on the True Cross,
and used its image to help defeat pagan threats to his realm.
This interpolation is, as far as I know, the earliest reference to Arthur making a
pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Notably, it is roughly contemporary with the Voyage de
Charlemagne à Jérusalem et à Constantinople (Voyage of Charlemagne to Jerusalem and
Constantinople), also known as the Pèlerinage de Charlemagne (Charlemagne’s
Pilgrimage), a comic Anglo-Norman chanson de geste composed in France in the third
quarter of the twelfth century, but drawing on legends dating back at least a century
earlier.519 In the Voyage, Charlemagne vows to visit Jerusalem “the land of God’s Lady
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Mother. / I wish to go worship the Cross and the Sepulcher.”520 He concludes his visit to
the holy city by taking home many relics and promises the Patriarch that he will “guard
us from the Saracens and the pagans / Who wish to destroy us and holy Christianity!”521
Like Charlemagne in these passages, the Arthur of the pseudo-Nennian interpolation
quoted above visited Jerusalem, and also focused his devotion upon Mary and the Cross.
Both Charlemagne and Arthur then turn this devotion to the task of protecting
Christendom from the Muslim and pagan threats at its borders. The parallels between the
two figures are surely no accident—this twelfth-century, pseudo-Nennian Arthur was
almost certainly modeled upon the story of Charlemagne’s pilgrimage.
In the eleventh century, the Ottonians in Germany had sought to tap into
Charlemagne’s legend to bolster their imperial claims.522 So, too, as Anne Latowsky has
recently argued, was the Voyage de Charlemagne was part of the Capetian kings’
attempts to claim an imperial identity for their dynasty in France.523 Indeed, the Capetians
actively promoted links between crusading culture and Charlemagne’s legendary voyage
to the East. As Elizabeth Brown and Michael W. Cothren have shown, for example, Odo
of Deuil, abbot of St. Denis (1151–62), oversaw the installation of a fourteen-panel
stained glass window in the abbey church, probably around 1158. Two of the panels
depicted general scenes of kings leading soldiers, another two panels had scenes of
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Charlemagne’s adventures in the East, and the remaining ten were images of the First
Crusade.524 It is in this context, then, that the anonymous annotator of pseudo-Nennius’s
Historia Brittonum penned the story of Arthur’s pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Arthur was an
equal match for Charlemagne in both the historical and literary imagination of Angevin
England. Just as Charlemagne was said to have visited Jerusalem, so too had Arthur. And
like Charlemagne, Arthur used his trip to the East for spiritual purposes, but also used the
relics he brought home to strengthen his empire in the West.

The Round Table, the Bleeding Lance, and the Holy Grail
In these stories about the voyages of Arthur and Charlemagne to Jerusalem, the
focus is upon the relics associated with the Holy Land: Arthur prays before the True
Cross, brings home relics, and paints the image of Mary upon his shield. Indeed, one of
the recurring elements of the Arthurian corpus is its emphasis upon physical objects
associated with Arthur’s reign. Three of the most famous of these object are the Round
Table, the Bleeding Lance, and the Holy Grail. Their legends were added to the story as
Arthur’s legend was disseminated throughout Europe during the court of the twelfth
century. As the success and influence of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum
Britanniae attests, Arthur became almost overnight a household name among the military
classes of England, and his fame spread rapidly throughout Christendom. Authors like
Marie de France, Chrétien de Troyes, and Robert de Boron in France, and Wolfram von
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Eschenbach in Germany, along with countless continuators, translators, troubadours, and
other artists—many of them anonymous—turned Geoffrey’s pseudo-historical Arthur and
his court into the subjects of romance and Christian morality.
Although many of the most famous and influential Arthurian writers lived in
French- and German-controlled territories, and wrote in those languages, it is important
not to dismiss their contributions as unrelated to the Angevins and English identity.525 As
Laura Ashe has argued, differences in language, particularly among the elite and
educated, did not present the same barriers between twelfth-century societies as they do
in modern societies. Additionally, she stresses that many of the texts written in France, in
particular, were produced specifically with an eye for being consumed by an audience
within England, adding that the English language was not “a pre-requisite for the
expression of national identity.”526 Indeed, Ashe stresses that the strength of English
identity is attested by its presence in and power over continental texts, particularly
Arthurian romances.527
The frequent campaigns of England’s kings within their continental lands,
moreover, along with shared undertakings such as the Third Crusade, brought English
soldiers and diplomats into close proximity with the peoples of France, Germany, Italy,
and Sicily, where the universal appeal of Arthur and his knights would have guaranteed
the sharing of such stories as a common point of interest. When Richard I arrived at Acre
on June 8, 1191, for example, the Christian armies camped outside the city’s walls
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celebrated “by singing popular songs, [while] others recited ‘epic tales of ancient heroes’
deeds’, as an incitement to modern people to imitate them.”528
Kinship ties further reinforced the connections between England’s noble families
and their relations on the Continent. In a lament for Ferdinand, prince of Castile (d.
1211), for example, the poet Giraut de Calanson compared the recently deceased prince
to King Arthur, as well as to his Plantagenet uncles (John being noticeably absent): “the
Young King [Henry], the accomplished Richard and count Geoffrey, the three valiant
brothers, whom he resembled in body, conduct and generous heart.”529 In Wolfram’s
Parzival, the hero’s family claimed descent from the Angevin comital house.530
Importantly, even as these stories took on new forms outside of England, Arthur’s
identity as a British king, and the centrality of Britain as the backdrop of the stories, was
always a central part of the narrative. It was impossible to forget that Arthur belonged to
England and the Angevins, even when his legends were being elaborated abroad for a
largely foreign audience.531
The first major addition to the legend of Arthur was added by Wace in his 1155
Roman de Brut, the Old French translation of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum
Britanniae. In his description of Arthur’s court, Wace included the earliest reference to
the Round Table. According to Wace, Arthur had the table built because each of the
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nobles at his court claimed superiority over the others, which led to discord among them.
At the Round Table, by contrast, “There sat the vassals / All as chiefs and all equal; / At
the table equally they sat / And equally they were served.”532 Everyone flocked to
Arthur’s court, Wace adds, and “neither Scot nor Breton nor Frenchman, / Norman,
Angevin, or Fleming, / neither Burgundian nor Lorrainer” wanted to stay away from
court.533 This portrait of Arthur’s court presented an idealized model of Arthur’s empire,
in which the British king presided peacefully over the lords of all surrounding lands. At
the Round Table, these lords sat as equals, and yet their very eagerness to come to Britain
enhanced and upheld Arthur’s status as their overlord. As a model for Henry II’s recently
inaugurated reign in England, Wace offered the image of a king in England presiding
peacefully over the lords of Scotland and France—equals, yet subject to him.
The Round Table represents the first of three important objects associated with
King Arthur and his court. The second and third of these, namely the Bleeding Lance and
the Grail, were introduced to the Arthurian corpus by Chrétien de Troyes, whose five
Arthurian romances are some of the most important works of Arthurian literature from
the Middle Ages.534 As William Kibler notes, Chrétien “was the first to speak of Queen
Guinevere’s affair with Lancelot of the Lake, the first to mention Camelot, and the first to
write of the adventures of the Grail… He may even have been the first to sing of the
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tragic love of Tristan and Isolde.”535 Details about Chrétien’s life are sparse, but he was
certainly connected with the households of the noble families of Champagne and
Flanders, both of which had political and familial ties to the Angevins. Chrétien wrote
The Knight of the Cart, about Lancelot’s quest to rescue Guinevere, for Marie de
Champagne, Eleanor of Aquitaine’s daughter by her first marriage to Louis VII of
France. Marie’s husband, Henri the Liberal, was the nephew of Henry of Blois, abbot of
Glastonbury Abbey (1126–71) and bishop of Winchester (1129–71). Moreover, it is
likely that Chrétien also visited Henry II’s court in England at some point in his career.536
Sometime after 1181, Chrétien moved to the Flemish court, where Philip of
Alsace (c. 1142–91), count of Flanders, became his new patron.537 Philip’s mother was
Henry II’s aunt, Sibylla of Anjou, the daughter of Fulk V of Anjou, king of Jerusalem.
Philip’s father, Thierry of Flanders, was a frequent crusader, going to the Holy Land in
1139, 1146, 1158, and 1164. It was while in Jerusalem that Thierry had first met Sibylla.
Their son Philip, in turn, fought in the Holy Land in the service of his cousin, Baldwin IV
of Jerusalem, from 1177–8; in 1190 he departed with the French army on the Third
Crusade, and died the following year at Acre.538 During his life, Philip also had been a
companion of Henry the Young King of England, and was an avid supporter of Thomas
Becket. Walter Map recalled a young man who, “left our mother and his, England,” to
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join Philip of Flanders, “since of all the princes of this age, excepting ours, this man is the
strongest in arms and in governing, now that young King Henry, the son of Henry [II] our
king, has died, to whom (thank God!) no one today is an equal.”539 The count of Flanders
thus had numerous family and friendship ties to the royal families of both England and
Jerusalem. Philip’s influence over men like the Young Henry and Thomas Becket,
moreover, not only linked him to the Angevin court in England, but frequently posed a
direct threat to Henry II.540
As Nicholas Paul has demonstrated, many of the great noble families of twelfthcentury Europe could boast multiple generations of crusaders, and those same warriors
were often also patrons of increasingly elaborate stories about Arthur.541 The counts of
Flanders are a fine example of this practice. It was under the patronage of Philip of
Flanders that Chrétien de Troyes wrote his final (and unfinished) romance, the Histoire
du Sant Graal (Story of the Grail), which tells the story of the knights Perceval and
Gawain, and their quest to learn the significance of the mysterious grail and lance and the
identity of their owner, the Fisher King.542 The narrative follows young, naïve Perceval,
who initially imagines that knights are angels, and merges chivalric tournament scenes
with more contemplative scenes of penance, abstinence, and spiritual retreat from court.
Perceval’s journey of self-discovery leads him to the home of the Fisher King. There, as
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part of a formal procession, he encounters the grail and lance, objects clearly laden with
divine power. The rest of this unfinished tale describes Perceval’s and Gawain’s quests to
learn more about these objects. In spite of its ambiguities, this is Chrétien’s most spiritual
work, and the one most strikingly connected to crusading ideals.
Chrétien most likely wrote the Graal in the decade between Philip of Flanders’
return from the Holy Land in 1178 and his again taking the cross in 1188.543 Martín de
Riquer and Martin Aurell have both argued that Chrétien’s final work was probably
intended to reflect Philip’s relationships to Jerusalem and to Baldwin IV, the Leper King,
in whose service Philip had fought. Riquer notes that the Frankish nobles in Jerusalem
had even offered Philip the regency in return for his military services in Egypt, but this
only resulted in “a disastrous campaign in Tripoli and Antioch.”544 It is likely that prior to
departing for Jerusalem in 1188, Philip commissioned Chrétien to write the Grail story to
show the potential for redemption, and to justify the count’s earlier failures defending the
kingdom of Jerusalem.545
Riquer and Aurell also highlight very specific parallels between Philip of
Flanders’s family tree and the familial relationship between Chrétien’s Perceval and the
Fisher King. Perceval discovers that the Grail King is in fact his maternal uncle, and the
crippled Fisher King is his first cousin.546 In just the same way, Amaury I of Jerusalem
was Philip of Flanders’ maternal uncle, and the leper king Baldwin IV was his first
cousin. Notably, both the Fisher King and Baldwin IV suffered from crippling diseases,
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which, as Aurell points out, left their lands in need of protection.547 These family ties
served as an important reminder of Philip’s personal affiliation with the royal family of
Jerusalem, and even his potential to rule in Baldwin’s place.
This relationship between the count of Flanders and the king of Jerusalem,
however, also posed a threat to Henry II’s imperial ambitions. As we have seen in earlier
chapters, Henry never undertook a crusade of his own. He was nevertheless aware of the
possibility that Philip could potentially claim the throne of Jerusalem for himself, at
England’s expense.548 Indeed, as grandsons of Fulk V of Anjou—and thus first cousins of
Baldwin IV—both Philip and Henry II had equal claims to the inheritance of Jerusalem
should Baldwin’s line fail—and given his leprosy, failure seemed most likely. Chrétien’s
Histoire du Sant Graal was thus intimately caught up in the greater dynastic political
struggles between rival branches of the Angevin comital and royal lines, both of which
had legitimate claims to the kingdom of Jerusalem.
In Chrétien’s narrative, the young Perceval finds himself the guest of the
mysterious Fisher King. At his host’s castle, he witnesses a strange procession:
A squire came forth from a chamber carrying a white lance by the middle of its
shaft… Everyone in the hall saw the white lance with its white point from whose
tip there issued a drop of blood, and this red drop flowed down to the squire’s
hand… Then two other squires entered holding in their hands candelabra of pure
gold, crafted with enamel inlays… A maiden accompanying the two young men
was carrying a grail with her two hands… After she had entered the hall carrying
the grail the room was so brightly illumined that the candles lost their brilliance
like stars and the moon when the sun rises.549
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Perceval fails to ask his host about these objects, and Chrétien never explicitly identifies
them as representing any specific lance or grail, nor does he ever refer to the grail as
“holy.” It is likely that the author intended to reveal the true identity of these objects at
the end of the story, as the plot revolves around Perceval’s and Gawain’s attempts to
learn more about them. Gawain, for instance, vows to find the “lance whose point weeps
with the clear blood it sheds.”550 Unfortunately, Chrétien never completed the Histoire du
Sant Graal, so his intended resolution to the plot remains a mystery.
Chrétien ultimately left the identity of the lance and grail ambiguous. According
to Richard Barber, “In 1180, as far as we can tell, no one would have known anything of
the ‘holy thing’ called the Grail.”551 Yet for a noble audience steeped in Biblical and
crusading culture, and often descended from veterans of the First Crusade, it is hard to
imagine that Chrétien’s audience would not have understood these items as relics related
to Christ’s Passion. According to the Gospel of John, while Jesus hung upon the Cross “a
soldier opened his side with a lance, and continuously there flowed out [from it] blood
and water.”552 The hermit Peter Bartholomew had famously rediscovered the Holy Lance
at Antioch in 1098. He and the leaders of the First Crusade used the Lance to rally the
Frankish troops to victory over their Muslim foes.553 Another, competing, Holy Lance
relic was housed at the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople. Philip of Flanders visited this
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version of the lance, supposedly a gift to Constantine the Great from his mother Helena,
while passing through the Byzantine capital in 1178.554
A twelfth-century audience would undoubtedly have made the connection
between the Fisher King’s lance dripping with “clear blood” and the Holy Lance dripping
with blood and water.555 Moreover, in the procession witnessed by Perceval, the
mysterious lance was always accompanied by the grail. Chrétien referred to this latter
relic simply as “a grail” (un graal), and described it as a large gold, jewel-encrusted
dish.556 This description to the grail could also be applied to many twelfth-century
reliquaries, most notably the jeweled and enameled reliquaries made in Limoges. Indeed,
the mystery surrounding the grail, its ornate gilding and decoration reminiscent of
reliquaries, the fact that it held the Host, and its constant association with the lance, were
more than enough to identify it as another relic of the Passion.557

Robert de Boron and Joseph of Arimathea
Chrétien de Troyes’ romances almost immediately inspired other authors, and the
unfinished Grail story, in particular, served as a sort of narrative challenge.558 One of the
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earliest continuations was Robert de Boron’s trilogy Joseph d’Arimathie, Merlin, and
Perceval (also called the Didot-Perceval), generally dated to c. 1200.559 Robert wrote for
his patron, Gautier de Montbéliard, lord of Montfaucon in the Franche-Comté.560 Like
Philip of Flanders, Gautier was a crusader with family connections to the royal family of
Jerusalem. He married the daughter of Amaury II of Lusignan (d. 1205), king of
Jerusalem and Cyprus, and served Amaury’s successors, Hugh I of Cyprus (d. 1218) and
Jean de Brienne (d. 1237), in the Holy Land and Egypt until his death in 1212.561
In contrast to the patron, not much is known about the author Robert de Boron.562
His Joseph and Merlin, in French verse, survive in only one manuscript, and the latter is
only a fragment. The complete trilogy is preserved in a prose translation made a decade
or so later (probably c. 1210).563 Robert’s great contribution to Arthurian legend was to
provide a thoroughly Christian history, focused on Jerusalem, for the Grail.564 Richard
O’Gorman has called Robert de Boron’s work “one of the boldest attempts to achieve a
broad synthesis of sacred history and secular literary narrative to survive from the French
Middle Ages.”565
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Robert de Boron’s Joseph represents the first intersection of Arthur’s history with
the legend of Joseph of Arimathea.566 Joseph appears in all four Gospels as a disciple of
Christ. The Evangelists describe how Joseph, a wealthy man from Arimathea, asked
Pilate for permission to take Jesus’ body down from the Cross and give it a proper burial.
Joseph (helped in John’s Gospel by Nicodemus) then wrapped the body in a shroud and
placed it in the cave tomb originally intended for himself.567 Robert de Boron’s Joseph
picks up where the Gospel writers stopped. The poem takes as its foundation the Gospel
of Nicodemus, the Cura Sanitatis Tiberii, Veronica, the Acta Pilati, and the Vindicta
Salvatoris (also known as the Vengeance of Our Lord).568 These apocryphal texts focused
on events in the Holy Land following Jesus’ death, tracing what happened to Christ’s
followers and detractors in the decades after the Crucifixion in 33.
In Robert de Boron’s retelling of the story, the Jews bring Pilate the “vessel”
(veissel) from the Last Supper. Thus when Joseph of Arimathea comes to Pilate, the
governor asks him if he knew Jesus, and then offers to give him the vessel as a
remembrance of Christ.569 Joseph then goes to wash Jesus’ body, taking with him this
vessel, in which he catches the “clear blood” (cler sanc) running down Christ’s limbs.570
Joseph is later imprisoned at the will of the other Jews, and loses the vessel, but Christ
appears to him in prison and returns it, urging Joseph to guard it and to think of the
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Trinity. Joseph calls the cup “the precious vessel” (le veissel precïeus).571 A few pages
later, Robert de Boron himself interjects into the story to comment that he has thus
recounted the story of Joseph that he had found written in various histories. Importantly,
he specifically refers to the “Grail” (Graal), making explicit the Grail’s identity as the
vessel given to Joseph of Arimathea first by Pilate and then by Christ.572
This first part of Robert de Boron’s Joseph focuses on the story of how he
received the Grail. In the second half of the story, Robert describes how the Grail serves
as a reminder of the Trinity and Christian salvation, and details the future of the vessel,
most notably its voyage to Avalon. As Robert explains, Joseph’s followers include his
sister Enigeus, her husband Bron, and their twelve sons. Christ instructs Joseph to ask
each of his nephews whether he wants to marry, and the twelfth, Alain li Gros, says no.
Joseph thus chooses Alain to be the next Grail guardian, and explains to him the Grail’s
secrets.573 He tells Alain that he must take the Grail and lead his followers “toward the
West” (vers Occident) until they arrive at the Vail of Avalon (Vaus d’Avaron), and there
they should stay.574 Joseph’s disciple Peter, who is to meet them there, reaffirms these
instructions, repeating Joseph’s directions to find “a solitary place,” (un solitaire leu) to
the West, called the Vail of Avalon.575
And so Joseph of Arimathea remained in Judea, while Alain, Bron, and the others
sailed “toward the setting sun—into the West.”576 In Avalon, Alain guarded the secrets of
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the Grail, and Bron became known as the “Rich Fisher” King (le Riche Pescheeur).577
Robert de Boron never explicitly states that Avalon is in England, but the instructions to
sail into the setting sun in the West are reminiscent of the goddess Diana’s instructions to
Brutus at the beginning of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia—the remote place at the
Western edge of the world was surely Britain.578
The associations between Joseph of Arimathea’s story, the Grail, and England
become more explicit in Robert’s Merlin, which is set in Britain during the reigns of
Uther Pendragon and his son Arthur. Just as he provided a Christian history for the Grail
in Joseph, in both that story and Merlin Robert de Boron gave a new Christian symbolism
to the Round Table. In Joseph, Christ tells Joseph of Arimathea that “several tables will
be established in my service, to make the sacrament in my name, which will be a
reminder of the cross.”579 Later, when Joseph and his family and followers are living in
exile, the people give in to sin and suffer a famine. Joseph thus prays before the Grail,
asking for a solution to their troubles. The Lord tells him to remember how He had been
betrayed at the Last Supper, and instructs Joseph to build another table as a physical and
spiritual replica of the table from the Last Supper—rather like how medieval Europeans
built copies of the Holy Selupchre. Just as Judas betrayed Jesus, Robert adds, so will no
one sit in the seat to the right hand of Joseph at this new table.580 One day a man named
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Moyse, falsely promising that he had repented of his sins, sat in this empty seat, and
immediately vanished “as if he had never been.”581 Thus the Grail Table punished the
unjust and unworthy, while providing joy to those who were spiritually upright.
In Robert de Boron’s Merlin, these two tables serve as the inspiration for a third
table—the Round Table. Uther consults with Merlin about how to “win Christ’s love.”
Merlin then recounts the story of the Last Supper and explains to Uther how the soldier
who had taken Jesus’ body down from the Cross (that is, Joseph of Arimathea) had built
another table named after the Grail, which separated good people from the bad. Merlin
instructs Uther to build a third table, “in the name of the Trinity, which these three tables
will signify.”582 Uther’s lords sit around the table, and the empty seat is not filled until the
time of his son Arthur. Presumably, Perceval, the most innocent and spiritual of Arthur’s
knights, would ultimately be the one worthy to sit in this seat.

The Most Ancient Church at Glastonbury
As Robert Nigel Bryant has commented, either Robert de Boron or the prose
redactor of his work “carefully connects apocryphal Biblical matter with the mythical–
historical material about early Britain.”583 One aspect of this, which we have already seen
above, was to connect the narratives about Joseph of Arimathea to British mythology.
Another important component was the construction of a geographical association
between the Holy Land and Britian. Nowhere was this more evident than at Glastonbury,
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whose associations with the mythical Isle of Avalon led to its identification as the
ultimate home of the Grail. Glastonbury gave these legends and apocryphal tales a
physical manifestation on the English landscape.
Sometime between 1125 and 1135, William of Malmesbury arrived at
Glastonbury Abbey as a sort of scholar-in-residence. The monks had brought him to their
abbey with the task of writing about Glastonbury and its saints. Their new abbot, Henry
of Blois—the uncle of Henri the Liberal of Champagne whose wife Marie patronized
Chrétien de Troyes—commissioned William of Malmesbury’s De Antiquitate
Glastoniensis Ecclesie as a means of enhancing the monastery’s prestige. Essentially,
William’s job was to write a verifiable history of Glastonbury, grounded in evidence
from documents in the abbey’s archives.584 William’s work, by no means radical or
overly inventive in its depiction of history, nevertheless laid the foundation for the later
development of some of the best-known elements of the Arthurian legend: the eventual
linking of Glastonbury to the stories of King Arthur, the Holy Grail, Joseph of
Arimathea, and the history of Judea at the time of Christ’s death.
William of Malmesbury’s De Antiquitate Glastoniensis Ecclesie (On the
Antiquity of the Glastonbury Church) traced the abbey’s history from its supposed
origins in the Romano-Celtic period up to his own day.585 According to William, the
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ancient annals that he consulted in the abbey’s library told of how Lucius, king of the
Britons, had sent to Pope Eleutherius (c. 174–189) requesting him to send missionaries to
the island. The missionaries, whom William does not name, arrived in England, and at
Glastonbury they built a church dedicated to St Mary, the mother of Christ. William adds
that there are some who say that, “the Church of Glastonbury was not made by the hands
of other men, but that the very Disciples of Christ built it.”586 He is unable to verify this
assertion, but neither does he wholly dismiss it, for “if the Apostle Philip preached to the
Gauls,” as the Carolingian author Freculf (d. 850/2) attested, then it is entirely possible
that his teachings could have crossed the Channel into Britain.587 Ever the cautious
historian, however, William ultimately leaves open the question of who had first founded
the church at Glastonbury. He instead moves on to describing the sanctity and antiquity
of the abbey’s Old Church, called in English the Ealdechirche and in Latin the Vetusta
Ecclesia. By giving the church’s name in both Latin and Old English, the chronicler
emphasizes its English nature. This church, William concludes, is to the best of his
knowledge the “most ancient in England” (antiquissima in Anglia).588
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This, then, was William of Malmesbury’s account of Glastonbury’s ancient
history. It was a relatively simple and unadorned narrative, yet hinted at the possibility
that the founders of the Vetusta Ecclesia may have had some connection to the Apostle
Philip, and through him, to Christ himself. On its own, however, William’s account did
little but strongly suggest the antiquity of Glastonbury’s foundation and its status as
England’s oldest church. Yet in the century that followed William’s visit to Glastonbury,
several generations of interpolators added extensively to William’s history, fleshing out
details of events, elaborating on the role of Jesus’s Disciples in England’s early
conversion, and identifying Glastonbury with the fabled Isle of Avalon, the resting place
of King Arthur and the Grail.
The interpolations to William’s De Antiquitate are not always easy to date, but
historians generally agree that they began shortly after he left the monastery. The
majority of them were probably added between Abbot Henry of Blois’s death in 1171 and
1247, the date of the earliest extant manuscript copy of the text.589 The revised version of
the De Antiquitate begins by expanding on William’s brief mention of the Apostle Philip.
The anonymous interpolator explains that the first church at Glastonbury was founded by
twelve disciples of the Apostles Philip and James (Jacobus).590 This statement is
significant in two ways. First, it gives Glastonbury a near-contemporary link to Christ,
establishing a direct chain a descent from the original twelve Disciples to this second
generation who apocryphally founded Glastonbury. The addition of James to this
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pedigree made the connection doubly strong, while the number of them, twelve, further
emphasized their parallel to Christ’s Disciples.
The second, and related, point of significance in this revision of the story is the
antiquity that it granted to Glastonbury. Instead of attributing England’s Christianization
to the time of Pope Eleutherius, the interpolation moves this date back a full century to 63
CE.591 This date far precedes the arrival of St. Augustine of Canterbury’s delegation to
Kent, so celebrated by Bede, at the end of the sixth century; it also precedes the date
associated with Pope Eleutherius. The monks wanted no one to rival their church as the
oldest—and thus, by conclusion, most important—in the kingdom. Indeed, it is quite
likely that Glastonbury’s claims to an Apostolic foundation were intended as a direct
challenge to Canterbury and its growing fame following the death of Thomas Becket in
1170. Notably, both monastic communities focused on their (Christian) English
heritage—and their claims to be new Jerusalems in England—as the best means of
asserting their authority and legitimacy within the kingdom.
The popularity of Becket’s shrine, coupled with Canterbury’s status as the leading
archdiocese in England, gave it a great deal of power and sway in the kingdom. The
Glastonbury community responded by attempting to usurp the cult of St Dunstan and by
emphasizing Glastonbury’s position as the oldest church in England—a font of English
Christianity centuries before Canterbury, with a foundation linked (almost) directly to
Christ. In 1184, a fire destroyed Glastonbury’s Church of St Mary; not long afterward,
the monks announced that they had found St. Dunstan’s relics in the grounds of the
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ruined church. Dunstan had been abbot of Glastonbury from 940–957/60, then became
archbishop of Canterbury in 960. In the eleventh century the Canterbury community had
found his remains and buried him at Christ Church.592
According to the interpolated version of William of Malmesbury’s De
Antiquitate, however, at King Edmund’s orders Dunstan’s remains had been moved from
Canterbury to Glastonbury in 1012, and the records of where he was buried kept secret
until the fire of 1184 necessitated his exhumation.593 Then, in case that was not enough,
the interpolator also noted that the missionaries Phaganus and Deruvianus, sent to Britain
by Pope Eleutherius in 160, had refounded the abbey.594 They knew the place was sacred
because they saw a cross (figuram nostre redemcionis) in the sky over it. Through this
sign and others, the Glastonbury interpolator claims, “the Lord specially elected that
place before others in Britain,” in the “name of his glorious mother.”595

Glastonbury as Avalon
William of Malmesbury wrote in the 1120s that “the sepulcher of Arthur is
nowhere known.”596 In the 1130s, Geoffrey of Monmouth had given Arthur’s final
resting place a name –Avalon – but never specifically stated that Arthur was buried there,
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noting only that he was taken to the mysterious isle for the tending of his wounds.597
Another version of the story, popular throughout twelfth-century Europe, suggested that
Arthur had been taken to Mount Etna in Sicily.598 This mystery surrounding Arthur’s
final resting place, and the lack of an identifiable grave, became the foundation for the
Welsh and Breton belief that the British king would one day return and lead the British
people to victory over the English.599 The messianic hopes surrounding Arthur posed a
problem for the Angevin kings, who sought to subjugate Wales to English control. The
Welsh in turn looked to Arthur as a promise of their success in resisting Angevin power.
As long as there was no specific place identified with Avalon, and no specific tomb
identified with Arthur, the ‘once and future king’ posed a threat to Angevin hopes in
Wales and Brittany.600
In the early versions of the Arthurian story Avalon remained a Celtic afterworld
unassociated with any specific geographic location. But by the start of Richard I’s reign,
Avalon was identified with a specific place on the map: Glastonbury. The unique
topography of the Somerset countryside helped to shape Glastonbury’s identity as a
former island. Glastonbury Tor, the model for the grassy hill that featured so prominently
in the 2012 London Olympics Opening Ceremony, rises more than five hundred feet
above the surrounding plain and is visible for twenty-five miles in every direction. The
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Glastonbury plains themselves were once an ancient swamp, with Celtic villages built on
pilings around its edge. These raised villages, along with the Tor, likely gave the town its
identification as an island surrounded by a lake.601 As early as the 1120s or 1130s,
Caradoc of Llancarvan had identified Glastonbury as the site of the glass island fortress
to which Arthur’s enemy Melwas (also known as Méléagant) abducted Guinevere.602
Geoffrey of Monmouth had similarly identified Avalon as an island (Insula Avalonia),
which, in his Vita Merlini (Life of Merlin) he called the Insula pomorum, or Isle of
Apples.603 All that remained was for someone to connect these various islands together as
simply different toponyms for the same place within England.
It is impossible to know exactly when this connection was first made, but it had
certainly happened by 1191. The earliest extant textual reference to this association is
found in Gerald of Wales’s De Instructione Principis, written c. 1192–6 following his
visit to Glastonbury.604 According to Gerald, “That [island] which now is called
Glastonia, was in antiquity called the Isle of Avalon.”605 He then provides a linguistic
explanation for the names, explaining that Avalon, the Isle of Apples, is called in Latin
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the insula pomifera, and in Welsh the word for apple is aval. Glastonbury is so-called
because it is also the Isle of Glass, in Latin insula vitrea, in Welsh Inis-vitrin, and in
Saxon (i.e. Old English) glas plus bury (Glass Town).606 This etymology is also found in
the altered version of William of Malmesbury’s history of the abbey, where the
interpolator explains that the area is called Ynswytrin by the Britons, but Glastinbiry or
Glasteing by the English.607 This identity of Glastonbury with place names from
Arthurian legend is an excellent example of what Amaury Chauou terms the “imaginary
geography of the Arthurian world” (géographie imaginaire du monde arthurien).608 As
Chauou argues, the specificity of place in the Arthurian corpus—in this instance, Avalon
and the Isle of Glass—helped to link the legend to the land, which in turn allowed future
generations within those landscapes to claim Arthur for themselves.
By the end of Henry II’s reign, all that was lacking was some form of concrete
evidence to solidify Arthur’s attachment to Glastonbury. That was remedied when, in
1191, the monks at Glastonbury, under the leadership of their abbot Henry de Sully,
announced the discovery of the remains of King Arthur in the churchyard of Glastonbury
Abbey. This discovery would intimately link Glastonbury, Arthurian legend, and the
Holy Land together in a complicated web of mythology, faith, and propaganda that
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survives to this day.
The massive fire of 1184 had swept through the abbey, destroying Glastonbury’s
Vetusta Ecclesia and the Church of St Mary. These churches were Glastonbury’s physical
links to its status as the most ancient foundation in England, and their loss was
devastating for the monastic community. The discovery of St Dunstan’s relics in the
fire’s aftermath had provided the monks with one means of asserting the abbey’s
continued claims to antiquity and prominence, particularly against the growing popularity
of Becket’s cult at Canterbury. But Dunstan’s relics were hotly contested, and the abbey
sought other means of attracting pilgrims to their abbey after 1184. A number of scholars,
including James Carley, Antonia Gransden, and Valerie Lagorio, have commented on the
monks’ sudden, even desperate, need for new sources of income at this time. They focus,
in particular, upon Glastonbury’s relationship with the Angevin kings, and in particular
with Henry II. The abbey reaped great benefits from this relationship, for Henry liberally
opened the royal coffers to help rebuild the abbey church.609
Henry’s interest in the abbey – at least according to Gerald of Wales, who had
been working for the king since 1184 – went beyond mere monetary aid.610 In 1189,
Gerald reports, “the King of England, Henry the Second,” related to the Glastonbury
monks that he had learned from a certain British (Welsh) bard (cantore) the site of King
Arthur’s tomb. Arthur’s body, he told them, was located in an oaken casket within the
abbey’s cemetery, buried at least sixteen feet deep between two “pyramids”
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(pyramidibus).611 Gerald’s account of the exhumation of Arthur in his De Instructione
Principis is the ‘official’ record of the event, as he was commissioned by the monks
themselves to come to the abbey and report on the relics.612 He retold the story, with
slight variations, in his Speculum Ecclesiae (c. 1217). Antonia Gransden suggests that the
monks also issued “propaganda pamphlets,” no longer extant, announcing the discovery,
but leaving out Henry II’s role because they felt his strained relations with the Church
might make the find too controversial.613 Two other surviving chronicles from the first
half of the thirteenth century also describe the finding of Arthur’s tomb: Ralph of
Coggeshall’s Chronicon Anglicanum (post 1193–1224), and the chronicle of the
Cistercian abbey of Margam in Glamorgan (c. 1234).614
Whether or not Henry II directed the monks where to dig in 1189, the
Glastonbury monks did not unearth the famous mythical king Arthur until 1191, during
the reign of Henry’s heir, Richard I. “In our day” (nostris diebus), Gerald of Wales
reports, Arthur’s body was found “between two pyramidal stones” (inter lapides
pyramideos duos), perhaps the uprights of two monumental stone crosses from the
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Anglo-Saxon period, or the remains of some other ancient monumental sculpture.615
Ralph of Coggeshall suggests that, rather than specifically looking for Arthur’s tomb, the
monks were burying one of their comrades who had recently died, and happened across it
unplanned.616 Both Ralph and Gerald agree, however, that the monks, digging between
these pyramids, found an ancient oaken casket, the contents of which they ascertained
from a lead cross that accompanied the burial and that identified the grave as that of “the
celebrated King Arthur” (inclytus Rex Arthurus) and the location as “the Isle of Avalon”
(Insula Avalonia).617
The monks exhumed the body and translated it to a new marble tomb, which they
placed in their church.618 Gerald asserts that he saw this tomb and its contents for himself,
lending his story an air of eyewitness legitimacy.619 The relics reinforced Arthur’s largerthan-life reputation: the bones were “so large” (tam grandia) that when the monks
compared the tibia bone to that of the tallest man present, they found that the bone
reached from the ground all the way to three fingers beyond the monk’s knee. The skull,
moreover, had a full palm’s width between the brow and the eyes.620 This was indeed a
giant among men. Importantly, this story directly mirrors a similar tale told in the 1020s
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by Ademar of Chabannes, concerning the bones of Charlemagne. Ademar described how
the German emperor Otto III was instructed in a dream to exhume Charlemagne’s body at
Aachen. When Charlemagne was found seated in royal regalia upon a throne, “a canon of
that church…who was enormous and tall of statute, put the crown on his head as if to
take its measure, but found the top of his head too small for it… He also compared his leg
to that of the king, and his was found to be smaller for it.”621
As Valerie Lagorio notes, the discovery of Arthur acted as a counter to the
Capetian rulers’ more recent claims to be the heirs of Charlemagne.622 These claims to
Charlemagne’s legacy, which had begun around the year 1000, had seen a revival during
the reigns of the Capetian kings Louis VI and of Eleanor of Aquitaine’s first husband,
Louis VII.623 For the Angevins, Arthur, king of the Britons, offered, in John Gillingham’s
words, a “potential imperial mythology” through which they could rival the Capetians.624
Clearly, in describing the bones at Glastonbury, Gerald of Wales wanted to present
Arthur as equal, if not superior to, Charlemagne. In so doing, he was simultaneously
promoting Angevin England’s status as an equal, rather than a subordinate, of Capetian
France.
The Political Significance of Arthur’s Tomb
Scholars have long recognized that the monks at Glastonbury staged the discovery
of the remains of Arthur. James Carley cites the monks’ “stratagems” for bringing in new
revenues, and calls the discovery “a well timed piece of publicity”; Antonia Gransden
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references the monastery’s desire for “prestige,” and notes that the exhumation “was a
bogus, a spectacle put on for the credulous public.”625 While it is important to recognize
the discovery for what it was, however, it is not entirely helpful to focus on the falsified
nature of the find. Ultimately, whether real or fake, pragmatic or pious, the discovery had
a genuine and lasting impact upon both Arthurian literature and Angevin politics.
Arthur represented legitimacy for the Angevin kings as well as for Glastonbury
Abbey. As I discussed earlier in this chapter, Arthur’s fabled war with Rome offered the
Angevin kings a model of spiritually-infused imperial conquest, backed by genealogical
right. The discovery of Arthur’s bones on English soil helped to further reinforce the
physical and historical connections between the British king and the Angevin royal
family. The find, moreover, had revealed that Arthur was a giant, emphasizing even more
specifically the potency of his line.
The assertion of Angevin royal strength, grounded in the history of their kingdom,
the power of their crown, and perhaps even the blood in their veins, was vital for the
Angevin kings in their ongoing rivalry with France. Valerie Lagorio suggests that the
efforts to link Glastonbury to Arthur’s cult were a calculated political move, beneficial to
both the abbey and Henry II. She emphasizes Henry’s attempts to assert the independence
of the Angevin dynasty from papal and Capetian claims of sovereignty over England and
England’s continental territories. By enhancing Glastonbury’s fame, England could
present a rival to the powerful French abbeys of Cluny, St Denis, and Citeaux. Even more
than Canterbury, Glastonbury could adopt the status of a “national monastic shrine”
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patronized by the king.626 It is also possible, of course, that the impetus for such claims
originated not so much with Henry, but rather from within the Glastonbury community.
Martin Aurell has examined the extent of Henry’s attempts to deliberately shape
the royal image through the use of Arthurian legend, specifically through the use of
propaganda, which Aurell defines as “any form of deliberately manipulated political
communication,” and of ideology, defined as “ideas intended to assist in the taking, or
holding, or augmentation of power.”627 He is much more cautious than Lagorio or
Gillingham are about assigning Henry any credit for making political use of Arthurian
legend. Indeed, Aurell argues that historians ought to give more credit to the interests and
abilities of individuals beyond the immediate context of the Angevin royal court, who
were far more likely to directly compose and patronize Arthurian literature than Henry
was.628 On the whole, Aurell concludes, the evidence “does not suggest a deliberate
deployment of ideology” on Henry’s part.629
While Aurell’s points about the broad popularity of the Arthurian legend beyond
the royal household are important, Henry II’s patronage of Glastonbury Abbey certainly
linked him to the discovery of Arthur in the minds of contemporaries, if not in fact.
Whether Henry II deliberately guided the monks at Glastonbury, or whether the monks
and their abbot acted of their own accord, the political implications of identifying
Arthur’s tomb undoubtedly benefited the Angevin monarchy. Arthur’s exhumation
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became a political factor in the ongoing struggle of the English to assert sovereignty over
Wales. The Welsh—along with the Bretons—believed that Arthur would one day return
and help them defeat their enemies and reinstitute British rule in England. Naturally, such
prophecies posed a potential problem for the Angevins, since Arthur became a rallying
point for Celtic nationalism focused against the English. For as long as Arthur’s final
resting place remained a mystery, he posed a threat to Angevin domination in Wales and
Britanny. If, however, Arthur could be proven to have actually died, his messianic
potential would die with him.
Aurell argues that such attempts to quash Welsh and Breton nationalism were
limited at best, because Arthur’s legend was so firmly entrenched in British ideology.630
Indeed, shortly after Geoffrey Plantagenet, duke of Brittany and older brother of Richard
I, died in 1186, his wife Constance gave birth to a son named Arthur, whom poets praised
as King Arthur reincarnate.631 Yet Gerald of Wales, at least, recognized the potential
significance of Glastonbury’s discovery for Anglo-Welsh relations, and took care to
emphasize the verifiability of Arthur’s death. In the Speculum Ecclesiae, he writes that
because “many doubts” (dubio multa) and “fables” (fabulae) surrounded the
circumstances of Arthur’s death, the Welsh are “foolishly contending that he still
lives.”632 Indeed, Gerald scoffs, the Welsh believe that Arthur will return “strong and
powerful” (fortis et potens) to rule them once more, and they therefore await him, “just as
the Jews await their Messiah.” However, Gerald explains, this will never happen, for
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Arthur was taken to Avalon/Glastonbury, where he died of his wounds and “was
buried…in the said sacred cemetery.”633 Arthur was dead, and, importantly, buried in
English, not Welsh, soil.

Excavating Guinevere: the Question of Royal Legitimacy
Both Gerald of Wales and Ralph of Coggeshall reproduced the inscription written
upon the lead cross that the monks found alongside Arthur’s tomb. Yet while Ralph and
later Glastonbury writers only mention of the discovery of Arthur’s remains, Gerald
asserts that the inscription read that Arthur was buried “with Guinevere, his second wife”
(cum Wennevereia uxore sua secunda).634 He goes on, detailing how, upon opening the
oaken casket, the monks discovered two sets of bones, one of which still had a lock of a
woman’s hair attached to it, “blonde with pristine integrity and color” (flava cum
integritate pristina et colore).635 One of the monks, overcome by the excitement of the
discovery and the beauty of the golden hair, picked the lock up in his hands, whereupon it
immediately crumbled into dust.636 In the Speculum Ecclesiae, Gerald placed this story in
a series of morality tales about foolish monks, and added that the overzealous monk was
so eager to grab the beautiful hair that he overbalanced and tumbled into the excavated
pit of the grave.637
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The discovery of Guinevere’s remains is central to Gerald’s narrative, yet the
story is strikingly absent from other accounts of the find. Charles Wood has argued
convincingly that Guinevere was deliberately written out of the story of the exhumation.
Arthur’s queen was, Wood asserts, too controversial a figure to be so publicly attached to
the Plantagenet family.638 In Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia, for instance, Arthur is
forced to cut short his attack on Rome when he discovers that his nephew Mordred has
usurped the crown of Britain, and that his own wife, Ganhumara (Guinevere) has joined
with Mordred “in sinful intercourse” (nefanda uenere copulatam fuisse).639 Indeed, a
variant description of the exhumation noted that Mordred’s remains had also been found
during the excavations at Glastonbury, but this story, too, soon vanished from the
record.640 Wood suggests that the monks did not wish to remind Richard I of “the
Mordred-like role” that he (and his brothers) had assumed by rebelling against his father
Henry II.641
I would add another explanation for the monk’s hesitations about Guinevere and
Mordred: It would not have required much stretch of the imagination to equate Arthur’s
nephew Mordred with Richard’s younger brother John, who between 1191 and 1194 did
indeed attempt to usurp the throne while Richard was abroad. As David Crouch has
shown, the law of primogeniture had not yet taken a firm hold in twelfth-century
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England.642 John could therefore feel justified, during his brother Richard’s absence on
crusade and in captivity in Germany, to make his own claims upon the crown of England.
Indeed, texts like Stephen of Rouen’s Draco Normannicus, in which Mordred “seized the
crown of the English” (Anglorum tunc diadema rapit) helped to make the possibilities of
usurpation easy to imagine in Angevin England.643
Later versions of the Arthur story maintain Guinevere’s infidelity, although her
affection shifts from Mordred to Lancelot. In Chrétien de Troyes’s Le Chevalier de la
Charrette (1177–1181), Lancelot rescues Queen Guinevere from the evil Méléagant, then
sleeps with her.644 Indeed, the love affair between the queen and Arthur’s trusted knight
is one of the recurring, central themes of the Arthurian story. In Chrétien’s version, this
adulterous affair is consequence-free, but in later retellings of the story Lancelot and
Guinevere’s betrayal of their lord is the action that makes possible the downfall of
Arthur’s court.
The potential problems embodied by the adulterous queen extended far beyond
the fictional or pseudo-historical Guinevere, spilling over into the real world of twelfthcentury genealogical politics. As a new dynasty basing its claims to the English throne
upon descent through the female line, the Plantagenet family was always concerned about
maintaining and promoting the legitimacy of its inheritance. A late twelfth-century
genealogy derived from Ailred of Rievaulx’s 1154 Genealogia Regum Anglorum
(Genealogy of the Kings of the English), for example, completely bypassed the Norman
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kings, who had themselves usurped the English crown in 1066. Instead, it traced Henry
II’s lineage through the “most glorious empress Matilda,” to her mother, “the most
Christian and most excellent queen of the English, Matilda [of Scotland], daughter of the
most holy woman Margaret Queen of Scotland,” and thence back to the Anglo-Saxon
kings of England.645 Henry’s direct lineage, in other words, included an empress
(Matilda), a saint (Margaret), and a host of English kings. Although it traced his lineage
through the female line, this genealogy reinforced the imperial power, the holiness, and
the Englishness of Henry’s maternal forebears.
By contrast, the misogynistic aspersions of contemporary authors against the
character of England’s twelfth-century queens played upon the widespread fear that the
noble lineage of the royal House of Anjou might somehow be tainted. These accusations
blended contemporary politics with the evolution of Arthurian legend, as well as with the
influence of the crusades. Opponents of Henry II’s mother, Matilda, questioned the
legitimacy of her second marriage to Geoffrey of Anjou. Henry’s own queen, Eleanor of
Aquitaine, was even more the victim of such slander. As Ian Short has noted, Walter Map
targeted multiple members of the Plantagenet family by suggesting that Geoffrey le Bel
of Anjou had not only been in a “so-called bigamous marriage” with Matilda, but had
also slept with his son’s wife, Eleanor—herself (according to Map) a bigamist.646 As Map
describes it, Stephen was succeeded by Henry,
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on whom Eleanor, queen of the Franks, wife of the most pious Louis, cast her
incestuous eyes, and having contrived an unjust divorce, she married him, even
though it was covertly rumored that she had shared Louis’s bed with his [Henry’s]
father Geoffrey. It may be presumed, moreover, that it was for this that their
offspring, cut off in their height, came to nothing.647
Nor did it help Eleanor’s reputation that she helped her sons rebel against their father, and
was placed under house arrest by Henry II for much of their marriage (1173–89).
Significantly, the layers of adultery, bigamy, and incest attributed to Matilda and Eleanor
culminated, according to these authors, in the failures of their offspring.
Eleanor’s reputation as an adulteress was closely linked to her participation in the
Second Crusade and her behavior while in the Holy Land. The Greek chronicler Niketas
Choniatēs, for example, described how the women who accompanied the crusading army
in 1148 dressed like men, carrying weapons and riding astride, “more mannish than the
Amazons. One stood out from the rest as another Penthesilea and from the embroidered
gold which ran around the hem and fringes of her garmnent was called Goldfoot.”648 This
is generally accepted as a reference to the then-queen of France.649 Chroniclers also
questioned Eleanor’s relationship with her uncle, Raymond of Poitiers, Prince of
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Antioch.650 Richard of Devizes, who chronicled Richard I’s exploits on the Third
Crusade, hints at a rumored illicit, incestuous affair between Eleanor and Raymond:
“This very queen, in the time of her former husband, was in Jerusalem. Let no one speak
more thereupon. Even I know it well. Be silent!”651
In De Prinicipis Instructione, Gerald of Wales further expounds upon this ‘black
legend’ of Eleanor and her conduct while on crusade. He first invokes Eleanor’s father,
Duke William X of Aquitaine, who, he claims, had “seized by force” (vi rapuit) the wife
of the viscount of Châtellerault. Thus, Gerald implies, Eleanor herself was the product of
an illicit union.652 Like Richard of Devizes, Gerald then hints tantalizingly at Eleanor’s
behavior “in the overseas regions of Palestine” (in transmarinis Palestinae partibus),
stating that this topic “has been sufficiently noted” (satis est notum) and leaving the rest
up to his reader’s imagination.653 Indeed, Eleanor’s alleged rampant sexuality was so
firmly embedded in the backdrop of the crusades that the anonymous Minstrel of Rheims
later claimed, around 1260, that Eleanor had exchanged a romantic correspondence and
tried to elope with none other than Saladin himself.654
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In his Genealogia, Aelred of Rievaulx wrote that “it is against the nature of things
for a good root to produce bad fruit.”655 The same rationale could be applied in reverse,
suggesting that a bad root—for example, an adulterous or incestuous queen—would
produce bad fruit in the form of sons unfit to rule. Such a warning is repeatedly present in
the aspersions against Matilda and Eleanor. Glastonbury Abbey’s discovery of the
remains of Guinevere served as an unpleasant reminder of this potential for a powerful
queen to produce bad offspring through her own illicit behavior (whether real or
imagined). It is also another reminder of how difficult it was for the Angevin kings to
harness the Arthurian legends for their own propaganda. It therefore made sense for the
Glastonbury monks, who hoped for royal patronage, to erase Arthur’s wife and nephew
from their history, focusing instead on the more heroic, positive image embodied by
Arthur himself.

A Crusading Context for Arthur’s Tomb?
Traditionally, scholars have discussed Arthur’s tomb in the context of the
financial difficulties facing Glastonbury Abbey following the fire in 1184. This view, as
voiced by historians like Carley and Lagorio, is that Henry was interested in Arthur’s cult
and in Glastonbury, while Richard (and, later, John) showed little interest in either. Thus
Lagorio notes that Richard stopped financially supporting the abbey, cutting it off from
royal patronage. In her view, Henry had a romantic vision of the abbey’s potential in
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England, while Richard and John only cared about it as “a source of revenue.”656 Carley
similarly notes that Richard redirected royal funds to his crusading efforts, leaving
Glastonbury without a royal patron. Nor did Richard, Carley suggests, care about Arthur
as his father had.657
These arguments in favor of Henry II, however, are not wholly convincing.
Indeed, Charles Wood argues that, “the real target of Glastonbury’s Arthurian campaign
remained at all times Richard the Lionheart.”658 Richard’s direct contribution to the
discovery of Arthur at Glastonbury, of course, would have been difficult, as he was in
Sicily when Arthur was exhumed. That he showed at least some interest in Glastonbury,
however, is evident in his appointment of a new abbot, Henry de Sully, in 1189.659 Four
years later, upon his return to England, Richard named Savaric Fitzgeldewin (1193–
1205), a veteran of the Third Crusade, as Henry de Sully’s successor.660 Richard would
certainly have benefited from the publicizing of the discovery of Arthur’s mortal remains,
which would have helped to counter Welsh insurgency while he was abroad.661
Additionally, while in Sicily in November 1190, Richard named his nephew, Arthur of
Brittany, as his heir. News of this proclamation, which I discuss at greater length below,
would have reached England in 1191, just in time to spur Henry de Sully to dig in the
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abbey’s cemetery.662 By finding the historical Arthur’s bones, the abbot thus helped to
make room for the new Arthur, this one a member of the Plantagenet family.
Martin Aurell, who is so hesitant to grant Henry II any agency in the find, states
that Richard “encouraged” the Glastonbury community, and adds that the new king’s
interest in Arthur is “undeniable” (indéniable).663 Aurell argues that Richard and John, far
more than their father, saw the political potential of the Arthurian legend.664 Richard, for
instance, was the first English king to be directly compared to Arthur in literature, and
Gerald of Wales described him as “inclitus” (renowned, illustrious), the adjective
traditionally used to describe Arthur.665 Roger of Howden, moreover, asserted that
Richard took with him on crusade Arthur’s sword, Caliburn (Excalibur).666 According to
Wace this sword had been forged at Avalon, and Chrétien de Troyes had Gawain carry it
on his Grail quest, because it was the most powerful sword in Christendom.667 For
Richard, Excalibur served as a “secular relic” with the ability to confer upon the English
king not only Arthur’s political authority, but also his charismatic power.668
According to contemporary sources, three of Henry II’s four sons owned such
legendary weapons. Henry the Young King was reputed to have possessed Durendal, the
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sword of great hero of French epic, Roland.669 Similarly, a royal inventory from 1207
recorded that John had carried Tristan’s sword, which later thirteenth-century sources
named Curtana, at his coronation ceremony.670 Emma Mason suggests that possession of
this sword would have helped John to assert his right to rule during his conflict with
Innocent III over the appointment of Stephen Langton as archbishop of Canterbury.671
John’s lordship over Cornwall and Ireland, moreover, was fittingly represented by his
possession of the sword of Tristan, the Arthurian hero most closely linked to those two
regions. Richard’s possession of Excalibur could be imagined as similarly representative
of the extent of his lordship, in this case—mirroring Arthur—understood as extending
across England, Rome, and the Muslim world. It is surely no coincidence that
Glastonbury’s discovery of Arthur—whose greatest battle was against an army that
included the rulers of Egypt and Syria—occurred at the same time as England’s king—
bearing Arthur’s own sword—was embarking upon a war with Saladin, the sultan of
Egypt and Syria.

Excalibur Abroad
In March of 1190, the recently-crowned King Richard departed England at the
head of a large fleet of ships. Nearly six months later, the English crusaders arrived at the
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Sicilian port city of Messina, one week behind Philip Augustus’s French army.672
Richard’s younger sister, Joan, had married Sicily’s king, William II, but William had
died in 1189 and the kingdom was now under the control of Tancred of Lecce (r. 1189–
94), the illegitimate grandson of the famous Norman ruler of Sicily, Roger II (r. 1130–
54). Tensions soon flared up between Richard and Tancred over the distribution of Joan’s
dowry, as well as between the two crusading armies and the local inhabitants of Messina.
According to the chronicler Richard of Devizes, Richard had carried before him into
battle against the Giffons (Greek-speaking Sicilians) a “terrible standard of a dragon”
(uexillum terribile draconis).673 The image of the dragon was closely associated with the
legendary house of Pendragon, whose most famous member was King Arthur. It is surely
no coincidence that Richard chose this symbol for his battle flag.
Tensions were high between the English, the French, and the Sicilians. Philip
Augustus sided with the Griffons against Richard, and Richard eventually made peace
with both Philip and Tancred.674 A central element of the treaty drawn up between the
kings of England and Sicily was a proposed marriage between Tancred’s daughter and
Richard’s four-year-old nephew, Arthur of Brittany. Moreover, Richard officially named
Arthur as his heir—something he had neglected to do before setting out on crusade.
Richard wrote to Pope Clement III (d. 1191) to confirm both the betrothal and Arthur’s
status as heir to the throne of England should the king fail to have children.675 This treaty
was significant in several ways. It not only resolved the immediate hostilities between
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Richard and Tancred, but assured the future union of two royal houses that both claimed
decent from the lords of Normandy. Provided the treaty’s provisions come to fruition,
moreover, a new King Arthur would potentially rule over an empire stretching from
England to Sicily and—should Richard be successful on his crusade—extending even to
Jerusalem.676
The significance of this agreement was not lost on either king. As we have seen
above, Richard recognized the political potential of King Arthur’s legacy. That potential
was also recognized in Sicily. Only about thirty miles from Tancred’s birthplace of Lecce
in the Norman-controlled heel of southern Italy is the town of Otranto. The town’s
Cattedrale di Santa Maria Annunciata was where the monk Pantaleone had constructed
his expansive Tree of Life mosaic, including its depiction of King Arthur riding a goat, in
the 1160s. Moreover, local Sicilian legend held that Arthur was not at Avalon, but rather
sleeping inside Mount Etna. The English writer Gervase of Tilbury (c. 1150–c. 1228)
related that “the locals say that Arthur had appeared [there] in our day.” He told the story
of a boy who, chasing a runaway horse, followed it up the side of the mountain. When the
boy reached the top, peering into the crater, he found a “spacious, flat plain happily full
of all delights, and there in a palace constructed by wondrous work he found Arthur lying
in state upon a kingly bed.”677 As this tale demonstrates, Tancred had spent his life in a
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region where Arthur was not only known, but celebrated as part of local mythology.
Richard’s sister Joan, who was queen of Sicily from 1177 to 1189, may also have helped
to promote Arthur’s popularity in the kingdom.678
Richard and Tancred drew up their treaty in November of 1190. In the following
March, the two kings met again, this time to visit the tomb of St Agatha in Catania. A
few days later Tancred sent Richard gold, silver, horses, and silks. According to Roger of
Howden, who was with the English army at the time, the king of England refused all but
a small ring, sending the rest of the gifts back to Tancred. As a sign of his esteem,
however, Richard also sent the Sicilian king a rare and priceless gift: “that best sword
which the Britons call Caliburn, which was the sword of Arthur, the former noble king of
England.”679
That Richard should give away Excalibur seems shocking—after all, the sword
was an irreplaceable symbol of Arthur’s power and his rule over Britain. England’s king
had brought it with him on crusade as a reminder of Arthur’s conquests in the East. Yet
Richard knew exactly what he was doing in giving the sword to Tancred. For one thing,
he may have believed that, once Tancred’s daughter married Arthur of Brittany, the
sword would again return to the Plantagenet family. Alternatively, Emma Mason
suggests that the sword’s potential for encouraging Breton resistance to Angevin power
may have made it more trouble than it was worth. Most important, however, was
Excalibur’s aid in securing the immediate success of the Third Crusade itself. If Tancred
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was to be believed, Philip Augustus was openly plotting against Richard with Hugh III,
duke of Burgundy, and they hoped to include Tancred in their plans.680 By giving
Arthur’s sword to the Sicilian king, Richard guaranteed Tancred’s continuing loyalty to
his cause. Moreover, Tancred in return gave the king of England “four great ships” and
fifteen galleys—vital reinforcements to bolster Richard’s naval forces.681
The king of England was famous for his practicality. King Arthur’s legendary
sword had been a symbolic asset to him when he departed on crusade, but as a weapon
Excalibur could only accomplish so much against the realities of twelfth-century
international politics and siege warfare. By giving Excalibur to Tancred, however,
Richard was able to guard himself from Philip’s treachery, enlarge his crusading fleet,
and reaffirm the treaty that he had concluded with the Sicilians. This alliance, of course,
included the promise that a new, Angevin Arthur—Richard’s nephew—would become
king of England, unite the Plantagenet name with the Norman royalty of Sicily, and
perhaps inherit the mythical Arthur’s sword once again. As Richard departed Messina for
Acre in April 1191, he could feel hopeful about the future of his realm. With England’s
future secured, it was now time to turn his thoughts eastward, to Jerusalem.
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CHAPTER 5
Prophecy, Apocalypse, and the Third Crusade
In Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Prophecies of Merlin (c. 1135), the famous wizard
lays out for the British king Vortigern a cryptic divination concerning the past, present,
and future of Britain’s rulers. This text, which was copied both independently and in
conjunction with Geoffrey’s Historia Regum Britanniae in manuscripts, inspired
numerous commentaries and was frequently cited by medieval authors.682 The chronicler
Roger of Howden, for example, copied several quotations from the Prophecies into the
margins of his Chronica.683 Alongside his entry for Henry I’s coronation, Roger quotes
Merlin’s description of the “lion of justice,” whose “eagle will nest on mount
Aravius.”684 Twelfth-century thinkers traditionally identified the lion of justice as Henry
I, and the eagle as his daughter, Matilda.685 Yet Roger made an intriguing change in
wording. Rather than writing that the eagle would make her nest “super montem
Arauium” as the original text read, the chronicler wrote “super montes arabum,” (on the
mountains of the Arabs).686 It is possible that Roger, who had traveled as far as Acre with
the Third Crusade armies, was used to writing “arabum” in other contexts, and simply
made a mistake here. Yet this change in wording, whether a slip of the pen or a deliberate
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alteration, rather fittingly reshapes Merlin’s prophecy: Matilda, the eagle, now makes her
nest upon the mountains of the Arabs, while in Roger’s own time Matilda’s grandson,
Richard, leads English armies into battle against the Arab-controlled lands of the Near
East.
This chapter examines the prophetic and apocalyptic aspects of events
surrounding English participation in the Third Crusade. These can be broken into three
roughly-divided categories: the attempts to rationalize the battle of Hattin in 1187, the
events surrounding Richard I’s coronation in 1189, and Richard’s participation in the
crusade itself. As I discussed in the introduction to this dissertation, Anthony Smith
idenitifies four “sacred foundations” of national identity: “community, territory, history,
and destiny.”687 I have examined the first three of these concepts in the preceding
chapters; this chapter turns to the last of these themes, national destiny. I argue that
members of the Angevin court were keenly aware of the prophetic implications of their
times and the apocalyptic potential of their rulers. Specifically, Angevin authors, and
even Richard I himself, understood England’s participation in the Third Crusade as a key
element in the larger unfolding of sacred history.

Evolutions in Prophetic and Apocalyptic Thought
In this chapter I follow the usage of apocalypticism as the term has been defined
by Bernard McGinn and Anke Holdenried. McGinn defines apocalypticism as “a sense of
the meaning of history that sees the present as inexorably tied to the approaching final
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triple drama of crisis, judgment, and vindication—necessarily works through the use of
symbols and the symbolic mentality.”688 Similarly, Holdenried defines the term as “a
particular belief about the Last Things, namely the end of history and what lies beyond it.
Apocalyptic writings generally apply traditional eschatological imagery directly to
current historical events and emphasize the imminence of the End.”689 Both these
definitions highlight the connections between past history, current events, and the
approaching End Times.690 The Muslim capture of Jerusalem, which had been in
Christian hands since the Franks occupied the city in 1099, made these apocalyptic ideas
immediately relevant in Europe, and both Christian and Muslim intellectuals strove to
understand current events in relation to those of both the past and the future.
The physical relationships between Christian Europe and the Muslim-inhabited
lands of the East had taken on a new meaning since the beginning of the twelfth century.
The earliest example of what Sylvia Schein calls the “geographical-cartographical”
privileging of Jerusalem is a T-O map drawn in a computistical miscellany written c.
1110 at Thorney Abbey, Cambridgeshire, and now at St John’s College in Oxford. The T
crossbar in this map contains, in large capitals interspersed with cross symbols, the word
“H I E ☩ R U ✝ S AL E M.”691 Jay Rubenstein notes that there are a number of
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puzzling and unusual elements to this map and Jerusalem’s placement within it.692
Nevertheless, the map and its English origin are evidence that ideas about of Jerusalem’s
centrality were present in the island kingdom quite early. On the Continent, twelfthcentury apocalyptic texts, as Schein points out, later reproduced this visual relationship in
their illustrations of the Heavenly Jerusalem. Thus for the first time “apocalyptic visions
of Jerusalem” mirrored “the topographical presentations of Earthly Jerusalem.”693
Going hand-in-hand with the increasing emphasis on Jerusalem’s centrality—both
geographical and spiritual—was an increased interest in apocalyptic material, which was,
in the words of Bernard McGinn, “remarkable even for this productive age.”694 As Jean
Flori has demonstrated, the twelfth century marks an important moment in the history of
“prophetic exegesis” (exégèse prophétique). Specifically, this period witnessed the
development of what Flori terms a “politico-theological” understanding of prophecy, in
which “contemporary personages” were understood to represent “apocalyptic concepts
and figures.”695 This shift brought apocalyptic thinking out of the theoretical realm, and
made it immediately relevant to the present. As twelfth-century thinkers endowed their
contemporary leaders with apocalyptic identities, prophetic ideas took on an increasingly
charged political role. The political power created by this “ideological propaganda”
(propagande idéologique), Flori emphasizes, was simultaneously “sincere and
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opportunist” (sincère et opportuniste); in other words, whether prophetic and apocalyptic
associations with contemporary persons were employed to one’s political advantage or to
the disadvantage of one’s enemies, these ideas were grounded in a very real belief that
the world was governed by the struggle between good and evil, which would culminate
with the appearance of Antichrist and the end of the world.696
This new approach to prophecy sprang from much older traditions. By the
eleventh century, for example, manuscripts of the late fourth-century Sybilline prophecies
included the tradition of the Last World Emperor.697 According to this tradition, a Last
Roman Emperor will unite Christendom and oversee the conversion of the Jews and
pagans, before laying down his crown in Jerusalem. In the Sybilline tradition, Antichrist
will then appear, before he is slain by the Archangel Michael.698 Anke Holdrenried has
argued that scholars tend to overestimate the political nature of the Sibyl’s popularity in
the Middle Ages.699 Nevertheless, over the course of the late tenth and eleventh century,
the Sibylline prophecies were translated into Latin, and the surviving manuscripts from
the period regularly incorporate lists the contemporary Lombard and German rulers.700
The Sibyl’s prophecies were also translated into Anglo-Norman verse c. 1140.701 This is
evidence not only that the text was available in the Anglo-Norman realm, but that it was
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considered popular enough to be translated into the French vernacular—one of the
earliest datable examples of Anglo-Norman verse. The early medieval Revelationes of
Pseudo-Methodius and the De Ortu et Tempore Antichristi of Adso of Montier-en-Der
provided an additional and increasingly popular sources of apocalyptic material.702
I will return later in this chapter to these texts and the theme of the Last World
Emperor. For now it is sufficient to note that while historians have examined how
Richard I’s contemporaries in Germany and France promoted such ideas, scholars have
largely overlooked English participation in these larger discourses of historical and
prophetic thought. This chapter aims to remedy that. Specifically, I argue that English
chroniclers believed that England and its king would play a central role in bringing about
the Second Coming of Christ and the End Times. It was, they believed, England’s
destiny—not France’s or Germany’s—to shape the very future of Christendom.

Heavenly Harbingers of the Apocalypse
For European observers, the events in Palestine in 1187 bore all the markers of
the impending Apocalypse. Christian chroniclers of the late twelfth century struggled to
make sense of Saladin’s rapid conquest of Jerusalem and other cities in the Holy Land.
Such a cataclysmic shift in the world order, they reasoned, must have a visible impact
upon nature itself. Both Roger of Howden and Gerald of Wales in England, and Rigord,
Philip Augustus’s royal biographer at Saint-Denis in France, inserted into their chronicles
the dire prognostications of contemporary astrologers, warning of a planetary conjunction
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that would occur in September 1186, exactly one year before Saladin’s siege of
Jerusalem.
Although these chroniclers attribute the prophecies to the years leading up to
1186, they are far more likely creations of the period immediately after Saladin’s
victories in 1187, which the chroniclers had then inserted into earlier sections of their
narratives. None of these prophetic astronomical texts, for instance, were part of Roger of
Howden’s pre-Third Crusade work, the Gesta, but they do appear in his Chronica, which
he began work on in 1192/3.703 This suggests that, when Roger returned from the Third
Crusade, he specifically sought out evidence for the apocalyptic implications of the
events he had himself witnessed at Acre, and later heard about from others. This is an
important point to bear in mind, for it helps to shed light upon how chroniclers wanted to
shape the narrative of the years leading up to the fall of Christian Jerusalem. By
projecting the warnings of impending doom back to before 1186/7, and highlighting
events which might otherwise have seemed unremarkable at the time, these chroniclers
constructed a narrative in which nature and the heavens repeatedly warned of the events
to come in 1187.
Roger of Howden attributes the warnings to “astrologers both Spanish and
Sicilian, and diviners of nearly the whole world, both Greeks and Latins,” Gerald of
Wales cites “philosophers and astronomers of our time, as much Toledans as also
Apulians, and also many others.” Rigord notes that the astrologers were “Eastern and
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Western, Jews and Saracens and also Christians.”704 The letters likely derived from a
Hebrew prophecy by a certain Johannes Toletanus (John of Toledo), which was
translated into Latin and then “disseminated throughout the Latin West.”705 Robert Lerner
has described this “Toledo Letter” as a prophetic text “certainly as popular as the works
of Hildegard [of Bingen] or Joachim [of Fiore].”706 Indicative of the spread of Arabic and
Hebrew scientific knowledge beyond the Mediterranean, the prophecies cited by Roger,
Gerald, and Rigord reflect the belief that the fall of Christian Jerusalem impacted people
the world over.
The prophecies themselves foretold great troubles. These would begin (the
astrologers claimed) in April 1186 with eclipses of the moon and the sun, the latter of
which would have the “color of fire” (igneique coloris).707 These eclipses would be
followed by earthquakes, strong winds, and poisonous vapors.708 Discord (discordia) in
the West would extend into the East, and “there will be one of them who shall assemble
infinite armies, and will wage war upon the shore of the waters.” Ultimately, these
disasters and the subsequent battle would reinforce the “excellence of the Franks, the
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destructions of the Saracenic peoples, and the superior piety and greatest exaltation of the
laws of Christ, and a longer life for those who are born thereafter.”709
Gerald of Wales, writing c. 1196–1212, dismissed these prophecies as false, even
“deceptive” (deceptis).710 Other chroniclers, however, believed these prophecies were
being fulfilled in the years leading up to the fall of Jerusalem and the start of the Third
Crusade. Ralph de Diceto recorded both lunar and solar eclipses in April 1186.711 He also
described the death of the Englishman Herbert, a bishop at the Sicilian court, who was
killed along with many others by an earthquake in Sicily in 1185; this was followed by a
quake felt in northern parts of England.712 Roger of Howden also noted this English
earthquake, the sound of which was “such as had not been heard in that land since the
beginning of the world.”713 The quake split rocks, felled stone houses, and damaged the
metropolitan church of Lincoln. Two weeks later, there was a total eclipse of the sun,
accompanied by a great storm with thunder and lightning, which killed men and animals,
and caused many houses to catch fire.714
Importantly, Roger’s wording is reminiscent of the text of Revelation 16:18, in
which the seventh angel of the Apocalypse pours out its vial, causing “lightning and
voices and thunder and a great earthquake such as had never happened since men were
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upon earth, such an earthquake, so great.”715 This wording is also similar to Ademar of
Chabannes’ (989–1034) apocalyptic descripton of events around Limoges in 1010, the
year after the caliph al-Hakim destroyed the Holy Sepulchre: “In these times there
appeared signs in the stars, harmful droughts, excessive rains, great plagues, terrible
famines and numerous eclipses of sun and moon.”716 Now, in the 1180s and 1190s, the
messages was clear: the signs of the Apocalypse, predicted by the astrologers and
evidenced by these natural disasters, were manifesting themselves throughout England.
In both Ralph de Diceto’s and Roger of Howden’s accounts, there is a strong
correlation between events in the East (Sicily and the Holy Land, respectively) and those
in England. Howden, moreover, used these disasters as a framework for critiquing Henry
II’s decision to not provide the kingdom of Jerusalem with military assistance in 1185.
Specifically, the chronicler interwove his account of these natural disasters with his
narrative about the patriarch Heraclius’s visit to England. The day after the earthquake,
Roger states, Henry II and the patriarch sailed for Normandy. Then, after the eclipse and
a strong storm, Heraclius, disappointed in his quest to find a crusade leader in the West,
returned home to Jerusalem “grieving and confused” (dolens et confusus).717 Roger thus
implied that Henry’s failure to offer assistance to Jerusalem had consequences not only
on earth, but also in the heavens.
The French chronicler Rigord offered further warnings from “wise men of Egypt”
(sapientes Egypti), while Roger turned to a source closer to home: William, clerk to John,
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the constable of Chester.718 This reference to a local authority on astrology importantly
integrates England and its scholars in the greater intellectual culture of twelfth-century
Mediterranean Europe.719 William the Astrologer explained the significance of the
planetary motions, describing how Saturn represented the “Pagans, and all others who
oppose Christian law.” He remarked that Saturn’s celestial elevation had led “Saracen
magi” to predict a Muslim victory.
Based on his own readings of the heavens, however, William offered reassurance
for the Christians, whose great men were represented by the Sun in conjunction with
Jupiter. Ultimately, William concluded, “Since the sun is preeminent in this reading, a
man of great fame among us is arising, a Christian, whose name will be proclaimed by
Aaron until the end .”720 Aaron, of course, had famously preached for Moses, who led the
Israelites to the Promised Land. William’s astrological readings envisioned a new Moses
arising to lead his people to Jerusalem and to victory over the Muslims. Given the fact
that this letter was almost certainly the creation of the years after 1187, it seems
reasonable to imagine Richard I as this new Moses, ready to lead “us” (nos), the Christian
community of the English, to the Promised Land of Jerusalem.
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William’s interpretation of the heavens bears other indications of its Englishness.
Naturally, all astrology takes its basis in the movements of the stars and planets, but
William’s description is striking for its similarities to the final lines of Geoffrey of
Monmouth’s Prophecies of Merlin. Most of that text concerns cryptic references to
animals—lions, boars, eagles, etc.—that supposedly represent important figures in
England’s past, present, and future. In the final lines, however, the emphasis shifts, to a
discussion of how “the stars will avert their gaze from them [mortal men] and alter their
accustomed courses.”721 Geoffrey/Merlin then goes on to explain the various ways in
which the planets will leave their paths, concluding with the pronouncement that “the
waters will surge up and the dust of the ancients will be renewed. The winds will clash in
a horrible break and cause a great sound among the stars.”722
The author Pseudo-Alan of Lille, writing between 1167 and 1174, relegated these
“most final and last” (novissimas & extremas) portions of the Prophecies of Merlin to the
seventh and last book of his own commentary on the Prophecies.723 This book was
dedicated to unraveling the meanings of “those things, which after us, up to the imminent
consummation of the world, are to come.”724 Merlin’s prophecies, the commentator
noted, correspond with the words of God as reported in the Apocalypse of John. As such,
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they foretell the end of the world, which will be heralded by wild winds and tumultuous
seas, and shall be reflected in the motions of the Sun, moon, planets, and stars.725 This
idea receives confirmation, he adds, through the testimony of the ancient Sybil, who
similarly proclaimed that the Sun and moon would eventually perish.
Ultimately, the Sun’s motions as described by Merlin’s prophecy correspond, in
Pseudo-Alan of Lille’s reckoning, to the “persecution by Antichrist and to the end of the
world.”726 Yet at the very end of his treatise the author offers reassurance, influenced by
the Last Emperor prophecies, “that the consummation of the world is not yet upon us,” as
the Roman Empire (Romani Imperii) still endures. He cites from 2 Thessalonians 2:1–2,
urging his readers to not give in to immediate fear, “as if the day of the Lord were
threatening.”727 Before this happens, first, he explains, “a plentitude of people will enter
into the faith of Christ.”728
When Pseudo-Alan of Lille wrote, Saladin had not yet begun his conquest of the
Holy Land. Less than a generation later, it was impossible to ignore the apocalyptic
implications of these heavenly signals. At Worcester in 1184, for example, a “humble”
(humilis) monk had a vision of the “fall of the human race, and the sudden ruin… of this
world,” which would begin when “the Sun touches the back of the lion of Hercules.”729
The monk’s vision, Roger of Howden says, continued with a lengthy description in verse
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of the planetary motions through the Zodiac, sprinkled with Classical allusions.730 Again,
this English source predicted terrible things to come in the near future. Roger of Howden
further quoted from a letter supposedly sent to John of Toledo by Pharamella, son of
Abd-Allah (Abdelabi) of Cordoba. In this letter the Arab astrologer lays out his desire to
reassure people that the Christians are mistaken in their interpretation of the stars, having
been misled by “certain false astrologers from the West.”731 Citing these astrologers’
ignorance, Pharamella explains how they have gotten their calculations wrong. Moreover,
he adds, similar conjunctions in the past never led to any problems, and therefore this
present one would not do so, either.
Theodore Otto Wedel suggests that Roger included this final letter as a
reassurance than none of the foretold crises had in fact occurred.732 Indeed, Rigord had
done something similar, adding a disclaimer that later events had proved the astrologers
wrong.733 Yet Roger of Howden may not have intended for Pharamella’s words to be
quite as comforting as they first appear. The letter—and with it Roger’s long aside on
prophetic ideas—concludes with the exhortation for the Christian astrologers “either to
relinquish their fanciful opinion, or be converted to our Ishmaelite religion.”734 Thus the
Arab scholar’s reassurance comes across in the end as a veiled threat, emphasizing the
superiority of the Muslim religion and its scientific knowledge at the expense of the
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Latins. They further imply that Jerusalem was in fact being threatened, and perhaps
already ruled, by the Muslims at the time this letter was composed.
The Egyptian Day Massacre and the Jerusalem of the Jews
A recurring theme in these apocalyptic prophecies was the conversion, and
sometimes destruction, of non-Christians, which would be an indication of the End
Times. In England, as in other parts of Europe, Christians took these ideas to heart. In
August 1189, nearly two years after Saladin captured Jerusalem, Richard, duke of Poitou,
ordered the construction of a great fleet capable of carrying himself and his fellow
crucesignati to the Holy Land.735 He then traveled to London, where on September 3, at
Westminster Abbey, he was crowned King Richard I of England by Baldwin, archbishop
of Canterbury—the same Baldwin who later died after carrying Thomas Becket’s banner
into battle in Acre. The chronicler Ralph de Diceto, dean of St Paul’s, ministered the oil
and chrism during the ceremony (a job usually performed by the bishop of London,
whose see was currently vacant), and the leading members of the Angevin nobility and
clergy gathered from across England, Ireland, Wales, and Scotland to attend the
festivities.736 Outside the church, a diverse crowd made up of citizens of London,
servants of visiting nobles, merchants, foreigners, and others assembled to catch a
glimpse of the new king as he processed from the church to his coronation feast at
Westminster Palace.737
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Many Jews, among them two powerful moneylenders from York named Josce and
Benedict, had traveled to London for the coronation in the hopes of winning the new
king’s support and protection. Henry II had famously, if controversially, shown
unprecedented favor to England’s Jewry, and the Jewish community hoped that his son
would continue this practice.738 Richard, however, had banned Jews and women from
entering the palace during the coronation feast.739 As inside the palace the royal guests
settled down to their meal, outside in the streets a riot began. According to William of
Newburgh, the trouble started when the press of people swept some of the gathered Jews
through the gates of the palace.740 The people took advantage of the king’s ban as an
excuse to turn their pent-up energies against the Jews in the crowd. The violence
escalated rapidly, sweeping through the city’s streets. As Josce fled, the mob captured
Benedict, wounding him and forcing him to accept baptism.741 Soon a “most pleasing”
(gratissimus) rumor sprang up that Richard had endorsed the attack and had called for all
of London’s Jews to be “exterminated” (exterminari iussisset).742 The citizens of London
thus began setting fire to Jewish houses around the city, killing any of their occupants
whom they could find.
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The religious fervor of the Londoners, as Alan Cooper has demonstrated, was
underlain by stresses brought on by famine and high taxation, which had reduced many
people in the city to penury.743 For the lower classes of the city, the massacre offered a
tantalizing opportunity to seize wealth for themselves. Driven increasingly by
desperation, London’s Christians soon turned against their co-religionists as well as the
Jews in their frenzied plundering.744 Ultimately, the violence lasted so long that,
according to Richard of Devizes, “the holocaust (holocaustum) was scarcely able to be
completed on the following day.”745 This is, notably, an early use of the term “holocaust”
to specifically refer to the mass slaughter of Jews.746
Importantly, the day also held portentous and prophetic implications that
contemporaries believed were connected to these violent events. A marginal addition to
Richard of Devizes’ description of the massacre noted that a bat had been seen flying
through Westminster at midday, circling the new king’s throne.747 More significantly,
William of Newburgh, following Roger of Howden, recorded that September 3 was a socalled “evil” or “Egyptian” day.748 The author of the Itinerarium, writing some years
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later, similarly explained that, “many people were forecasting many things then, because
‘unlucky day’ was written over that day in the calendar.”749 In the Roman calendar, every
month had two such days, called “Egyptian,” because of they were believed to have an
origin in ancient Egyptian astrology. Certain observers in the Middle Ages considered
these days unlucky, and thus tried to avoid beginning any new undertakings on them.750
That Richard’s coronation was held on such a day speaks perhaps to his disregard for this
tradition, or to an oversight in planning.
William of Newburgh, as Heather Blurton has shown, believed that Egyptian days
were a “key to providential history.”751 Specifically, these unlucky days evoked Exodus
1:9–10, which tells how Pharaoh, newly ascended to the throne of Egypt, proclaimed that
“the people of the children of Israel are numerous and stronger than we. Come, let us
wisely oppress them, lest they multiply.” The gloss put on this passage by twelfth-century
readers was that the Jews had become too numerous in Christian lands, and therefore
must be once again driven into exile. Although it would be another century before the
Jews were officially expelled from England, the impetus to remove them from the
kingdom was not without precedent: the Capetian chronicler Rigord described the seizure
of gold, silver, and cloth from the Jews in France shortly after Philip Augustus became
king in 1180, and in 1182 Philip officially expelled the Jews from the Île de France.752
The violence against the Jews on Richard’s coronation day thereby signaled more than
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mere civic unrest. It was part of a larger shift away from the toleration formerly granted
by Christians to Europe’s Jewish population.753
Underlying the language of exodus was a fear of Jews as outsiders who did not
belong in England. Such concern was part of the coalescing Angevin understanding of
Englishness and England at the end of the twelfth century. As Kathy Lavezzo writes,
“Coterminous with the various fantasies of sameness, union and wholeness that
nationalism entails are fantasies of difference, the construction of others whom the nation
is ‘not’ and whom the nation surmounts.”754 As the Angevins increasingly defined
themselves as English, it was necessary to place further restrictions upon those who did
not qualify for that label.
Compared to other parts of Europe, the Jewish community in England was
relatively new, and largely foreign by birth and language as well as by religion and
ethnicity. The Norman kings had allowed Jewish moneylenders to settle in Norwich
under royal protection, but Jews had only lived in York since the middle of the twelfth
century.755 Ivan Marcus notes that the late eleventh through the early thirteenth century
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witnessed “a new awareness on the part of Jews and Christians of members of the other
culture.”756 The scholar Herbert of Bosham, for example, learned Hebrew during his
career working for Henry II, Thomas Becket, and William Longchamp.757
Nevertheless, the Jewish and Christian communities did not regularly mix. Paul
Hyams argues that even in communities that had both Jews and Christians, the two
religions kept largely to their own, attending their own churches or synagogues, speaking
with their co-religionists, and rarely interacting with members of the other faith. What
interactions they did have would have been limited, such as market transactions or
drawing up loan argreements. Many of the recent Jewish settlers spoke only French and
Hebrew. Thus even in mixed communities, Christians would generally have learned more
about Jews from the Bible and Christian histories than from personal interactions with
their Jewish neighbors.758 The Jews therefore remained largely outsiders in England. As
Hyams puts it, they were “in but never quite of England.”759 The crusade brought this
distinction into sharp relief.
The fear that Jews represented not only a religious but also a national otherness is
seen in a story told by Richard of Devizes.760 A young French orphan in “extreme
poverty” was advised by a Jewish friend of his to go to England, “a land flowing with
milk and honey.”761 The friend advised the boy to seek out Winchester, which he said
was superior to all the other cities in the kingdom, and gave him a letter of introduction to
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some Jews he knew there. Winchester, the friend stressed, was nothing less than “the
Jerusalem of the Jews” (Iudeorum Ierosolima).762 The boy therefore followed his friend’s
advice and went to work for an old Jewish woman in that city, until one day he
mysteriously disappeared. The boy’s bunkmate then accused the city’s Jewry of
crucifying the boy, and lamented that his companion had been led to his death by the
advice of “a certain son of the devil, a French Jew.”763 This story plays upon the trope of
ritual murder of Christians by Jews, famously exemplified by the death of William of
Norwich in 1144, which sparked a martyr cult surrounding the boy and intensified
Christian-Jewish tensions in the community.764 Richard also stresses the Frenchness of
the double-crossing Jewish friend, simultaneously casting the Jews and the French as
villains. Ultimately, the false French Jew’s advice brought the innocent Christian boy to
his grave. Richard of Devizes’ story, furthermore, emphasizes that England’s Jewry
maintained relationships with their foreign brethren, which posed a potential security risk
for England.
William of Newburgh’s description of the London massacre offers a somewhat
more learned commentary about the Jews’ unique relationship to England:
For that day was deemed to have been deadly for the Jews, and more Egyptian
than English; since England, in which they had been happy and celebrated under
the previous king, by the judgment of God suddenly was turned into Egypt for
them, where their fathers had endured hardships.765
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Newburgh places the massacre into a Biblical framework of Jewish persecution and exile,
or what Blurton terms a “drama of destruction and exodus.”766 The chronicler’s rhetoric
casts the Jews as the ancient Israelites, a largely sympathetic position, and Richard as
Pharaoh, the villain of biblical narrative. This interpretation of anti-Jewish violence
recognizes that England had, under Henry II, been a safe home for the Jews.767 Now,
under its new king, the kingdom was no longer England for the Jews, but the Egypt of the
Old Testament. In essence, England had, in a completely unprecedented way, lost its
identity for the Jews. The England that remained behind was (in theory, at least) now
purely Christian.

Crusaders and Jews
The London massacre of September 3–4, 1189 unleashed a torrent of anti-Jewish
assaults throughout England. In spite of royal attempts to rein in the violence, over the
following months the attacks spread across “the heartland of the late twelfth-century
English provincial Jewry,” first to King’s Lynn (January 1190), and then to Norwich (6
February), Stamford (7 March), York (16 March), and Bury St Edmunds (18 March).768
Richard, who had departed on crusade at the end of December, could do little to stem
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these outbursts, largely carried out by lesser knights and members of the lower classes.769
Notably, a significant number of crusaders also took part, a point highlighted by
contemporary chroniclers. William of Newburgh attributed the violence in Stamford to
young crusaders, while Ralph de Diceto stated that young crusaders participated in the
attacks not only in Stamford, but also in Norwich, Bury St Edmunds, and York.770 So
linked did the participation of crusaders become with assaults on England’s Jews that in
1218, when Henry III’s Council of Regency appointed “custodians of our Jews” in
Gloucester, Bristol, Lincoln, and Oxford, they emphasized the need to protect the Jews,
“especially from crusaders” (et maxime de crucesignatis).771
These crusaders were motivated by a variety of reasons to take up arms against
England’s Jews. On a practical level, the Jews made an easy target for young men
seeking funds to support their upcoming voyage to the Holy Land. Alan Cooper points to
a c. 1196 list of would-be crusaders from Lincolnshire who were unable to fulfill their
vows. The document, which includes such occupations as “skinners and cobblers,” lists a
total of twenty-nine men, of whom twenty are categorized as poor.772 For such lowerclass men, the prospect of a crusade also meant the acceptance of great financial burdens.
William of Newburgh reported just such a motivation driving the crusaders who attacked
the Jews at the Stamford Lenten fair: “[They were] indignant that the enemies of the
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Cross of Christ who were living there should possess so much, when they had too little
for the expenses of such a journey.”773 A similar motivation, Newburgh suggests, was at
work in York, where, Anna Abulafia notes, anger over Jewish moneylending was a key
element underlying the violence.774 One of the Stamford assailants, a young pilgrim
named John, was killed in Northampton while trying to deposit the money he had taken
from the Jews. Almost immediately a new cult sprang up around him. The local populace
revered him as a martyr and held vigils around his tomb. Word soon spread that John’s
body was performing miracles. Hugh, bishop of Lincoln, finally intervened, stamping out
this ad hoc cult “of the false martyr.”775
While money was certainly a factor in the uprisings, however, it is important to
recognize that it was not the only one. As the popular cult surrounding the murdered
would-be crusader John demonstrates, much greater ideological motivations underlay the
attacks. The rhetoric of crusade brought these issues to the fore. Indeed, as Jay
Rubenstein notes, a “profound historical and psychological connection” linked Christian
animosity toward Europe’s Jewish communities to the fate of the Holy Land. In the early
eleventh century, the destruction of the Holy Sepulchre and other churches in the Holy
Land in 1009 by the caliph al-Hakim had led Christians in southern France to take up
arms against the Jews living amongst them. This was the first pogrom, motivated, as
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Rubenstein explains, “by rumors of events in Jerusalem.”776 Similar animosity surfaced
again during both the First and the Second Crusades, when the Rhineland Jews in
particular became the victims of further pogroms. The Norman Crusaders also targeted
the Jews of Rouen in 1096. More recent attacks on the Jewish communities had occurred
at Blois in 1171 and Mainz in 1188.777 Given these precedents, it is not surprising to read
Ralph de Diceto’s comment that in 1190 “many throughout England, hastening to reach
Jerusalem, first resolved to rise up against the Jews, then they invaded the Saracens.”778
Anti-Jewish violence had become an established part of crusading behavior.
Most twelfth-century readings of the Gospel accepted that the Jews were
responsible for the death of Christ. The author of the Chanson d’Antioche (c. 1170–c.
1200), for example, conflating the Jews and Muslims, exhorted Christians to “take the
sign of the Cross for His [Christ’s] sake and seek revenge on the descendants of the
Antichrist.”779 The poem urges Christians “to go to Jerusalem to kill and confound the
wicked pagans who refuse to believe in God,” while Christ, hanging on the Cross,
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foretells that in a thousand years a new race of people will come to avenge His death.780 It
did not matter that more than a millennium separated England’s twelfth-century Jews
from the Jewish community in Jerusalem at the time of Christ. Rather, as Heather Blurton
has put it, the Jews were condemned by history and historiography to “ceaselessly and
timelessly re-enact their original role in the Christian drama of sacrifice and salvation.”781
Stories circulated in which the Jews performed ritual murders of Christians,
perhaps most famously upon the child-martyr William of Norwich, whose death in 1144
was the first of its kind in England.782 Anthony Bale notes that these Christian tales about
Jews were “suffused with images of disgust, violence, bloodiness and torture.”783 Richard
of Devizes, for instance, celebrated the assaults on the Jewish “bloodsuckers”
(sanguisugas) and “worms” (uermibus) at Richard’s coronation, and Roger of Howden
decried Jewish “depravity” (pravitatem).784 As we have seen, the legends of St Helena
and the Inventio Crucis also placed an emphasis on Christian triumph over the Jews. By
overcoming the opposition of the hostile Jewish community in Aelia Capitolina, and
effecting Judas’s conversion, Helena represented this Christian victory over Christ’s
killers.785 Bale adds that “there are at least forty-three holy wells in the British Isles along
that are dedicated to St Helena (or Helen/Elen), clearly referring to the well in which
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Judas was tortured.”786 Like the round churches that transplanted the Holy Sepulchre to
European soil, these wells served as physical reminders, deeply imbedded in the English
landscape, of Helena’s torture of the Jews.
The English chroniclers of the 1189/90 attacks struggled to reconcile their
contempt for the Jews with Biblical directive. Both Ralph de Diceto and William of
Newburgh cited Psalm 58:12: “Slay them not, lest my people forget.”787 According to
medieval Christian interpretations of this passage, the Jews were a necessary evil,
reminding Christians by their presence of the tribulations that Christ had endured. Both
Saint Augustine in Civitas Dei and later Pope Calixtus II (1119–24) in his bull Sicut
Judaeis had emphasized the need to protect the Jews and the importance of allowing
them to live among Christians.788 Newburgh likened the Jews to the symbolism of the
cross, which similarly served as a reminder of Christ’s Passion.789 To destroy Judaism
was therefore to remove that reminder. Yet the late twelfth-century chroniclers could not
help but feel that some good must also come from the attacks on England’s Jews. Richard
of Devizes, for example, praised the people of Winchester for containing their disgust of
the Jews and not acting upon it, thus casting their nonviolence as commendable in
comparison with ‘bad’ Christian behavior.790
William of Newburgh linked the attacks in England directly to the Third Crusade.
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The chronicler reported that a cross was seen in the sky over the London road in
Dunstable around the time that Richard departed for the East and shortly before the
January assaults on the Jews at King’s Lynn.791 Roger of Howden had similarly recorded
a cross in the sky over Dunstable in August 1188, adding that those watching saw Christ
himself, affixed by nails, in its center.792 Such portents were indications, in the
interpretive frameworks built up by contemporaries, that the deaths of England’s Jews
served as part of some larger divine plan connected to Richard’s accession to the throne
and his departure on crusade.
As Newburgh tried to reconcile the deaths of England’s Jews with Psalm 58, he
reflected on how God at times has bad people do good deeds, and concluded that the
Jewish deaths must ultimately reflect well upon England’s new crusader king:
The first day of the reign of the most illustrious king Richard was marked by the
destruction of the faithless race, and by a new courage of the Christians against
the enemies of the cross of Christ… For what could it more aptly portend, if it
portended anything, than that the destruction of the blaspheming people equally
ennobled the day and the place of the king’s consecration, than that at the very
beginning of his reign the enemies of the Christian faith near him began to fall
and be weakened?793
Through this logic, William reasoned, the bad actions of the Christians could be forgiven.
Even though individual Christians had acted against the orders of Psalm 58, the deaths of
the Jews in England could be read positively, as representative of Richard’s larger
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crusading legacy.
The response of Ralph de Diceto further reveals the connections that
contemporaries drew between the violence in England and past and present events in the
Holy Land, and it indicates the apocalyptic undertone of the time. Diceto followed his
comments on Psalm 58 with a list of eight historical and contemporary conquests and
destructions of Jerusalem: by Pharaoh Necho, Nebuchadnezzar, Antiochus, Pompey,
Titus and Vespasian, the “Saracens” of the time of Mohammad, the Franks, and, most
recently, Saladin.794 English Christians, Ralph implied, were thus enacting part of God’s
greater plan for Jerusalem and Christendom, casting out the enemies of the faith both at
home and abroad.

York, Jerusalem, and Masada
Crucially, from the Christian perspective, events both in the Holy Land and in
England were bound together by history, prophecy, and apocalyptic imagery. York, the
city famous for its connections to Constantine the Great, became the focus of such
interpretations. The Norman kings, recognizing York’s long association with “Christian
imperium,” cultivated a royal presence in the city.795 When the violence erupted against
York’s Jews in spring of 1190, however, royal control of the city was less apparent,
particularly as York’s sheriff, Ranulf de Glanville, had departed with Richard on
crusade.796 Largely free from royal oversight, York’s inhabitants felt free to unleash their
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hatred and jealousy of the Jews in their community.
They began by targeting the homes of Benedict (whose widow had inherited it at
his death) and Josce, the wealthy Jews who had already been attacked during the London
massacre the previous fall. Josce led the city’s other Jews to the royal tower (now
Clifford’s Castle), where they sought refuge from the mob. There the rabbi Yomtob of
Joigny, who “had come from parts beyond the sea… to teach the English Jews,” urged
them to kill themselves and their families rather than fall victims to the Christian mob.797
Others were killed by the city’s Christians. In all some 150 “Jewish men, women and
children committed suicide or were murdered” in York on March 16–17, 1190.798
Sethina Watson highlights the significance of the York Massacre, the most
famous of the series of attacks on England’s Jews, as “national in origin and reach.” But
the violence, she emphasizes, also reached beyond England: “it played out on an
international (even cosmic) stage.”799 As a “cosmic” event, the York Massacre held
eschatological implications. These were particularly embodied by the preaching of a
certain Premonstratensian hermit, who addressed the Christians in York as they besieged
the city’s Jews. Clad in white (veste alba), the hermit admonished the besiegers,
“frequently repeating with a powerful voice that the enemies of Christ should be crushed,
and also stirring up the warriors by the example of his assistance.”800
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Members of the Premonstratensian order traditionally wore white, but by
emphasizing the hermit’s white robes in the context of his preaching during the York
Massacre, William of Newburgh gave this passage a distinctly prophetic tone. Roger of
Howden, for instance, told the story of an abbot who, praying to know more about the
fate of the English army that was fighting in France in 1188, “having the spirit of
prophecy” (spiritum prophetiae habens), was visited in his dreams by a religious man
dressed all in white.801 Moreover, the Apocalypse of John repeatedly emphasizes white
clothing as a sign of Christian triumph and salvation. Apocalypse 3:5, for example,
proclaims, “He that shall overcome shall thus be clothed in white garments [vestietur
vestimentis albis]: and I will not blot out his name out of the book of life.”802 This vision
of a holy man in white, calling for the destruction of Christ’s enemies, would thus easily
have brought such apocalyptic images to the minds of the men laying siege to York’s
Jews.
William of Newburgh was more explicit in his use of apocalyptic language when
presenting the attack at York as a reenactment of first-century events in the Holy Land.
Specifically, William saw the York Massacre in 1190 as a reenactment of the siege of
Jerusalem and the burning of the Second Temple by the Roman emperor Vespasian (r.
69–79) and his son Titus (r. 79–81) in 70 CE, followed by the siege of Masada in 72.
Newburgh cited especially the Bellum Judaicum of Flavius Josephus (37–100), which
had entered the Western canon through Rufinus’s Latin translation.803 Nicholas Vincent
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has traced Newburgh’s use of Josephus’s language to describe the events in York. The
chronicler uses the archaic word arx, for example, rather than the more common
castellum, to refer to the royal tower in York. This usage, Vincent shows, draws from
Josephus’s description of Masada as an arx.804 Just as the first-century Jews sought
refuge from the Romans by retreating to the arx of Masada, so did York’s Jews flee to
their local arx. And like the Jews at Masada, the Jews of York ultimately turned to mass
suicide to escape death at the hands of their besiegers.805
The implications of these stories for a crusading audience become even more
pronounced when one considers the apocryphal Christianization of the historically pagan
emperors Vespasian and Titus. Over the centuries, an accretion of tales—the legend of St
Veronica, the Nathanis Judaei Legatio, the Acta Pilati, the Euangelium Nichodemi, the
Cura Sanitatis Tiberii, and others, often grouped in medieval manuscripts as the Gesta
Salvatoris—reimagined the historical accounts of first-century events.806 By the eighth
century, Titus’s attack on Jerusalem was retold in the Vindicta Salvatoris (the Vengeance
of the Lord), which made its way to England by the later Anglo-Saxon period, with at
least three eleventh-and twelfth-century Old English versions of it surviving today. By
the end of the twelfth century, it also appeared in French prose and verse versions as La
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Vengeance de Nostre-Seigneur.807 In these later versions, like the mid-thirteenth-century
Li Notsier from the abbey of Mont Saint-Michel, the story of the Roman siege of
Jerusalem in 70 rather ironically became a chanson de geste celebrating a chivalric
Christian victory in the Holy Land.808
The Angevins, as I have shown in earlier chapters, were particularly interested in
claiming Roman imperial legacies in the Holy Land. In this respect, Vespasian and Titus
offered fitting parallels to Henry II and Richard I. Vespasian and Henry were both
founders of new dynasties, the Flavian and the Angevin, respectively. Like Constantine
the Great, Vespasian had a connection to Britain, where, according to Geoffrey of
Monmouth (who drew from Josephus), he had campaigned before establishing peace with
the British king Arviragus.809 Titus and Richard, for their parts, were both famous for
campaigns focused on Jerusalem, and their reigns were connected to anti-Jewish
movements.810 Moreover, the Old English Vindicta Salvatoris described Titus as a
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regulus from Aquitaine, while the author of the Itinerarium praised Richard on the day of
his coronation—the day of the Jewish massacre—as “another Titus.”811 It would be
difficult to ignore the parallels between Titus and Richard—the latter the son of Eleanor
of Aquitaine and Henry II, himself the founder of a new royal dynasty with imperial
ambitions. As Richard set his course to free Jerusalem from Christ’s enemies, his subjects
in England could help their Angevin Titus in his quest to capture the holy city, acting out
their own role in this historical drama by laying siege to the Jews holed up on English
soil in the royal tower in York.

The Prophecy of the Golden Gate
In much the same way that the violence in York became a reenactment of the
historical siege of Jerusalem by Titus and Vespasian, so too did the Angevin courtier
Walter Map envision a direct correlation between historical events in the Levant and
those in England. In a unique interpretation of the crisis in Jerusalem, Walter explained
how the fates of Jerusalem and England were connected:
After one thousand one hundred and seventy [years] were done
The seventh after ten gave Jerusalem to Saladin.
In the one thousand sixty and sixth year
The bounds of England saw the comet’s hair.
In the one thousand and one hundredth year but one
With courage the mighty Franks captured Jerusalem.812
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These couplets bookend the 1066 Norman conquest of England (heralded by a comet, just
as the 1187 fall of Jerusalem was heralded by the planetary conjunction) with Saladin’s
conquest of the Holy Land in 1187 and with the Frankish capture of Jerusalem in 1099
during the First Crusade.
Walter also, and more confusingly, wrote that the “Saracens” had previously
captured Jerusalem in 1054—a date that does not correspond to any major events in the
Holy Land, which had already been under Mulsim control for some time.813 M. R. James
suggests that perhaps Walter (or his source for this information) intended to refer to 1056,
when westerners were temporarily banned from entering the Holy Sepulchre.814
Whatever event Walter meant to indicate by this reference, he went on to describe it as as
a precursor to the Norman Conquest. This scenario, while making England’s fate parallel
to Jerusalem, casts the Normans as analogous to the Muslims. Map added a further a
twist: these events in England and Jerusalem are linked to events in the Byzantine
Empire. In more recent times, Walter explaines, Andronicus I Comnenus (r. 1183–5),
whom Walter compares to the persecutor Nero, had become emperor in Byzantium. And
thus, Walter concludes, “these two conquests [England by the Normans and Byzantium
by Andronicus] were the prophetesses and heralds of those of Jerusalem.”815
The unpopular Andronicus Comnenus was soon overthrown by Isaac II Angelus,
who succeeded him as Byzantine emperor in 1185. Three years later, in 1188, a
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messenger of the Capetian king Philip Augustus reported on affairs in the East. After
noting the outcome of several skirmishes, and a marriage alliance between the children of
Saladin and the Sultan of Iconium, the anonymous messenger turned to a recitation of
prophecy. He began by relating the “true and indubitable” (certa et indubitabilis)
prophecy of a certain David of Constantinople.816 This prophecy foretold that “in the year
in which the Annunciation of the Lord falls on Easter day, the Franks (Franci) will
restore the Promised Land, and will stable their horses in the palmacia of Baldac, and
they will pitch their tents beyond the dry tree, and the chaff (lolium) will be separated
from the wheat.”817 From the perspective of 1188, when this letter was supposedly
written, Easter would next fall on the feast of the Annunciation (March 25) in the year
1201. Although this date was still over a decade away, this prophecy hinted at the
ultimate victory of the Latin crusaders in the not-too-distant future.
Even more intriguing, from the point of view of the Angevins’ imperial
ambitions, was the second prophecy that the messenger reported, concerning the Golden
Gate. This gate, which dates to the reign of Theodosius II in the fifth century, is the
southernmost gate built along Constantinople’s ancient outer walls. Initially used as the
entry point for imperial triumphs, over the centuries the gate had gained an association
with victory, even as the portal itself fell into disuse.818 The inscription above the gate
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originally read “AUREA SAECLA GERIT QVI PORTAM CONSTRVIT AVRO” (He
who builds a gate with gold rules a golden age).819 By the twelfth century, however, most
of this inscription had been lost.820 According to the French envoy’s letter, a prophecy
about the gate, supposedly told to “Walter the Templar lord” (presumably Walter de
Mesnil) by an old Greek man, “will now be fulfilled” (nunc implebitur): “the Latins will
rule (imperabunt) and be lords (dominabuntur) in the city of Constantinople, because it is
written on the Golden Gate, which has not been opened for two hundred years, ‘When a
golden-haired king from the West comes, I will open of my own accord.’”821
Thomas Madden has suggested that in 1188, when Philip Augustus’s envoy was
in Constantinople, the messenger mistook the words “Aurea saecla” (golden age) for
“Aurea saeta” (golden hair); an older theory suggests that he misread the Roman name
“Flavius” as “flavus” (blonde).822 Whatever the wording that the envoy saw over the
Golden Gate, the versions of his letter quoted by Angevin chroniclers use the word
“flavus.” While Madden’s point about the surviving text of the inscription holds, it seems
unnecessary to presume that the messenger would change the wording from “aurea” to
“flavus,” unless it helped to emphasize a point that he wished to make, reflected his
mistaken reading of “Flavius,” or was more common usage. Another possibility is that
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the messenger presented the message in French, and it was then translated back into Latin
differently.
This wording becomes suddenly important in the context of the chronicles in
which the letter was quoted. Although this letter purports to come from a French envoy
working on behalf of the French king, it is only preserved in the works of two English
chroniclers. Ralph de Diceto and Roger of Howden give the full text of this letter, the
latter quoting it in both his Gesta and his revised Chronica.823 The text does not appear in
the major Capetian chronicles. What purpose, then, did these Greek prophecies, reported
by a Capetian messenger, serve in Ralph’s and Roger’s narratives? The answer, I believe,
can be found in the text of the Itinerarium Peregrinorum, written c. 1217–22. Although
this particular account of Richard’s crusading exploits was written some years after the
Third Crusade, it contains a physical description of the English king, including the
observation that Richard’s hair was “between red and blonde” (inter rufum et flavum).824
Similarly, as we saw in Chapter Two, the inscription on Richard’s tomb at Fontevraud
called him the “golden king”—the rex auree.825
It is, of course, possible that Philip Augustus’s hair was also blonde.
Unfortunately, as the Capetian king’s biographer Jim Bradbury has noted, “Philip is not a
king who attracted many vivid personal portraits, either of his looks or of his character,”
and I have been able to find no descriptions of the French king’s hair color.826 Whether or
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not the anonymous messenger originally hoped that this prophecy would appeal to Philip
Augustus, however, it would not have been difficult for contemporaries to understand the
“golden-haired king from the West” as a direct reference to the golden-haired English
king, Richard I.
Constantinople was not, of course, Jerusalem, and this prophecy that a goldenhaired king would conquer Constantinople at first seems better suited to the time of the
Fourth Crusade. The fact that the messenger’s letter is quoted in Roger of Howden’s preThird Crusade Gesta, however, proves that the prophecy was not a post-Third Crusade
invention. This has significant implications, beyond the scope of the present study, for
understanding the later Latin sack of Constantinople during the Fourth Crusade (1202–4).
But even in the years leading up to the Third Crusade, the Byzantine capital city was
closely connected to Jerusalem in the Christian imagination.
I have already discussed the Angevin claims to the spiritual and imperial legacies
of the Roman emperor Constantine, the founder of Constantinople. The Byzantine capital
city also housed many relics originally from Jerusalem. Indeed, in twelfth-century
itineraries of the holy places of Christianity, there is often little textual differentiation
between Jerusalem and Constantinople. A short itinerary, for example, probably written
by an English pilgrim in the first half of the twelfth century, transitions seamlessly from
listing the holy sites around Jerusalem, to recounting the capture of Jerusalem by the
crusaders in 1099, to describing those relics that can be found in the imperial chapel in
Constantinople, including “The dominical Cross” (Crux dominica) and the nails with
which Christ was fixed to the Cross—traditionally said to have been brought to
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Constantinople by Constantine’s mother, Helena.827 This transition happens within the
space of five tightly-written lines, with no visual indications of the transition between
geographical locations. So closely associated were Jerusalem and Constantinople in this
spiritual landscape that they needed no distinguishing from one another.
During the time of the Third Crusade, interpretors of Daniel of Constantinople’s
prophecy concerning the golden-haired king from the West might also have confused or
deliberately merged Constantinople’s Golden Gate with the Golden Gate of Jerusalem.
This gate in Jerusalem’s eastern wall next to the Temple has since the seventh century
been identified as the one through which Christ had entered the city on Palm Sunday, and
through which the barefooted Byzantine emperor Heraclius had passed as he
triumphantly returned Jerusalem’s relic of the True Cross (which had been captured by
the Persians) in 631. The Golden Gate’s association with both these stories was known in
twelfth-century England.
Around 1165, moreover, John of Würzburg noted that the gate was only opened
twice per year, for the Palm Sunday procession and for the feast of the Exaltation of the
Holy Cross (September 14).828 John also described a cemetery next to the gate, which
Denys Pringle notes is probably the place where Thomas Becket’s murderers were
interred.829 While this terrestrial Golden Gate remained shut for most of the year, the
Apocalypse of John describes how, at the Second Coming of Christ, the heavenly
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Jerusalem’s twelve gates will be adorned, reliquary-like, in jewels and gold, and remain
ever open.830 It would not have been difficult to superimpose the prophecy of a goldenhaired king from the West entering Constantinople’s Golden Gate with the narrative of
the golden-haired king of England’s quest to liberate Jerusalem, the city whose own
Golden Gate was linked in memory and scripture to Christ and the True Cross.

Jerusalem, England, and Empire
While it is quite possible that the Angevins saw the prophecy of the Golden Gate
as applying to Richard and Jerusalem, the prospect of the prophetic golden-haired king of
the West also conquering Byzantium was perhaps not as far-fetched as it initially seems.
Indeed, there is evidence that Angevin chroniclers—and even Richard himself—saw the
English king taking on an increasingly imperial role during the Third Crusade. In his
work on Frankish claims to Charlemagne’s imperial legacy, Matthew Gabriele
emphasizes that in the high Middle Ages empire meant “not a geographical space but the
power/authority that the ruler wielded.”831 Gabriele adds that for the French and Germans
this authority extended over “one all-embracing gens, defined not by ethnicity but rather
by common adherence to an ideal, by submission to a new, universal Frankish
imperium.”832 This same idea appears in the Third Crusade texts, in reference to Richard
I. The Norman crusader-poet Ambroise described how the men of Normandy, Poitou,
Gascony, Maine, Anjou, and England all banded together under Richard’s leadership in
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Sicily, while the author of the Itinerarium later wrote that Richard “deserves to be set
over peoples and kingdoms.”833 For Richard of Devizes, England’s king attracted the
loyalty of men “from every nation of Christian name under heaven… Only those French
who had followed their lord remained with their poor [paupere] king of the French.”834
This emphasis on Richard’s universal appeal carried an obvious political message,
and one not as fantastical as it might first seem. The king of England not only outshone
the king of France, as we saw in Chapter Two, but he was worthy to be emperor of the
whole world. This was facilitated by the fact that the powerful German emperor,
Frederick Barbarossa, had drowned in June 1190, while on his way to join the crusade.835
With this emperor dead, it was possible for Richard to step in and fill the imperial void in
crusading leadership. Under the pens of the chroniclers, Richard thus became an imperial
figure who commanded the loyalty of all nations, from England to Jerusalem.
The Opuscula of Ralph de Diceto contains further clues about the prophetic
connections between Jerusalem, imperial power, and England’s king. Ralph, as we have
seen, played a central role in Richard’s coronation, and one of his clerks became the
founder of the Order of St Thomas Becket in Acre after the crusaders’ victory there in
1191. In the Opuscula, Ralph relates a story about Richard’s ancestor, Fulk II “the Good”
of Anjou (c. 905–60). One day Fulk helped a leper, “horrible in appearance” (aspectu
horribilem), get to the church of St Martin in Tours.836 The following night, two men—
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one clad in a white gown, and the other the leper—appeared to Fulk in a dream. The man
in white introduced himself as St Martin, and explained that the leper was Christ. Martin
praised Fulk for assisting the Christ-the-leper. Shortly after this, an angel appeared to the
count and proclaiming that “his successors up to the ninth generation of their domination
would always extend their lands immeasurably.”837
In the pages following this prophecy, Ralph de Diceto relates the histories of Fulk
II’s successors as counts of Anjou. Ralph drew much of this history of the Angevin
counts from John of Marmoutier’s Gesta Comitum Andegavorum, which devotes several
paragraphs to each count of Anjou in turn; so, too, does the text of the Historia Comitum
Andegavensium.838 Ralph’s history of the counts in the Opuscula, by contrast, eliminates
almost all mention of the counts (except Fulk II) up to Fulk V. Fulk III Nerra, for
instance, is only granted his name in the list, with no commentary. With his description of
Fulk V we see the importance of Jerusalem in Ralph’s text, as he explains how Fulk had
his son Geoffrey Plantagenet by his first wife, then later married Melisande, Queen of
Jerusalem, by whom he had two more sons. Ralph (likely copying from John of
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Marmoutier) interweaves his account of Fulk V in Jerusalem with that of Geoffrey’s
marriage to Matilda of England, emphasizing both her right to the English throne and her
first marriage to the Roman Emperor, and implying that Geoffrey might also have had
some (albeit indirect) claim to Jerusalem.839 This history of the Angevin counts then
culminates with Henry II and his progeny. It was Henry, after all, who brought Angevin
control to England, and who had—however tenuous—legitimate claims to both
Jerusalem and the Roman imperium.
Ralph lists the counts of Anjou as follows (I have provided the dates of their
reigns):
Fulk II the Good (r. 942–958)
Geoffrey I Greymantle (r. 960–987)
Maurice the Consul (d. 1012)
Fulk III Nerra (r. 987–1040)
Geoffrey II Martel (r. 1040–60)
Fulk IV Rechin (r. 1067–1109)
Fulk V, king of Jerusalem (r. 1106–29)
Geoffrey V Plantagenet (r. 1129–51)
Henry II of England (r. 1151–89)840
This list of Angevin counts is imperfect, leaving out both Geoffrey III (r. 1060–7) and
Geoffrey IV (r. 1103–6). These omissions are logical, as Fulk IV treated his brother
Geoffrey III’s reign as illegitimate, and Geoffrey IV’s reign was subsumed within Fulk
IV’s. Importantly, however, the omission of these two counts placed Henry II’s sons—
most notably Richard I—in the ninth generation of Angevin counts after Fulk II. In other
words, Richard represented the culmination of the angel’s prophecy to Fulk the Good.
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Ralph de Diceto saw in the unfolding of history the blessings conferred upon Fulk
II by Christ and St. Martin. An additional line in one of the surviving manuscripts of the
Opuscula sheds further light on the chronicler’s interpretation of the angel’s prophecy
and the roles it accorded to England’s Angevin kings. Internal evidence suggests that
British Library Additional MS 40007 was made for and owned by William Longchamp,
Bishop of Ely, Chief Justiciar (1189–1191), and Chancellor (1189–1197) of England.
This high-end manuscript was probably produced c. 1194–5 at St. Paul’s, where Ralph
could have supervised its production. It later came to be housed at St Mary’s in York,
where the chancellor’s brother became abbot in 1197.841 Just after the angel’s prophecy to
Fulk II, Ralph (or his scribe) added his own interpretation of how events in his lifetime
were fulfilling this prophecy:
The one-time kingdom of Jerusalem has shown this. The kingdom of the English
makes it clear now. The Roman Empire will declare it in its time.842
History had proven the first part of the prophecy true in the person of Fulk V, who ruled
Jerusalem from 1131–1143. By the middle of the twelfth century, Henry II had extended
Angevin rule to the English throne, and one day soon, this comment implied, an Angevin
king would claim the imperial title.
William Stubbs, in his edition of Ralph’s Opuscula, calls this addition “curious,”
and suggests that Ralph’s (or the scribe’s) comment about the Roman Empire must be in
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anticipation of the election of Otto IV as German emperor in 1198. Otto, the son of
Richard I’s sister Matilda and her husband, Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony, grew up in
England, and Richard unsuccessfully nominated his nephew as earl of York in 1190 and
count of Poitou in 1196.843 It is possible, therefore, that the scribe had Otto in mind when
he wrote the line about the Roman Empire. Otto, however, does not fit as tidily into the
angel’s prophecy of Angevin domination extending for nine generations from Fulk the
Good. The future German emperor falls in the tenth generation (if Fulk II is not included
in the count), or the eleventh (if Fulk II is included). Otto’s uncle, Richard I, therefore
seems a better fit for the prophecy. But whether the scribe intended Otto or Richard as his
subject, his overall point about the trajectory of Angevin history remains: the Angevins
were, he believed, destined claim Jerusalem, England, and the Roman Empire as their
dynastic heritage.
Perhaps the most evident expression of Richard I’s own embrace of this imperial
ideology can be seen in the events at Limassol in 1191, following Richard’s successful
defeat of Isaac Comnenus, emperor of Cyprus and a relative of the imperial family in
Byzantium. Ambroise, a member of Richard’s army, described the crusaders plundering
“rich and fine vessels of gold and silver… cloths of silk and of scarlet dye… good
doublets and elegant, beautiful clothes” from Isaac’s camp.844 Some twenty-five years
later, the author of the Itinerarium elaborated upon the scene at Limassol, describing how
Richard, seated on a Spanish horse, rode through the town dressed in a rich cloak of
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samite embroidered with suns and silver half moons, topped by a scarlet hat embroidered
with animals in gold thread. He wore golden spurs on his boots, the chronicle adds, and
had a sword with a gold and silver hilt girded around his waist. His saddle, embroidered
with gold and red, was decorated with golden lions. The Itinerarium’s author concluded
that he was “a pleasure to the eyes.”845
This splendid attire conveyed a pointed political message. Such fine clothing
invoked the distinctly multi-cultural dress of Mediterranean rulers like Roger II of Sicily
(d. 1154). Sicily’s twelfth-century lords were descendants of the Norman Hauteville
family, and Richard’s sister Joan had married Roger II’s grandson, William the Good (d.
1189). Roger’s coronation mantle, which survives today and which Richard very well
might have seen during his stay in Sicily, is deep red silk with Arabic text and images of
lions attacking camels embroidered upon it in gold (Figure 9). The red and gold animalembroidered clothing that Richard wore to celebrate his conquest of Cyprus would have
looked quite similar. The Itinerarium thus shows Richard, the king of England, following
the precedent set by the Norman kings of Sicily and the Angevin kings of Jerusalem
before him, by adopting the look and composure of an eastern ruler.

The Lionheart and the Apocalypticist
Richard had plenty of time in his six-and-a-half-month stay in Sicily to observe
such imperial trappings.846 It was during this time that Richard gave Tancred the sword
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Excalibur. That winter, Richard also met with the Calabrian monk Joachim of Fiore
(1135–1202), abbot of Corazzo and the greatest apocalyptic thinker of the Middle
Ages.847 Like Tancred, Joachim had an interest in Arthurian literature, and cited the
prophecies of “Merlinus britanicus” in his Vita Sancti Benedicti.848 More famously,
Joachim was known for his unique exegetical interpretations of the end of the world.
According to Roger of Howden, who was with Richard in Sicily, Richard had heard
about Joachim’s “prophetic spirit” (spiritum… propheticum) and, wishing to learn more
about his teachings, sent for the abbot (misit pro eo).849 Joachim therefore met with
Richard, in the presence of Walter of Coutances archbishop of Rouen, Gerard of La
Barthe archbishop of Auch, John bishop of Evreux, Bernard bishop of Baon, and “many
other distinguished men, both clerics and lay.”850
The French chronicler Robert of Auxerre (c. 1156–1212), in a rarely-cited
account of this meeting written c. 1210, presents a very different interpretation of the
encounter. According to Robert, it was Joachim, not Richard, who initiated the meeting.
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Moreover, the Calabrian monk met, Robert writes, with both Richard and Philip
Augustus. The chronicler goes on to describe how Joachim explained to the two kings
“that they would cross the sea, but would accomplish either nothing or very little, nor had
the times yet come in which Jerusalem and Outremer (regio transmarina) were to be
liberated.”851 This account would seem to be a result of Robert of Auxerre’s attempts to
explain the failures of the Third Crusade, as well as the French king’s early departure
from the Holy Land in 1191. Also notable is Robert’s emphasis that the kings of both
England and France met with Joachim. This is a far cry from Roger of Howden’s version,
which makes no mention of the French king in this context, and which places the king of
England, surrounded by his spiritual advisors, at the center of the whole affair.852
Moreover, while Robert of Auxerre presents Joachim as almost dismissive of the kings’
crusading efforts, Roger emphasizes the king of England’s intense interest in the latest
apocalyptic theories, and their potential application to his own role on the Third Crusade.
Roger of Howden describes the encounter between Joachim and Richard in both
his Gesta and, at greater length, in his Chronica. At this meeting, Joachim explained his
unique interpretation of Revelation 12, which says:
And a great sign appeared in heaven: A woman clothed with the sun, and the
moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars. And being with
child, she cried travailing in birth: and was in pain to be delivered. And there was
seen another sign in heaven. And behold a great red dragon, having seven heads
and ten horns and on his heads seven diadems. And his tail drew the third part of
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the stars of heaven and cast them to the earth. And the dragon stood before the
woman who was ready to be delivered: that, when she should be delivered, he
might devour her son. (Rev. 12:1–4)
Joachim explained that the woman represented the Church led by Christ, and her crown
the twelve apostles. The seven heads of the dragon, in turn, represent the seven great
persecutors of the Church: Herod, Nero, Constantius, Maumet (Mohammad),
Melsemutus (an African king), Saladin, and Antichrist; the dragon’s tail represents Gog.
Saladin, Joachim states, is currently persecuting the Church and oppressing Jerusalem
and the Holy Sepulchre. Antichrist, meanwhile, has already been born.853 Joachim
probably used a visual aid—likely an early draft of his Liber Figurarum—to illustrate
this point for the English king and his men.854 One of the images in Joachim’s book
depicts the seven-headed dragon of the Apocalypse. Each head is labeled with the name
of the persecutor to whom it corresponds. Upon the sixth head, labeled as Saladin, sits a
crown, indicating that he is the reigning persecutor of the Church (Figure 10).855
Brett Whalen and Sylvia Schein have noted that Joachim gave only limited
support to the crusading cause. Indeed, the crusades did not fit neatly into Joachim’s
model of concordances between the Old and New Testaments, Babylon and Rome, and
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he critiqued attempts to reclaim the earthly Jerusalem by force.856 He could not, however,
fully ignore the events of the Third Crusade, and his identification of Saladin as the
precursor to Antichrist would certainly have appealed to Richard and his companions.
Yet Richard also had his own ideas about how the Apocalypse would unfold. When
Joachim finished his explanation of the dragon, “the king said to him, ‘Where was
Antichrist born? And where will he be born again?” Joachim explained that Antichrist
had already been born in Rome, and would “obtain the apostolic seat” and sit in the
Temple of God there.857 Richard, however, disagreed with Joachim, and offered a
different interpretation:
I thought that Antichrist would be born in Babylon, or in Antioch, of the tribe of
Dan, and would reign in the Temple of God, which is in Jerusalem, and in that
land would walk where the feet of God had stood, and he would reign for three
and a half years, and would debate with Enoch and Elijah, and kill them, and
afterwards would die.858
Here Richard was echoing the ideas of the early medieval apocalyptic writers PseudoMethodius and Adso of Montier-en-Der (d. 992), whose theories about the End Times
were widely known in the twelfth century.859
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Indeed, when Roger of Howden revised his account of the meeting between
Joachim and Richard, sometime in 1192/3, he followed his narrative of Joachim’s views
with a lengthy quotation from Adso’s De Ortu et Tempore Antichristi, itself probably the
origin of many of Richard’s ideas on the subject.860 In this text, Adso explains that
Antichrist will be born to the tribe of Dan in the city of Babylon, and when grown will
come to Jerusalem, walking where Christ had walked. Pseudo-Methodius similarly
describes how the “son of perdition” will be born to the tribe of Dan—and, therefore, be
Jewish.861 Joachim, like many earlier apocalyptic thinkers, believed that the Jews would
peacefully convert at the End Times, and thus their persecution by Christians was
contrary to God’s plan.862 Richard’s emphasis on debating the details of Antichrist’s
birth, and his stress upon Antichrist’s origins from the tribe of Dan, thus adds an
additional apocalyptic dimension to the connection between Richard’s crusading
activities against the ‘sultan of Babylon,’ as Saladin was often known in the West, and
the anti-Jewish violence in England in 1189–90. It also, importantly, shows that Richard
was keenly aware of the eschatological readings of recent events.
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Once Antichrist gains power, according to Adso, the “son of perdition” will cause
great destruction, for “he will cause fire to rain down terribly from the sky, make the trees
suddenly blossom and wither, the sea to be stirred up… the air to be agitated by winds
and commotions, and innumerable and astounding other things.”863 Roger of Howden
also quotes a text, attributed to Pope Gregory I, which outlines other such disasters,
offering an account of earthquakes, pestilence and famines, followed by the stars falling
from the heavens, and rivers turning to blood.864 These disasters are, on the whole, quite
similar to those that Roger of Howden and Rigord claimed had been predicted by the
astrologers as harbingers of Saladin’s conquests of 1187; they are also reminiscent of the
signs of the Apocalypse mentioned in Revelation.865 Like Saladin, the Antichrist of
Pseudo-Methodius will “enter into Jerusalem and sit in the Temple of God.”866 He will
cause tribulations to continue for three and a half years, until God will send Enoch and
Elijah to denounce him. Ultimately, Antichrist will kill these prophets, and usher in the
Day of Judgment.867
As Roger of Howden reports in the Gesta, Richard exclaimed that if Antichrist
was in Rome, as Joachim claimed, he must therefore be Pope Clement III, with whom the
English king had a longstanding feud.868 Richard, however, did not want to fully accept
Joachim’s interpretation on this point, because Jerusalem, not Rome, was the target of the
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king’s crusade.869 The apocalyptic theories of Adso and Pseudo-Methodius fit better with
Richard’s agenda, for they placed Antichrist in Jerusalem, which was the crusaders’
ultimate goal. Indeed, it is likely that Richard and his advisors believed that Saladin
himself was the Antichrist—a point confirmed by Joachim. By this reasoning, the older
apocalyptic theories predicted that Saladin-as-Antichrist would reign in Jerusalem for
three and a half years. Reckoning from Saladin’s capture of the holy city in November
1187, the Christian army could hope to defeat the Ayyubid sultan in the early summer of
1191, only a few months away. Joachim’s prophecies, while useful for his identification
of Saladin as the precursor of the seventh and final Antichrist, were therefore met with
some resistance by Richard and his advisors, who debated these and other interpretations
of Scripture with the abbot of Corazzo.870
In his Chronica, Roger of Howden inserted a new exchange, which he placed
after Joachim’s exposition on the meanings of seven heads of the dragon of the
Apocalypse and Saladin’s rule in the Holy Land. According to these revisions, Richard
asked the abbot for more details:
Then the king of England asked him, “When will this be?” To which Joachim
responded, “When seven years have elapsed from the day of the capture of
Jerusalem.” Then the king of England said, “Then why have we come here so
soon?” Joachim replied to him, “Your arrival is very necessary, because the Lord
will give you victory over His enemies, and will exalt your name over all the
princes of the earth.”871
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By 1192/3, Roger had learned of Richard’s failure to capture the Holy Land, so his
revisions reflect his ongoing belief that Richard still had the potential to defeat Saladin.872
As a number of scholars have noted, Joachim’s statement (which Roger almost certainly
invented) now gave the king until 1194 to achieve this victory.873 Thus the initial failure
of the crusaders to capture Jerusalem was not—so Roger hoped—a complete failure, but
rather a temporary setback, still governed by the dictates of prophecy.
John Gillingham, who has probably written more extensively about Roger of
Howden than anyone, comments that Roger was “not an expert theologican” and
therefore was inclined to be “more impressed” by Joachim’s prognostications than were
the elite clergymen attending the meeting. Gillingham suggests that Roger was cautious,
even “predictable,” in his treatment of Joachim’s prophecy, because he does not outright
declare the prophecy false.874 Yet Roger’s alterations to Joachim’s words about Richard’s
chances of success, and his inclusion of numerous additional apocalyptic texts in the
Chronica, suggest that the chronicler was not so naïve as Gillingham would make him.
Indeed, Howden’s manipulation of the exchange between Joachim and Richard shows the
chronicler actively shaping his narrative in Richard’s favor, adapting to circumstances as
necessary while still predicting a victory for the crusading English king.
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Richard I, Last World Emperor
These exchanges at Messina—both the early version in which Richard challenged
Joachim on whether Antichrist would seize power in Rome or in Jerusalem, and Roger of
Howden’s revised version, in which Joachim tells Richard that Saladin will be defeated
within seven years from 1187—point to an active concern about the trajectory of the
Third Crusade, and Richard’s leadership of it. If Joachim was right, then the English king
might defeat Saladin, but Antichrist would not be defeated until 1260, in Rome.875 If
Richard and his clerical advisors were correct, however, and Saladin was in fact
Antichrist, then he would be defeated either in 1191 or in 1194. From the crusaders’ point
of view, this latter scenario held much greater promise, and much greater reward. Indeed,
based on the available evidence, the leaders of the Third Crusade earnestly believed that
they were fighting not only to recover the earthly Jerusalem, but also to usher in the age
of the heavenly Jerusalem and the End Times.
The end of the world, however, as Adso cautioned, could not happen until the
Roman Empire officially ended: “But some of our learned men say, that one of the kings
of the Franks will hold the Roman imperium as though whole and renewed; who will
arrive at the very end of time, and he will be the greatest and the last of all kings.”876 This
king, having “happily governed” (feliciter gubernaverit) his kingdom, will then come to
Jerusalem, where he will place his scepter and crown on the Mount of Olives, signaling
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the end of the Roman Empire. Antichrist will kill Elijah and Enoch, and the Day of
Judgment will at last arrive.877
Historians have long examined how medieval writers in France and Germany
frequently cast their rulers in the role of Last World Emperor, often in the form of a
second Charlemagne.878 In the twelfth century, in the context of the Second Crusade,
chroniclers assigned this role to Louis VII of France or Conrad III of Germany. The
German chronicler Otto of Freising (c. 1110–58), too, famously depicted the reign of the
German emperor Frederick I Barbarossa (r. 1155–90), who drowned on his way to the
Holy Land in 1190, as a continuation of the Roman Empire, and ended his chronicle with
an account of Antichrist. Barbarossa’s own interest in apocalyptic matters is reflected by
the Ludus de Antichristo (Play of Antichrist), presumably staged at the emperor’s court
around 1160.879 Yet, perhaps because of the general focus in the twentieth century on the
practical, bureaucratic developments of Angevin England, historians have largely
excluded the Angevin kings and their court from participation in these prophetic
discourses.880
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As I have argued in this chapter, it is clear that Angevin writers were, in fact,
keenly aware of, and deeply interested in, the potentially apocalyptic role that Richard I
might play in the context of the Third Crusade. Richard fell almost naturally into the role
of Last Emperor. He began his reign shortly after Saladin’s victory at Hattin and capture
of Jerusalem, a time marked—so the chroniclers emphasized—by the ominous portents
of lunar eclipses, solar eclipses, a planetary conjunction, and crosses in the sky. These
heavenly movements, the chroniclers suggested, were in turn reflected on earth in the
form of earthquakes, thunder, lightning, and strong winds, just as described in the
Revelations of John. The Last Emperor, moreover, was destined to defeat unbelievers and
usher in the culmination of Christian empire, in much the same way as Richard’s reign
began with an outpouring of violence against England’s Jewish communities and was
followed by his campaigns against the Muslims in the Holy Land.
On his way to the Holy Land, Richard celebrated conquests of Sicily (where he
defeated the Griffons, even if he did not fully conquer the island kingdom) and Cyprus
(where he donned the trappings of an eastern, Mediterranean emperor). The prophecy that
a golden-haired king of the West would also conquer Byzantium gave further credence to
the idea that Richard, the flavus rex, would extend these conquests. Following in the
footsteps of Constantine the Great, Richard would be king of England and emperor of
Byzantium, the new Rome. As the descendent of Fulk V of Anjou, Richard could,
moreover, lay claim to the crown of Jerusalem. Like Adso’s Last World Emperor,
Richard would “possess anew the Roman Empire.”881 He then would go to Jerusalem,
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where, as Joachim of Fiore and other apocalyptic thinkers foretold, he would defeat
Saladin, the Antichrist, after that sultan had held the holy city for three and a half years.
In the apocalyptic spirit of the early 1190s, Richard I, king of England, took on far
more than a military command when he took over leadership of the Third Crusade. His
reign began in the midst of a prophetically charged period, and contemporary observers
saw all the signs that their king would unite Christendom, from England in the West to
Jerusalem in the East, and ultimately restore the holy city to God. In this context, Richard
became both a secular and a spiritual leader, a king and—so the chronicles of the time
suggest—the Last World Emperor.
Anthony Smith, responding to the ideas of Elie Kedourie, who posited a link
between nationalism and millennialism, has argued that nationalism “is wholly opposed
to the kind of apocalyptic chiliasm prevalent in certain quarters in medieval
Christendom.” Specifically, Smith sees the “distinctly this-worldly movement and
culture” of nationalism as inherently opposed to the idea of the Apocalypse, which entails
the destruction of this world, and, therefore, of the nation.882 For Smith, the nation and
the Apocalypse cannot coexist, and thus they are mutually opposed. For the twelfthcentury Angevins, by contrast, these two concepts went very much hand-in-hand. Rather
than being the enemy of national identity, the Apocalypse offered the ultimate test of that
idenity. Only the nation that was the most Christian, the most worthy, could usher in the
Second Age of Christ. For the Angevin chroniclers of the Third Crusade, that role
indisputably belonged to the English, and to their prophetically ordained king, Richard.
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CONCLUSION
Adam of Eynsham, writing between 1197 and 1212, recalled the prophetic words
of his friend, the bishop St Hugh of Lincoln, “that the holy city, which was captured
recently in our own day by the Saracens, would be miraculously recovered from them
also in our lifetime, through the mercy of our Saviour.”883 Richard the Lionheart’s
unexpected death in 1199 ended any hopes that the great crusader king would one day
return to the Holy Land to fulfill this prophecy. Nor is Richard’s brother and successor,
John, remembered for his attentions to Jerusalem. This youngest son of Henry II is more
associated with giving up his royal rights and losing England’s overseas empire. Yet
ironically it was John, the Angevin king who lost the most, whose vows to help
Jerusalem came to be preserved in one of the foundational texts of English constitutional
law, the Magna Carta.
Pope Innocent III (r. 1198–1216) sought to negotiate peace between John and the
French king Philip Augustus in order that they might together join in what became the
Fourth Crusade (1202–4).884 Laying blame on both rulers, Innocent lamented that the
Muslims might have been subdued in the past, but “have now as a consequence of your
quarrel regained their courage and risen in greater strength.”885 Hubert Walter, the
archbishop of Canterbury and veteran of the Third Crusade, also pressured John on the
matter of Jerusalem. With the support of the pope, Hubert urged the king to send one
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hundred knights to the Holy Land for a year.886 John also pledged a fortieth of the income
from the lands in the royal demesne for a year, and gave 1,000 marks to support his halfnephew Louis of Blois’s crusading venture.887 John, however, had his own share of
political troubles during this period, which by 1204 saw the Capetian conquest of the
Angevins’ ancestral lands of Anjou and Normandy. Castilian claims on Gascony further
undermined any claims to a wider Angevin empire.888 The loss of these continental
territories in turn placed additional financial strains upon John’s insular possessions.
Moreover, John alienated many potential allies by claiming all the spoils of war for
himself and treating his prisoners poorly.889 Even had he wished to, John could ill afford
the time or resources to personally come to Jerusalem’s aid.
The king’s problems were compounded by ecclesiastical disputes. Hubert Walter
died in July 1205.890 The subsequent quarrel over the appointment of a new archbishop of
Canterbury increased tensions between the Crown and the Papacy. While John put
forward Walter de Gray as the archbishop’s successor, Pope Innocent preferred Stephen
Langton as a candidate. John further antagonized the Church by attempting to exact an
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“unprecedented” new tax in 1207, without the backing of England’s bishops.891 In March
1208, Innocent placed England under interdict, cutting the kingdom off from all
sacraments except baptism and deathbed confessions. The following year, in November,
the archbishop of Reims excommunicated John.892
The twin punishments of interdict and excommunication signaled a real threat to
Angevin power in England. With the withdrawal of the Church’s protection and its
sanction of his right to rule, John was in danger of being deposed. It was significant,
John’s most recent biographer Stephen Church emphasizes, that these penalties were
issued by the reforming pope Innocent III, who during his papacy expanded the definition
of crusading to include war against heretics and the Christian enemies of Rome. The way
was now paved for a foreign prince—specifically, Louis (1187–1226), son of Philip
Augustus—to wage a crusade against England.893
Late in 1212, facing invasion by the French and increasing discord at home, John
began to reconsider his options. The following May, he officially submitted England and
Ireland to Innocent III.894 This was a substantial shift from Henry II’s open defiance of
Pope Alexander III during the Becket Affair some half century earlier. A generation later,
Matthew Paris could accuse John of an even greater betrayal of England and the Church.
John, the St Albans chronicler wrote, had initially offered to make England a vassal not
of Rome, but of North Africa. As part of this offer, Matthew added, John agreed to
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convert to Islam.895 This—needless to say wholly fictional—story neatly conveys the
negative image of John’s reign that survives up to the present. John, however, had little
choice. By placing the kingdom under papal control, he could once again count on
Innocent’s support in his conflicts with England’s barons and with France. The
arrangement was also beneficial for the papacy, which now held the kingdom of England
as a vassal state. This move, moreover, gave the pope exactly what he had wanted for so
long: the promise that the king of England would lead a crusade to free Jerusalem from
the Muslims.
The pope wrote to Stephen Langton and the “bishops, abbots and priors” of
Canterbury in April 1213, urging them to assist in the recovery of the Holy Land.896
Langton, now archbishop of Canterbury, lifted the king’s sentence of excommunication
on July 20.897 In the spring of 1214, and then again that November, the pope wrote to
John, reiterating his old complaint that John’s ongoing conflict with France was
“preventing the aid to the Holy Land.”898 This conflict had recently taken a turn for the
worse (from John’s perspective), when the French soundly defeated John’s nephew and
ally, the German emperor Otto IV, at the battle of Bouvines on July 27, 1214. John’s
position in England was increasingly precarious.
On March 4, 1215, John took the cross. Innocent wrote to the king in April of
1215, praising his decision: “Come, therefore, glorious king! equip yourself mightily to
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win the crown which the Lord has laid up for you.”899 Many men, Innocent added, were
already flocking to join the Fifth Crusade (1213–21), and they would look to John for
leadership. In reward for John’s taking charge of this crusading army, Innocent
concluded, God “will on earth secure and confirm the throne of the kingdom to you and
your heirs.”900 In other words, the pope implied, Angevin rule in England would be
confirmed and strengthened, rather than weakened, by John’s participation in this latest
crusade.
While it is likely that John never had any real intentions of going to the Holy
Land, becoming a crucesignatus offered the king a number of tangible benefits. The
proposed crusade played an increasingly central role in the negotiations between king,
pope, and barons, culminating with the signing of Magna Carta at Runnymede on June
15, 1215.901 Much has been written about the great charter’s influence on the
development of constitutional monarchy and judicial rights in England. The British
Library’s webpage celebrating the 800th anniversary of the document in 2015 declares it
to be “the most valuable export of Great Britain to the rest of the world.”902 The
document importantly emphasizes that England is a unified kingdom. David Carpenter
notes that the common translation of “communitas regni” as “community of the realm”
would be better translated as “community of the kingdom,” following the usage of the
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term “regni” in John’s lifetime.903 Nevertheless, the frequent uses of the word “land,”
scattered throughout the charter’s clauses, supports this idea of a shared community.
Clause 61, for example, establishing a council of twenty-five barons to oversee the king’s
actions, calls for the “support of the whole community of the land.”904 Ironically, this
very community that the Angevin kings had created within England had now turned itself
to regulating the king himself.
A less celebrated aspect of Magna Carta’s legacy appears in clauses 52, 53, and
57, which directly relate to John’s crusading vows. Specifically, these three clauses
address the suits of anyone in England or Wales who had been dispossessed of forests,
“lands, castles, liberties, or rights without the lawful judgement of his equals” during the
reigns of Henry II and Richard I. In such cases, the charter grants John “respite for the
period commonly allowed to Crusaders,” unless he should fail to fulfill his vows, in
which case he will have to directly restore these properties and rights to their
disenfranchised claimants.905
While these concessions may not seem terribly significant in relation to Magna
Carta’s more famous and enduring clauses, they are nevertheless important reminders of
the political benefit that crusading conferred upon John’s troubled reign. Being a
crucesignatus guaranteed the king at least temporary relief from what were certain to be
great financial burdens to the royal coffers. It also gave him an element of bargaining
power with the barons, who could not directly deny John certain rights as a crusader. This
903
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point was made even clearer in Innocent III’s response to the barons’ rebellion. In early
July 1215, the pope—who had not yet learned of the events at Runnymede—wrote to the
bishop of Winchester and the abbots of Reading and Pandulf, chastising the clergy for
supporting the barons over their would-be crusader king. Indeed, Innocent exclaimed, the
barons, along with clergy who did not give their full backing to John, “are undoubtedly
worse than the Saracens, for they are trying to depose a king who, it was particularly
hoped, would succour the Holy Land!”906
Innocent wrote again in August to declare Magna Carta null and void. In a letter
addressed to “all the faithful of Christ,” the pope reiterated that even though John had
sinned in the past, he had now pledged himself to protecting the Holy Land on behalf of
the papacy and Christendom. England’s barons were thereby acting for Satan, for
“conspiring as vassals against their lord and as knights against their king, they… dared to
make war on him, occupying and devastating his territory and even seizing the city of
London, the capital of the kingdom.”907 Importantly, Innocent framed the issue as one
that linked Jerusalem’s future to the health of England’s political body. John’s land had
been compromised, his authority undermined, and his kingdom’s capital captured. All
these things, in turn, threatened John’s greater purpose, which was to rescue the Holy
Land from the infidel. By preventing this, the barons and their supporters not only acted
against the will of the pope, but sought to see “the king’s rights injured, the English
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nation endangered, and the whole plan for a Crusade seriously endangered.”908 Once
again, the fate of Jerusalem relied—at least rhetorically—on the fate of England and its
Angevin ruler. In reality, it was rather England and its king whose fates now relied on
Jerusalem.
As John’s reign reminds us, the survival of the political entity of ‘England’ was
never a foregone conclusion. When the king died on October 19, 1216, he had lost nearly
all the empire amassed by his father and older brother, and the southern part of the
kingdom, including London, was controlled by the French prince Louis and the rebellious
barons.909 Yet the first decade of John’s reign also marked an important point in the
solidifying of English identity. As we have seen, it was during this time that miracle
stories about Thomas Becket began to include tales of eastern pilgrims who, freed from
the Muslims by the saint’s intercession, directed their feet and prayers toward
Canterbury. It was also at this time that the monks Jocelin of Furness and Layamon
claimed Helena’s and Constantine’s legacies in the Holy Land as part of England’s
Romano-British heritage, and the history of Glastonbury became officially associated
with Joseph of Arimathea and the Holy Grail. These popular and folkloric traditions used
past figures to meet a present need, linking the Angevin dynasty into the greater
narratives of European and Near Eastern history. In defiance of the political chaos of the
era, they asserted the strength of the bonds between England, the Angevin kings, and the
Holy Land.
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The “sacred communion of the people” that Anthony Smith identifies as the heart
of a nation is built upon the foundations of “community, territory, history, and
destiny.”910 Asserting England’s connections to the Holy Land was a way of creating
legitimacy for what had been, at the beginning, a largely foreign dynasty within England.
It set the Angevins apart from their predecessors, the Normans, by focusing upon a
family past that knitted together the historic trajectories not only of Anjou and
Normandy, but also of England and Jerusalem, placing them within the broader trajectory
of Christian history. In the process of defining and reinforcing their power, the Angevins
drew upon the traditions, legends, and histories that linked them to their new homeland—
England—and to the Holy Land. The result was the evolution of a new understanding
about what it meant to be Angevin and English.
William of Newburgh, writing at the end of Henry II’s reign (c. 1189), told the
story of a strange occurrence that had happened at the village of Woolpit near Bury St
Edmunds during the reign of King Stephen. Two children, a boy and a girl, completely
green from head to toe (toto corpore virides), appeared one day in a field. The local
villagers took them in, giving them food and shelter. As the children, who later explained
that they came “from the land of Saint Martin” (de terra Sancti Martini), adapted to the
local habits, their color gradually changed until they looked “similar to us, and they
learned the use of our speech.”911 Scholars have proposed a variety of interpretations of
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this story.912 I would like to see it as an allegory for the Angevins, who came from Anjou,
the land of Saint Martin.913 Angevin rule in England, like the Green Children’s arrival in
Woolpit, was marked by more than just a change of political geography. As the Angevins
and their followers adopted the culture and customs of England, so too did they transform
their very nature, becoming English themselves. “Fame sings of two kings,” wrote the
poet Geoffrey of Vinsauf about Henry II, “One is celestial, the other / English; one is a
divinity in these things and the other a man.”914 The Angevin kings were only men, but
they were Englishmen.
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Figure 1. Saladin captures the True Cross from King Guy. From Matthew Paris,
Chronica Majora, f. 279. Image Credit: British Library.

Figure 2. Reliquary containing fragments of the True Cross and the bones of several
saints, c. 1180, Limoges, France. Image credit: the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Figure 3. Kelloe Cross wheel-style cross head, St Helen’s Church, Kelloe, Co. Durham.
Image Credit: Katie L. Hodges-Kluck, 2014.
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Figure 4. Kelloe Cross upper panel, St Helen’s Church, Kelloe, Co. Durham. Image
Credit: Katie L. Hodges-Kluck, 2014.
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Figure 5. Kelloe Cross middle panel, St Helen’s Church, Kelloe, Co. Durham. Image
Credit: Katie L. Hodges-Kluck, 2014.
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Figure 6. Kelloe Cross lower panel, St Helen’s Church, Kelloe, Co. Durham. Image
Credit: Katie L. Hodges-Kluck, 2014.
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Figure 7. Constantine the Great, York Minster. Image credit: Katie L. Hodges-Kluck,
2014.
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Figure 8. Marginal detail of Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 139, f. 175 r.

Figure 9. The coronation mantle of Roger II of Sicily, c. 1134.
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Figure 10. Joachim of Fiore’s seven-headed dragon of the Apocalypse, from Revelation
12:3, showing the crowned sixth head representing Saladin. Reproduced in Il Libro delle
Figure dell’abate Gioachino da Fiore, Vol. II: Tavole XXIX, di cui XIII a Colori Testo
Relativo su Grafici, ed. Leone Tondelli, 2 vols (Turin: Società Editrice Internazionale,
1953), plate XIV.
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